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TELEVISION 

SETS, 

RECEIVERS 

AND 

TRANSMITTERS 

Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters 
are expensive to acquire and you no doubt highly 
prize your installation. Apart from the value of your 
Set, you might be held responsible should injury be 
caused by a fault in the Set, or injury or damage 
by your Aerial collapsing. 

A "Scottish" special policy for Television Sets, 
Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters provides the 
following cover: 

{a) Loss or damage to installation (including in the 
case of Television Sets the Cathode Ray Tube) 
by Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft or Accidental 
External Means at any private dwelling-house. 

(b) (i) Legal Liability for bodily injury to Third 
Parties or damage to their property arising 
out of the breakage or collapse of the Aerial 
Fittings or Mast, or through any defect in 
the Set. Indemnity £10,000 any one accident. 

(ii) Damage to your property or that of your 
landlord arising out of the breakage or 
collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, but 
not exceeding £500. 

The cost of Cover (a) is 5/- a year for Sets worth £50 
or less, and for Sets valued at more than £50 the 
cost is in proportion. Cover (b) (i) and (ii) costs only 
2/6 a year if taken with Cover (a), or 5/- if taken alone. 

Why not BE PRUDENT AND INSURE your 
installation—it is well worth while AT THE VERY 
LOW COST INVOLVED. If you write to the 
Corporation's Office a proposal will be submitted for 
completion. 

Write for full details, quoting reference 5304, to:— 

THE MANAGER 

SCOTTISH INSURANCE CORPORATION LTD., 

66-67 CORNHILL, LONDON E.C.3 



NEW FROM SINCLAIR 
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ACTUAL SIZE 

★ ONLY ONE CONTROL 
★ CALIBRATED DIAL 
★ SIZE-It *14 x! 
★ POLISHED ALUMINIUM 

FRONT PANEL WITH 
SPUN ALUMINIUM DIAL 

★ AMAZING RANGE 
POWER& SENSITIVITY 

★ NEW CIRCUITRY 
★ BANDSPREAD FOR 

EASY RECEPTION 
OF 'POP' STATIONS 

★ A.G.C. 
★ IN KIT FORM OR 

READY BUILT 
★ 5 YEAR GUARANTEE 

Guarantee 
Should you not be completely satisfied with your purchase when you receive it from us, your money will be refunded in full and at once without question. Please quote RCI67 should you prefer to write your order instead of cutting out this coupon. 
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS. 

The 

World's 

smallest 

radio 

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC 

Here is a brand new design from an organisation 
world-famous for its production of micro electronic 
equipment for the constructor. This new set, the 
SINCLAIR MICROMATIC reaches fantastically high 
standards of performance. In it, we have combined 
new circuitry with new elegance to make this set 
professionally right in every detail whether you 
build it yourself or buy it ready built. It is the 
perfect personal radio, ready to serve wherever 
and whenever required. Reception from a wide 
range of stations is assured with excellent selectivity 
and quality. The MICROMATIC is a set you will be 
proud to be seen using—and it makes an excellent 
gift too. 

Six stage transistor cir- 
cuit of remarkable 
power and sensitivity. 
Two R.F. stages are 
followed by double di- 
ode detector and 3 
stages of audio-amplifi- 
cation A.G.C. counter- 
acts fading from distant 
stations. Ferrite rod 
aerial and two Mallory 
cells type ZM. 312 are 
contained in the minute 
case. Tunes over M.W. 
Dial marked in Kc/s 
and metres. Inserting 
plug of earpiece 
switches set on. 

Complete Kit inc. Case, Transistors, 
earpiece, and instructions. 59'6 

Ready built in presentation case with earpiece 79/6 

SINCLAIR MICRO FM 7 Tran- sistor FM superhet for use both as a tuner and independent pocket radio. Easy to build. Needs no alignment. With telescopic aerial. Case size less than 3" x 2J/,x Complete kit inc. earpiece and instructions. £519.6 

SINCLAIR Z-i2 AMPLIFIER 
Measures only 3" x IJ" x \Y' including integrated pre-amp. 12 watts R.M.S. output con- tinuous sine wave. Ready-built with manual of input matching and control circuits. Ideal for hi-fi, guitars, P.A., qq/a etc., etc. olJ/D 

SINCLAIR STEREO 25 De Luxe pre-amp/control unit for use with two Z. 12s or any high quality stereo amplifier. Size 6" x 2^" x 2f . with brushed and polished alumin- ium front and solid aluminium knobs Ready built. 
£9.19.6 

a 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 
Please send 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED 
22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 

Telephone: OCA3-52731 
for which I enclose cash/cheque/money order 

I value £ ^ </. 

NAME   
ADDRESS 
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HI-FI AMPLIFIERS TUNERS — RECORD PLAYERS 

3+3W STEREO 
AMP. 
S-33H 

10W 
POWER 

AMP. 
MA-12 

10W POWER AMPLIFIER. Model MA-12. 10W output, wide freq. range, 
low distortion. For use with control unit. Kit ^12.18.0 Assembled ^16.18.0 
3 + 3W STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33. An easy-to-build, low cost unit. 
2 inputs per channel. Kit ^13,7,6 Assembled £18.18.0 
DE LUXE STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33H. De luxe version of the 
S-33 with two-tone grey perspex panel, and higher sensitivity necessary to 
accept the Decca Deram pick-up. Kit £15.17.6 Assembled £21.7.6 
HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-99. 9 +.9W output. Ganged 
controls. Stereo/Mono gram., radio and tape inputs. Push-button selection. 
Printed circuit construction. Kit £28.9.6 Assembled £38.9.6 
TRANSISTOR PA/GUITAR AMPLIFIER, PA-2. 20W amplifier. Four inputs. 
Variable tremolo. New Low Price Kit £39.19.0 Assembled £54,10.0 
SOW VALVE PA/GUITAR AMP., PA-1. Kit £54.15.0 Assembled £74.0.0 

20 + 20W 
STEREO 

AMP. 
AA-22U 

GARRARD 
PLAYER 

AT-60 

TRANSISTOR MIXER. Model TM-1. A must for the tape enthu- 
siast. Four channels. Battery operated. Similar styling to Model AA-22U 
Amplifier. With cabinet. Kit £11.16.6 Assembled £16.17.6 

20 + 20W TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model AA-22U. 
Outstanding performance and appearance. Kit £39.10.0 (less cabinet). 
Assembled £57.10.0 Attractive walnut veneered cabinet ^2.5.0 extra. 

GARRARD AUTO/RECORD PLAYER. Model AT-60. 
less cartridge £13.1.7 With Decca Deram pick-up £17.16.1 inch P.T. 
Many other Garrard models available, ask for Lists. 

HI-FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MA-5. A general purpose 5W 
Amplifier, with inputs for Gram., Radio. Attractive modern styling. 

Kit £11.9.6 Assembled £15.15.0 
lilillllllllllllllllllillllllllllllili Illiillillilllilllllllilllllllilllllllllillllilllllllllllililllilillllllillli 

The World Leader in Quality Kitsets 
Easy-to-follow instruction manuals show you how to build the models 

INSTRUMENTS 

3" LOW-PRICED SERVICE OSCILLOSCOPE. 
Model OS-2. Compact size 5" x 7|" x 12" deep. 
Wt. only 911b. "Y" bandwidth 2 c/s-3 Mc/s±3dl5. 
Sensitivity lOOmV/cm. T/B 20 c/s-200 kc/s in four 
ranges, fitted mu-metal CRT Shield. Modern 
functional styling. 

Kit £23.18.0 Assembled £31.18.0 
5" GEN-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE. Model 
10-12U. An outstanding model with pro- 
fessional specification and styling. "Y" band- 
width 3 c/s-4.5 Mc/s±3dB. T/B 10 c/.s-500 kc/s. 

Kit £35.17.6 Assembled £45.15.0 
E LUXE LARGE-SCALE VALVE VOLT- 

METER. Model IM-I3U. Circuit and speci- 
fication based on the well-known model V-7A but 
with many worth-while refinements. 6" Ernest 
Turner meter. Unique gimbal bracket allows 
operation of instrument in many positions. Modern 
styling. Kit £18.18.0 Assembled £26.18.0 
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model AG-9U. 
10 c/s to 100 kc/s, switch selected. Distortion less than 
0.1%, 10V sine wave output metercd in volts and dB's. 

Kit £23.15,0 Assembled £31.15.0 
VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-7A. 7 voltage ranges 
d.c. volts to 1,500. A.c. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,000 peak 
to peak. Resistance 0.112 to l,000Mf2 with internal battery. 
D.c. input resistance 11MG. dB measurement, has 
centre-zero scale. Complete with test prods, leads and 
standardising battery. 

Kit £13.18.6 Assembled £19.18.6 
MULTIMETER. Model MM-1U. Ranges 0-1.5V to 
1,500V a.c. and d.c.; ISOptA to 15A d.c.; 0.211 to 20M12. 
4j" 50ii,A meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £18.11.6 
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model RF-1U. 
Up to 100 Mc/s fundamental and 200 Mc/s on 
harmonics. Up to lOOmV output. 

Kit £13.18.0 Assembled £20.8.0 
SINE/SQUARE GENERATOR. Model 
IG-82U. Freq. range 20 c/s-1 Mc/s in 5 bands 
less than 0.5% sine wave dist. less than O.ISp. 
sec. sq. wave rise time. 

Kit £25.15.0 Assembled £37.15.0_ 
TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY. 
Model IP-20U. Up to 50V, 1.5A output. 
Ideal for Laboratory use. Compact size. 

Kit £35.8.0 Assembled £47.8.0 

OS-2 

K 

IM-13U 

V-7A 

RF-1U 

IG-82U 

Prices and specifications 
subject to change without 

notice 

Complete your motoring pleasure with this 
outstanding CAR RADIO, Modelcr-x 

Will give you superb LW and MW enter- 
tainment wherever you drive. Tastefully 
styled to harmonise with any car colour 
scheme. Available for your convenience in 
two separate parts, RF Amp. Kit £1.13.6 
inch P.T. IF/AF Amp. Kit £11.3.6. 

Total Price Kit (excl. Loudspeaker) £12.17.0 inch P.T. 
8" x 5''Loudspeaker £1.1<6.1 inch P.T. 

Illlllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllli 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS 

"OXFORD" LUXURY PORTABLE. 
Model UXR-2. Specially designed for use 
as a domestic, car or personal portable 
receiver. Many features, including solid 
leather case. Kit £14.18.0 inch P.T. 
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE. Model UXR-1. 
Pre-aligned I.F. transformers, printed circuit. 
Covers L.W. and M.W. Has 7" x 4" loud- 
speaker. Real hide case. 

Kit £12.11.0 inch P.T 
JUNIOR EXPERIMENTAL WORKSHOP 
Model EW-1. More than a toy! Will make 
over 20 exciting electronic devices, incl: 
Radios, Burglar Alarms, etc. 72 page Manual. 
The ideal present! Kit £7.13.6 inch P.T. 

STEREO TRANSISTOR FM TUNER. 
(Mono version also available) 

Designed to match the AA-22U Amplifier. 
Available in separate units, can be built for a 
total price. 

Kit (Stereo) £24,18.0 inch P.T. 
Kit (Mono) £20.19.0 inch P.T. 

Cabin extra £2.5.0. 

UXR-2 

WELCOME TO OUR LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE 
233 Tottenham Court Road, W.I 

We open MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. THURSDAY   I I a.m.-2.30 p.m. 
Telephone No: MUSeum 7349 

WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE YOU WILL VISIT US THERE 
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TAPE AMPLIFIERS TAPE DECKS ~ — CONTROL UNITS 

FM 
TUNER 1^ 
FM-4U 

MAGNAVOX 
DECK 

HI-FI FM TUNER. Model FM-4U. Available in two units. R.F. 
tuning unit (^2.15.0 incl. P.T.) with I.F. output of 10.7 Mc/s, and I.F. 
amplifier unit, with power supply and valves (,£13.13.0). May be used 
free standing or in a cabinet. Total Kit £16.8.0 
(Multiplex adapter available, as extra.) 
HI-FI AM/FM TUNER. Model AFM-1. Available in two units 
which, for your convenience, are sold separately. Tuning heart 
(AFM-T1—£4.13.6 incl. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier (AFM-A1—£22.11.6). 
Printed circuit board, 8 valves. Covers L.W., M.W., S.W., and F.M. 
Built-in power supply. Total Kit £27,5.0 
(Multiplex adapter available, as extra.) 
MAGNAVOX "363"-TAPE DECK. The finest buy in its price 
range. Operating speeds: 1J", 3J" and 1%" p.s. Two tracks, "wow" 
and "flutter" not greater than 0.15% at 7^" p.s. £13.10.0 
MAGNAVOX deck with TA-IM Kit £31.5.6 

AM/FM 
TUNER TRUVOX 

DECK 

TRUVOX D-93 TAPE DECKS. High quality stereo/mono tape decks. D93/2, 
| track, £36.15.0 D93/4, i track, £36.15.0 
TAPE RECORDING/PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER 
Mono Model TA-IM kit £19.18.0 Assembled £28.18.0 
Stereo Model TA-IM kit £25.10.0 Assembled £35.18.0 
HI-FI CABINETS. A wide range available for example: Malvern Kit £18.1.0 
incl. P.T. 
MONO CONTROL UNIT. Model UMC-1. Designed to work with the 
MA-12 or similar amplifier requiring 0.25V or less for full output. 5 inputs. 
Baxandall type controls. Kit £9.2.6 Assembled £14.2.6 
STEREO CONTROL UNIT. Model USC-1. Push-button selection, 
accurately matched ganged controls to dzldll. Rumble and variable low-pass 
filters. Printed circuit boards. Kit £19.19.0 Assembled £27.5.0 

First in dependability-first in 
Convenient credit terms available in U.K. over £10 

SSU-I 

Berkeley 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM. Model SSU-1. 
Ducted-port bass reflex cabinet "in the 
white". Two speakers. Vertical or horizontal 
models with legs, Kit £12.12.0, without 
legs, Kit £11.17.6 incl. P.T. 
THE BERKELEY Slim-line SPEAKER 
SYSTEM, fully finished walnut veneered 
cabinet for faster construction. Special 12" 
bass unit and 4" mid/high frequency unit. 
Range 30-17,000 c/s. Size 26" x 17" x only 
71" deep. Modern attractive styling. Ex- 
cellent value. 

Kit £19.10,0 Assembled £24.0.0 
COTSWOLD SPEAKER SYSTEMS. Out- 
standing performance for price. 
MFS: Size 36" x 16?" x 14" deep. 

Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.0 
STANDARD: Size 26" x 23" x 141" deep. 

Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.0 
llllllllllllllllllllllll 

MULTIPLEX 
DECODER, SD-1 
for receiving Stereo FM. 
Convert your existing FM Mono receiver 
to stereo with this low-cost, self-powered 
unit. Fully transistorised. Styled to match 
Heathkit models FM-4U and AFM-1 
Tuners. 

Kit £8.10.0 Assembled £12.5.0 
Styled to match British Heathkit models. SD-1 

SEND FOR THE LATEST 
FREE CATALOGUE 

FULL SPECIFICATION OF ANY HEATHKIT MODEL 
ALWAYS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

GC-1U 

"AMATEUR" EQUIPMENT 
THE "MOHICAN" GENERAL COVER- 
AGE RECEIVER. Model GC-1U. With 
4 piczo-electric transfilters, variable tuned 
B.F.O. and Zener diode stabiliser, this is 
an excellent fully transistorised general 
purpose receiver for Amateur and Short 
wave listeners. Printed circuits, telescopic 
aerial, tuning meter and large slide-rule dial. 

Kit £37.17.6 Assembled £45.17.6 
AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER. Model 
RA-1. To cover all the Amateur Bands 
from 160-10 metres. Many special features, 
including: half-lattice crystal filter; 8 valves; 
signal strength "S" meter; tuned R.F. 
Amp. stage. 

Kit £39.6.6 Assembled £52.10.0 
160-10M TRANSMITTER. Model DX- 
100U. Careful design has achieved high 
performance and stability. Completely 
self-contained. 

Kit £81.10.0 Assembled £106.15.0 
COMMUNICATIONS TYPE RECEIVER. Model 
RG-1. A high performance, low cost receiver for the 
discriminating listener. Frequency coverage: 600 kc/s- 
1.5 Mc/s and 1.7 Mc/s-32 Mc/s. 

Kit £39.16.0 Assembled £53.0.0 

NEW! Hi-Fi Models. 
'AVON' The Mini Speaker System 

with Hi-Fi performance. 
Only 7}" wide x 131" high X 8}" deep. Specially designed. 

Walnut veneered finished cabinet kit £8.18.0« 
Two speaker system and crossover network £4.18.0. 
Total price kit £13.16>0« 

Low-cost 3 + 3W Transistor Stereo Amplifier, TS-23 
Has all the essential features for good quality reproduction from gram, radio and 
other sources. 

Kit (less cabinet) £17.15«0« 
Kit (with handsome finished cabinet) £18.19.0. 

Prices quoted are Mail Order prices. 

DAYSTR0M LTD 
DEPT. RC.2 
GLOUCESTER 

. Without obligation please send me 
I FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 

^"1 Please send me models    
|      for which I enclose £ s. 
| NAME    

Tick 

d. post paid 

ADDRESS 

niLrz 
DEPT. RC.2 
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RICE 
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PER COPY 

REVISED & ENLARGED 

EDITED BY J. R. DAVIES Please send me the 4th revised edition o/TV Fault Finding, 
Data Book No. 5. 

124 pages / enclose cheque/crossed postal order for    
Over 100 illustrations, including 60 photographs of I name  
a television screen after the appropriate faults have | 
been deliberately introduced. | ADDRESS   

Comprehensive Fault Finding Guide cross-refer- .   
enced to methods of fault rectification described at '   
greater length in the text. I block letters please 
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T.B.S. BARGAINS IN KITS, COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT 

ALWAYS NEEDED—ALWAYS AVAILABLE FROM T.R.S. 
VOLUME CONTROLS Dmcr/^nc 'n Preferred values and full ranges Ktjl^ I Ulw from 100 to 10 megohms. Modern ratings. Midget type. 

5% HI-STAB ^ w. i ioon- /v. r I meg., each 6d iw. f Other values 9d. 
10% STANDARD w., ^ w., each 4d. J w. 6d 
1% HI-STAB iw. 1/6(100—1000 2/-) 

All values 5K—2 megohms, l-f" dia.. Long spindles. Log or Linear, less sw. 3/6. With DP. sw. 5/-. Centre tapped ± meg log; I meg less sw. 5/-. TWIN GANGED, all values 5K to 2 meg. per section 7/6. Ditto IOOK to 2 meg. with DP. sw., each 9/6. STEREO BALANCE CONTROL, Log/Anti-log. 5K, 4-, I & 2 meg. each 9/-. 
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE—2 oz. reels 14 g.-20 g. 3/-; 22 g.-28 g. 3/6; 30 g.-34 g. 4/3; 36 g.-38 g. 4/9; 39 g.-40 g. 5/-, etc. 
TINNED COPPER WIRE. 16-22 g. 4/- 2 oz, BONDACOUST Speaker Cabinet Acoustic Wadding (I" thick approx.) 18" wide, any length cut, 6/- yd. 
VEROBOARD—All sizes including 24" x 5", 3/8; 2+"x 3r 3/-; 3*" x 5". 5/2; 3i" x 3|". 3/8; 3i x 17 , 12/6. All accessories and tools in stock. 
ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER. 60/40 4d. per yard. Cartons dd., I/-, 2/6, etc. 
WIREWOUND RESISTORS. 25 ohm to I0K. 5 w. 1/3. 10 w. 1/6. 15 w. 2/-. CONDENSERS Silver Mica. All values 2 pf. to 1,000 pf. 6d. ea. Ditto ceramics 9d. Tub. 450 v. T.C.C., etc. .001 mfd to .01 lOd. and .1/350 v. lOd. .02 MF to 0.1 MF. 500 v I/-. .25 T.C.C. 1/9. .5 T.C.C. 2/-. 
CLOSE TOL. S/MICAS. 10% 5 pf. 500 pf. 9d. 600-5,000 pf. I/-. 1% 2 pf.-lOO pf. lid. 100 pf.- 250 pf. l/2d. 270 pf.-800 pf. 1/4. 800 pf.-5,000 pf. 2/-. 
ALUMIN. CHASSIS. I8g. Plain undrilled folded 4 sides, 2" deep, 6" x 4", 4/6; 8" x 6" 5/9; 10" x 7". 6/9; 12" x 6", 7/6; 12" x 8". 8/- etc. 
ALUMIN. SHEET. 18 g. 6" x 6", I/-; 6" x 9", 1/6; 6" x 12", 2/-; 12" x 12", 4/- each. 

TYGAN FRET (Contem. pat.) 12" x 12", 2/-; 12'- x 18", 3/-; 12" x 24", 4/- etc. 
TUNING COND. Twin Gang by J. B., Plessey etc. 365 pf. Midget 8/6 each. .005 mfd Midget 7/6 each. .0005 mfd Stand, size with feet 8/6 each. Combined AM/FM Twin Gang—2 x .0005 mfd +2 x 25 pf. Neat and Compact 10/6 each. 
SINGLE TUNING COND Reaction Type- Mica Dielectric .0001 mfd, .0003 mfd, .0005 mfd 1^" sq. 4/9 each. 
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. Midget Type Single Wafer, iin. dia. Spindle. 2 pole 2 way 2/6 each. I pole 4 way 2/9 each. I pole 12 way, 2 pole 6 way, 3 pole 4 way, 4 pole 2 way. 4 pole 3 way 3/9 each. 

GARRARD UNITS & PLINTHS 
LM.3000 charger with 9TA stero cartridge. 8 gns. AT.60 De-Luxe changer with 12" cast turntable, less cartridge. 94; gns. SP.25 De-Luxe single player less cartridge. 94* gns. Carr. and packing on above 7/6 each. 
GARRARD PLINTHS suitable for any of above, with plastic cover 75/-. Carr. and packing 5/-. Garrard Mono Cartridges from 15/-. Stereo from 25/-. 

Established 1946 

RAnifl COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
llAIIIU Brigstock Rd, Thornton Heath, Sy 
Telephone THO 2188. Hours 9.0 a.m.—6.0 p.m. daily, 1.0 p.m. Wed. A few doors from Thornton Heath Station, S.R. (Victoria section) 

T.R.S. STEREO DECODER KIT Based on a Mullard design. 6 Transistors, Printed Circuit size 5Jin. x 2i-in. 2 stage transistor. Stereo Beacon Indicator in- corporated. I2v. supply. Neg. Earth. Basic Kit supplied suitable for Transistor Tuner input and Transistor Amplifier output. With simple mods (data supplied with Kit) easily adapted for Valve Tuners and Valve Amplifiers. Kit and assembly instructions complete with Mullard specified Inductors Type WF2949 and WF295I. Bargain £4/19/6. Prealigned £5/5/- (p.p. 2/6). 
SINCLAIR KITS We carry full stocks of these famous designs as advertised. MICROMATIC, New Six stage vest-pocket revr. (Kit) 59/6. MICRO-FM 7 transistor FM tuner-revr. (Kit) £5/19/6. Z.i2 combined 12 w. amp and pre-amp. built 89/6. STEREO 25 de luxe pre-amp/control unit built £9/19/6. 

TAPE BARGAINS 1500' 7" REEL American professional quality tape, li hrs. playing at 33- r.p.s. Leader and stop foils. In sealed boxes. 17/6 per reel (p.p. I/- for first reel, 6d each after ordered at same time). UNIQUE DOUBLE SIDED TAPE on 53" reels. Superb quality used normally. Ideal for experimenters too. 650' 9/-: 600' 8/6 (p.p. I/- per single reel, 6d. for each additional). 
7 VALVE AM/FM RG CHASSIS A high performance instrument. Tunes long, medium and F.M. wavebands. Permeability tuning on F.M. Large clear dial A.V.C., neg. feedback. Magic eye. 3 w. output A.C. 200/250 v. Diagrams. Aligned, tested and ready for use £13/19/6. (Carr. and ins. 8/6) S.A.E. brings full details. 

Transformer Manufacturing Service We manufacture all types Radio Mains, Transf. chokes. Quality O/P Trans., etc. Enquiries invited for specials, prototypes for small pro- duction runs. Quotations by return. 
CARRIAGE & PACKING Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D., post and packing ±lb. I/-, l/b. 1/9, 31b. 3/-, 51b. 3/9, 81b. 4/6, etc. 3d stamp brings latest list (Dec. 66). 

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 
8 RADNOR HOUSE 

93/97 REGENT STREET 
LONDON, W.I 

VALUE PAKS for '67 
^ NEW, UNTESTED 

LOW COST SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS (THYR1STORS) FACTORY TESTED JAHP {TO-5 can) 7 AMP (STUD) 16 AMP (STUD) Free SCR Literature including P'Y EACH PIV EACH PIV EACH Circuit Diagrams for Light ,55   8/6 100 10/6 100 16/6 Dimmers, Speed Controllers 
'55  400 30/- 400 30/- AC Power Switch, etc.. with ^59    45/- 600 55/- SCR orders or on request. 400   22/6 400 PIV Power SCR 30 Amp. Special Price 80/-  
^ ■■ One 10/- Pack of your own ► choice free with orders valued £4 or over FREE 

VALUE PAK _ _ TRANSISTORS 
SQ MIXED UNTESTED 

3 OCI39 Trans. NPN Mullard   2 Drift Trans. 2N 1225 100 M/Cs PNP ... 6 Matched Trans. OC44/45/81 /81 D   4 OA 10 Diodes Mullard     15 Red Spot AF Trans. PNP   15 White Spot RF Trans. PNP   4 Si I. Rects. 3 A 100/400 PIV   4 NPN Trans. OCI39 ZNI302. ETC  
2 10 Amp. Sil. Rect. 50/100 PIV   8 Diodes 4 OA70. 4 OA79   1 5 Amp. SCR 100 PIV   3 Sil. Trans. 2S303 PNP  5 GET884 Trans. Eqvt. OC44   10 Assorted Computer Diodes   4 Zeners 5, 6.8, 10, 12 Vlts   4 2G4I7 Trans. Eqvt. AFI I 16/1 17   2 200 M/Cs S I. Trans. BSY26/27   2 Bi-directional Trans. ASY66   4 High Current Trans. OC42   2 Power Trans. OC26/35   5 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV 250mA   3 OC7I Trans. Mullard   3 OC7S Trans. Mullard   3 NPN Sil. Trans. 70 M/Cs   I Power Trans. OC20 100 Vlts  5 OA47 Gold Bonded Diodes   4 OA202 Sil. Diodes CV448   3 OC77 Trans. Mullard   8 OA8I Diodes Sub-min   3 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV 500 mA  

10/- 
10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 

LOGIC MODULES ---- and/or, Gates, Memory Units, EIVEK Timer Units, etc., details free m 

■ UNMARKED, UNTESTED lOSlR QvoltAGE RANGE I Amp IU 9 50-400 PIV 20/- 
3 High vit. AF Trans. PNP ACYI7   15/- 5 Sil. Rect. 750mA 100 PIV TEXAS  15/- 3 BSY95A Sil. Trans. STC   15/- 3 Sil. Trans. OC200 Mullard  15/- 2 Sil. Power Rect. 6 Amp. 200 PIV BYZI3 15/- I AFI39 GERM. Trans. 1500 M/Cs   15/- I Sil. Power Trans. 100 M/Cs TK201A NPN 15/- 6 Zener Diodes 3-15 vlts. Mixed 400mW 15/- 5 OAS Gold Bonded Diodes Mullard   15/— 1 2NI 132 PNP PLANAR Trans. Sil  15/- 2 2N697 NPN PLANAR Trans. Sil  15/- 4 GERM. Power Trans, eqvt. OCI6 Mullard 15/— 1 UNIJUNCTION Trans. 2N2646 G.E ... 15/- 2 Sil. Trans. 60VCB 200 M/Cs. ZT83/84 ... 15/- I Sil. PLANARTrans. BSY25 NPN IOOOM/Cs 15/- 1 Sil. Trans. IS 104 150 M/Cs HFE 200 NPN 15/- 2 SCR's 50 PIV I Amp. TO-5 can  15/- I Tunnel Diode IN370 (TD-5) G.E   15/- 1 2N2160 UNIJUNCTION Trans. TO-5 can 15/- 2 Sil. Rect. 5 Amp. 400 PIV Stud  15/- 1 Tunnel Diode AEYI I STC. 1050 M/Cs ... 15/- 2 GERM. Power Trans. OC28/29   15/— 2 Zeners 25 Watt 18 & 22 Vlts  15/- 6 Sil. Rect. Type BY 100 800 PIV 550mA ... 20/- 8 Sil. Rect. 400 PIV 200/500mA   20/- I Transistor Manual by G.E. 648 pages  30/- I Silicon Controlled Rect. Manual G.E. ... 30/- 25 Mixed Sil. & GERM. Trans. New Marked 30/- 40 Mixed Semiconductors New Marked ... 40/- I Logic Module Handbook & Catalogue ■■■ 17/6 

120 sSi. Diodes 10'- 

20Zeners 10'- 

25 Transistors 10'- 
Silicon N.P.N. 200 m/cs. 

20 Rectifiers 10'- 
1 amp. Germ, up to 300 PIV 

60 Diodes 10'- 

16 Rectifiers 10'- 
Silicon 750mA Top-Hat 

NEW — 
SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

— TESTED 
600 PIV 2 Amp at 55°c 25s. each. 
800 PIV 2 Amp at 55°c 30s. each. 

Our vast stocks change daily with hundreds of Semiconductor bargains becoming available. Just send 2/6 to cover 3 months mailing of our latest stock lists, eqvt. charts, circuits, etc. 

Minimum Order 10/-. CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add I/- postage and packing per Order. GUARANTEED by return postal service. Overseas add extra for Airmail. 
A complete range of Sil. Rect. 750mA to 
25 amp 50-1000 PIV now in stock. Ask 
for Price List. 
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IMPROVE YOUR 

HOME RECEPTION 

For 1967 

UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR YOU, 
AS A READER OF 
THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
Something for the womenfolk! 'Dull radio bits 
and pieces' represent junk to most of the fairer 
sex, but now this INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
puts YOU and your hobby on a new plane 

TOLTEC 
Debutante552 6 

HAIR DRYER 

* 

% 

230-250 volts A.C. only. 

SPECIFICATION 
Moulded in beautiful symmetri- 
cal pastel blue impact resisting 
thermoplastic casing. 
Quiet in operation. 
Hot or cold air. 
No radio or T.V. Interference- 
meets British standard specifi- 
cation. 
Fitted with safety cut-out. 
12 months & money refund guarantee. 
Value 80/9 in the shops 
Send the coupon below with the sum of only 52/6 (plus 4/6d to 
cover postage, packing and insurance, unless you are collectinq 
personally) to 
THE TOLTEC ELECTRONIC & TRADING CO. LTD., 

HATTON HOUSE, HURST GREEN, SUSSEX 
If you are not delighted with your purchase, its price will 
be refunded if the appliance is carefully replaced in its 
mail-order pack and returned safely within seven days. 

CATION A W A Y TODAY 
THF RAnin cnMCTDi i^Tr»D , THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

I TOLTEC HAIR DRYER OFFER 
i INTRODUCTORY VOUCHER WORTH 28/3 

BOUND VOLUME No. 19 

of "The Radio Constructor" 

FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

i 

Comprising 
780 pages 
plus index 

Volume 19 August 1965 to July 1966 

PRICE 30/- Postage 4/6 

Special discounl of ID'-foi repular readers 

Where the 12 monthly issues making up the 
volume are returned, the price is only 20/— 

plus 4/6 postage 

I 

Available only from:— 

Data PublicatioRS Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale London W9 
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A systematic guide to the servic- 

ing of transistor radio and tele- 

vision receivers, tape recorders 

and high fidelity equipment 

RAPID 

SERVICING 

OF 

TRANSISTOR 

EQUIPMENT 

Gordon J. King 

160 pages 
90 line and half- 
tone illustrations 
30s. 

Directed to the service technician changing from valves to transistors, 
students starting a career in electronics, and the enthusiastic amateur, it 
describes semiconductors and transistors, their operating principles and 
circuitry, together with basic test procedures, and then concentrates on 
fault diagnosis in the various fundamental types of circuit—audio and video 
amplifiers. R.F. circuits and oscillators—each section concluding with a 
Fault Diagnosis Summary Chart. Chapters are devoted to the ordinary 
transistor portable receiver and practical advice on repair procedures. 

CONTENTS 
Transistor Fundamentals 
Preliminary Circuit and Transistor Tests 
Signal Conditions and Tests 
Fault-finding in Audio and Video Circuits 
Fault-finding in R.F. Circuits 
Fault-finding in Oscillator Stages 
Fault-finding in Transistor Radios and Hi-fi Amplifiers 
Practice of Transistor Equipment Servicing 

Servicing of 

OoKtmnJ.Hhifj 

FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER 
or in case of difficulty, complete ihis order form 
  ORDER FORM 1 
Please send me copy/ies of RAPID SERVICING OF I 

I TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT at 30s. (add 2s. postage) 
NAME:..           

ADDRESS:      _,.... 

I' Simple complete this form and send it with your remittance to 
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, 

, London, W.C.2. , 
L— NEWNES 

TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Size 5i,, x 3^" x It'7. For IF and RF alignment 
and AF output, 700 c/s frequency coverage 
460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequencies. 
Ideal for alignment to our Elegant Seven and 
Musette. Built and tested. 39/6. P. & P. 3/6. 

TRANSISTORISED 
U WATT AMPLIFIER 

comprising 2AC 128, 20C 75 
and 2 AA129 separate bass and 
treble volume controls. Com- 
plete with Power Supply AC 
mains 240V size 7£" x x 2". 
Price 50/- plus 2/6 P. & P. 

3 to 4 WATT 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

3-4 watt 
Amplifier 
built and 
tested. 
Chassis 
size 7/, x 
3^' x 1". 

Separate bass, treble and vol- 
ume control. Double wound 
mains transformer, metal rectifier 
and output transformer for 3 
ohms speaker. Valves ECC81 and 
6V6. £2.0.0 plus 5/6 p.p. The 
abovein Kit Form,29/6 plus 5/6p.p. 

8-watt 4-valve PUSH-PULL 
AMPLIFIER & METAL RECTIFIER 
Size: 9" x 6" x U". A.C. Mains, 200-250V 
5 valves. For use with Std. or L.P. records, 
musical instruments, all makes of pick-ups 
and mikes. Output 8 watts at 5 per cent of 
total distortion. Separate bass and treble 
lift control. Two inputs, with controls for gram, and mike. Output 
transformer tapped for 3 and 15 ohm speech coils. Built and tested, 
£4.4. P. & P. 11/-. 8" x 5" speaker to suit price 14/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. 
Crystal mike to suit 12/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. 
"MUSETTE" 6-Transistor 

Superhet Portable Radio 
•A" 2^" Speaker. 6 Transistors Super- het Output 200mW. Plastic Cabinet 
in red, size 4f" x 3" x If" and gold 
speaker louvre, Horizontal Tuning 
Scale. -A: Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial. 
★ IF 460 kc/s. ^ All components Ferrite Rod and Tuning Assembly 
mount on printed board, if Operated 
from PP3 Battery, if Fully compre- 
hensive instructions and point-to-point 
wiring diagram, if Printed Circuit 
Board, if Tunable over medium and 
long waveband, if Car aerial and 
earpiece socket. 

Price 39/6d inc. carrying strap. Circuit Diagram 2/6 -free with parts. P. & P. 3/6 

ONLY £4.4.0 
Plus 7/6 Post & Packing 

ELEGANT SEVEN Mk. IIA 
SPECIAL OFFER. 7" x 4" P.M. Speaker 
at no extra charge. Power supply kit 
to purchasers of "Elegant Seven" parts, 
incorporating mains transformer, recti- 
fier and smoothing condenser, A.C. 
mains 200/250 volts. Output 9V 100mA. 
7/6 extra. 
Buy yourself an easy to build 7 tran- 
sistor radio and save at least £10.0.0. 
Now you can build this superb 7 tran- 
sistor superhet radio for under £4.10.0. 
No one else can offer such a fantastic radio with so many de luxe 
star features. 
if De luxe grey wooden cabinet size 12^" x 8^" x 3^". if Horizontal 
easy to read tuning scale printed grey with black letters, size 11^" 
x 2". if High "Q" ferrite rod aerial, if I.F. neutralisation on each 
separate stage, if D.C. coupled push pull output stage with separate 
A.C. negative feedback, if Room filling output 350mW. if Ready 
etched and drilled printed circuit board back printed for foolproof 
construction, if Fully comprehensive instructions and point to point 
wiring diagrams. Car aerial socket. ^ Fully tunable over medium 
and long wave, 168-535 metres and 1250-2000 metres, if All compon- 
ents, ferrite rod and tuning assembly mount on printed board, if Full 
after sales service, if Parts list and circuit diagram 2/6, free with 
parts. 
Our new branch at 323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W .2 is now open 
Personal shoppers only. AM orders by post to our Acton address 

Shop Hours 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Early Closing Wednesday 
Goods not despatched outside U.K. Terms C.W.O. All enquiries Stamped Addressed Envelope. 

RADIO & TV COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. 
21G High St., Acton, London, W.3 
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HOME RADIO LTD., Dept. RC, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 2YQ Phone, mit 3282 

Which type of Shopper are you? 

/ TO YEOLDE n RADIO 
ISHOPPE 

UMPTEEN 
LES Ml 

TH CE 

-O 

i) o 
Hlc 

SH 

1 
y? D 

<r. 

* m 9* 
SHOPPER A 

Poor shopper "A" looks ready to die of exposure; while the worst 
that can happen to "B" is that, being so absorbed in his Home Radio 
Catalogue, he might burn his toast! The fact is that "A", in spite of 

his brave search for all the electronic components he needs, may return 
with only a shocking cold to show for his trouble; whereas "B" can order 

in leisure and comfort, knowing that all his requirements will be supplied 
within 24 hours. 

You too can join the merry throng of 
contented "B" 's (there must be about 
80,000 of them!). It's very simple; 
just post off the coupon with 9/- 
P.O. or cheque (7/6 + 1/6 P & P) 
and before you can say "There's no 
place like Home" you'll receive your 
Home Radio Catalogue, which auto- 
matically makes you a fully paid up 
member! And remember—each cata- 
logue contains 5 vouchers worth a 
total of 5/- if used as directed. So 
what are you waiting for? 

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals T 

j Name  

j Address   

Home Radio Ltd., Dept. RC, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Sy. I 
CR4 2YQJ 
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RADIOGRAM 

AMPLIFIER 

by G. C. DOBBS. G3RJV 

A simple design, without complications, which is capable of offering a high quality 
output of 5 watts. The circuit includes a tone control and variable feedback, and 

sufficient reserve power is available to supply an f.m. or a.m. tuner unit 

The author was recently faced with the 
prospect of getting married and setting up a new 
home. The arrangements for the choice of 

furniture were left safely in female hands. However 
a radiogram was required and the author had to 
provide a suitable amplifier to go with an auto- 
changer deck and an f.m. tuner. 

This amplifier had to be of reasonable quality 
with sufficient output to fill a fair sized room and 
also provide power for the f.m. tuner. A push-pull 
output circuit was dismissed as being too refined for 
the required output and quality. Eventually the 
circuit in Fig. 1 was evolved. This circuit, although 
not novel, is a simple "work first time" type of 
amplifier which uses easily obtainable components. 

Circuit Details 
The input signal is applied to volume control VRi 

and thence to bass-boost control VR2, which 
functions in conjunction with Q. The signal on the 
slider of VR2 is next passed to the EF86 pentode 
amplifier, Vj. 

The amplified signal at the anode of Vj is next fed 
via C4, to the EL84 output pentode, V2. Resistor Rx, 
is a grid stopper. This will not normally be required, 
whereupon the junction of C4 and Rg can be applied 
direct to the control grid of V2. If there appears to 
be evidence of high frequency instability, Rx should 
then be inserted. Its value is not critical and may lie 
between 3.3kfl and lOkfi, and it should be mounted 
close to the valveholder tag. An alternative approach 
consists of fitting Rx when initially wiring up the 
amplifier, after which it may be removed if it is 
found that no falling-off in performance occurs as 
a result. This alternative approach offers an insurance 
against any misleading shortcomings in performance 
which may be evident when trying out the amplifier 
circuit. 

The output transformer is a Radiospares "Hy- 
grade" Universal component, which is rated at 
60mA primary current and an overall power of 
7 watts. The optimum anode load for V2 is 5.2ktl 
(transformer ratio 41 : 1 for a 30 speaker) and the 
transformer should be connected up to provide a 
load which is reasonably close to this value. 

Negative feedback is obtained from the secondary 
of the output transformer by way of VR3, it being 
applied to the cathode circuit of Vi. An unusual 
feature of the circuit is that VR3 is a panel component 
and that the level of feedback is adjustable from the 
front of the amplifier cabinet. The control is set up 
to provide the desired quality of reproduction 
without too much loss in volume. If desired, a preset 
variable resistor may be used for R3 instead of the 
panel control employed in the author's amplifier. 
The preset control is then set up for the quality/ 
volume levels desired when the amplifier is initially 
brought into use, after which it may be left alone. 

The h.t. supply is given by the circuit around V3, 
and h.t. current of 80mA at some 250 volts being 
available after smoothing choke Li. Vi and V2 
require slightly less than 60mA, with the result that 
h.t. currents up to 20mA are available for a tuner 
unit. The h.t. feed to the tuner unit is passed via 
Rn to the 4-way socket, Sktj. Resistor Rn decouples 
the tuner unit supply from the amplifier h.t. line 
and should have a value in excess of Ikfl. Rn may 
also act as a dropping resistor if the tuner unit is 
intended to operate at h.t. voltages lower than 250. 
The value needed in Rn can, of course, be worked 
out from Ohm's Law. 

A 6.3 volt heater supply from T2 is also fed to 
Skti. The current rating of the 6.3 volt mains 
transformer winding specified in the Components 
List is 2 amps. Since Vi and V2 draw a total heater 
current of very slightly less than 1 amp, a heater 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the radiogram amplifier L 

Skta 

COMPONENTS 
Inductors 

u 
Ti 

Resistors 
(All fixed 
stated) 

Ri 
Rz 
R3 
R4 
Rs 
Re 
R7 

Rs 
R9 

Rio 
Rn 
Rx 
VRi 
VRz 
VRj 

resistors \ watt 10% unless otherwise Tz 

3.3Ma 
IMn 
220k-Q 
2.2k £i 
100a 
470k tl 
1500, 1 watt 
lOOkfl, 1 watt 
ISOfl, 1 watt 
1500, 1 watt 
see text 
see text 
SOOkfl potentiometer, log track 
500k £1 potentiometer, linear track 
lOkH potentiometer, linear track 

Capacitors 
Q 390pF silver-mica 
Cz 0.02(xF, 150V wkg. 
C3 0.1 (iF, 350V wkg. 
C4 0.01 nF, 350V wkg. 
C5 25 [xF electrolytic, 12V wkg. 
C5 50;j.F electrolytic, 25V wkg. 

*€7 16(xF electrolytic, 350V wkg. 
*€3 32|j.F electrolytic, 350V wkg. 

C9 8u.F electrolytic, 350V wkg. 
* C7 and C8 form a dual electrolytic capacitor 

Valves 
Vi 
Vz 
V3 

Smoothing choke, 10FI, 80mA 
Output transformer (to match 5.2kQ to 

speaker) "Flygrade" Universal (Radio- 
spares) 

Mains transformer. Secondaries: 250-0-250 
volts at 80mA; 5 volts at 2 amps; 6.3 
volts, centre-tapped, at 2 amps. 

EF86 
EL84 
GZ30 

Fuses 
Fj 100mA fuse and holder 
Fz 2 amp fuse and holder 

Sockets 
Skti 4-way power outlet socket, 4-pin or octal 

(with 4 pins unused) valveholder 
Sktz 3-way mains connector (socket and plug) 

type P.340 (Bulgin) or similar 
Skt3 Coaxial socket 
1 B9A valveholder with skirt and screen 
1 B9A valveholder without skirt 
1 Octal valveholder 

Miscellaneous 
Perforated strip and turret tags (see text) 
1 Stand-off insulator 
Aluminium chassis, 8 x 12 x 2iins. 

N.B. Radiospares components may only be ob- 
tained through retail channels. 
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IT+-(pin9 V2) 
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Fig. 1. The layout of the tagstrip assembly. As is 
discussed in the text, Rx may not be required 

current of 1 amp becomes available for the tuner 
unit. It is important to note that the 6.3 volt trans- 
former winding is centre-tapped. In consequence, 
neither side of the heater wiring in the tuner unit must 
be connected to chassis or damage will result. 

R9 and Rio are limiter resistors, and keep recti- 
fier surge currents to a low level. 

No on-off switch is shown in Fig. 1 since, in the 
author's version, the amplifier is turned on and off 
by a switch mounted elsewhere in the radiogram 
cabinet. This course has the advantage that mains 
wiring is kept away from the amplifier circuit 
proper, as would occur if any of the three panel 
controls were fitted with a switch. 

The mains input connection is made by way of 
socket Skt2. Care should be taken to ensure that the 
corresponding earth connector of the plug is 
reliably connected to the earth pin of the mains 
plug which fits into the supply socket in the room. 

Chassis Construction 
As the amplifier was to be mounted in a reasonably 

large cabinet, a chassis giving plenty of room for 
construction was used. This was a commercially 
produced aluminium chassis measuring 8 x 12 x 
2iins. with strengthened corners. In this age of 
miniaturisation this chassis may seem very large for 
a three valve circuit, but miniaturisation for its 
own sake is merely adding difficulties. 

The chassis is divided into two by an aluminium 
(or tin plate) screen. The front half contains the 
amplifier wiring and the rear portion contains the 
power supply. The position of the screen is shown 
in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the layout of the top of the 

chassis; no dimensions are given as these will vary 
depending on the sizes of T2 and Lj. The valve 
holder for Vj is a skirted type which will take a 
screening can. The dual smoothing capacitor 
C7-C8 need not necessarily be the chassis mounting 
type, in which case there is ample room to mount 
it with a "Terryclip" under the chassis. 

The power sockets are mounted with the fuse- 
holders on the back of the chassis. F2 could be omitted 
but the cost of an extra fuseholder is justified by the 
added protection it affords. The transformer T2 
must be firmly mounted, and if it is of the drop- 
through variety, with direct leads coming from the 
various windings, it is advisable to take any spare 
leads which are not required to a tagstrip to obviate 
the risk of short-circuits to chassis. 

Wiring 
As is common practice in audio amplifier con- 

struction, a busbar is run round the amplifier 
section of the chassis to provide earthing points. 
This busbar is made of copper wire as thick and stiff 
as possible, and 14 s.w.g. or 16 s.w.g. wire would be 
suitable. The prototype used iin. copper strip. 
The position of this busbar is shown in Fig. 3. One 
end is fixed to a stout chassis tag on the side of the 
chassis, and this must make good contact with the 
chassis. The other end is taken to a stand-off insu- 
lator as shown. Chassis connections in the power 
supply section are taken to a stout chassis tag 
located near C7-C8. 

Most of the construction of the amplifier circuit is 
centred around a tagstrip assembly mounted in the 
centre of the chassis, as shown in Fig. 3. For this 
assembly, the writer used Radiospares Perforated 

VR| VR2 VR3 

JJ? A A 

cs J P? 
o Tog strip 

assembly Bus-bar 
Oo 

Stand-off 
insulator 

Screen 

© 
ct 
C8 

V3 

O Skto 

A A 
Skti 

Chassis 
^ ' earth 

tag 

Fig. 3. The layout of the major components under the 
chassis 
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Strip and Turret Tags. The perforated strip has a 
hole spacing of 0.375in., and is supplied in 32-hole 
lengths. The turret tags are inserted where desired. 
Two lengths of strip with 12 holes and two with 7 
holes are needed, these being assembled as shown in 
Fig. 2. Turret tags are fitted at the holes where, as is 
evident from Fig. 2, connections to the components 
are obviously made. The strips are secured on 6BA 
bolts lin. long. The whole assembly is bolted to the 
underside of the chassis, with nuts under the strips to 
space the tags well away from the chassis. If the 
tags and strips used by the author are not available, 
a conventional group board could be employed 
instead. 

The layout of components wired up on the per- 
forated strip assembly is also shown in Fig. 2. If 
modern components are used there should be no 
difficulty in mounting them to the tags as illustrated. 
There is ample space for the wiring, and leads to the 
valveholders can take a route which avoids hum and 
prevents a "snake pit" appearance. 

Vi valveholder should be oriented such that its 
anode pin is closest to Rj, and V2 valveholder should 
be oriented such that its grid pin is closest to Re- 
Rx may, or may not, be fitted as discussed earlier. 
The positions of Q, C2, C6 and R7 are shown in 
Fig. 3. Ri may be conveniently mounted at Vi 
valveholder, whilst a suitable h.t. positive anchoring 
point for Rg (see Fig. 2) is given at pin 9 of V2. 

The wiring to the three controls, to Vi and Vz 
valveholders, and in the power supply section, 
follows normal practice, and constructors may work 
from the circuit diagram of Fig. 1. Twisted wiring 
should be employed for the heater connections to Vi 
and V2. Vi is fitted with a screening can. 

Feedback Check 
Before the amplifier can be brought into service the 

feedback circuit should be checked to ensure that 
the voltage fed back from the secondary of T1 is in 
correct phase. During construction, the connections 
to Ti secondary should be of a temporary nature 
only, as it may be necessary to reverse them during 
the feedback check. 

Connect a loudspeaker to the amplifier and adjust 
VR3 so that it inserts maximum resistance into 
circuit. Switch on the amplifier and allow it to warm 
up. If it breaks into oscillation the feedback is 
positive, whereupon the amplifier must be switched 
off at once and the connections to Ti secondary 
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Fig. 4. The components above the chassis 

reversed. If no oscillation occurs initially, reduce the 
resistance inserted by VR3. If this causes oscillation 
to occur (or gain to increase) then the amplifier must 
be switched off and the secondary connections of T1 
reversed. Correct feedback is given when a reduction 
in the resistance inserted by VR3 causes a reduction in 
gain. This will also, incidentally, cause a variation in 
the tone of the reproduced signal. 

It is important to note, when carrying out these 
tests, that the amplifier must be switched off immedia- 
tely if oscillation becomes evident. The oscillation 
may be at high amplitude and, if allowed to continue, 
might damage the speaker. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, the writer would like to state that 

the amplifier described here has, at the time of writing, 
been in use for six months and that it has given 
good service with both the record player deck and 
the f.m. tuner. The quality is adequate for the 
tastes of the family, which range from pop to Bach 
organ music. 

□ 

1967 International Radio Engineering and Communications Exhibition 

From 1st January, 1967, the Radio Communications Exhibition will be renamed the International Radio Engineering 
& Communications Exhibition and will be at a new venue, The Royal Horticultural New Hall, this will double the space 
of the previous Exhibition at Seymour Hall. u c . l. jn 

A new opening date will be earlier than previous Exhibitions, this will be on Wednesday, 27th September and Ur. 
J. A. Saxton, C.B.E.. D.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.G.S., M.I.E.E., Director of Radio & Space Research Station has kindly consented to 
open the Exhibition. The Exhibition closes on Saturday, 30th September. 

The Manufacturers 1967 Silver Plaque is again to be won outright by the most outstanding radio equipment of the 
Year. Due to the success of the Closed Circuit Television display this will now be developed as part of the Educational 
feature. 
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VISUIll SWITCHING I 

FOR TRANSISTOR El 

SUGGESTED CIRCUIT No. 195 By G. A. FRENCH 

A SHORTCOMING WITH BATTERY 
operated transistor equipment 
is that it is impracticable to fit 

a pilot lamp to give warning that the 
equipment is switched on, due to the 
relatively high current which such a 
lamp would draw continually from 
the battery. If, on the other hand, a 
pilot lamp is not fitted, it is possible 
to forget to switch the equipment off 
after use, whereupon current is once 
again unnecessarily drawn from the 
battery. 

This month's Suggested Circuit 
offers a rather unusual solution to 
this problem, in so far that indi- 
cation of switching on and off a 
piece of equipment is given by a 
flashing lamp. When the equipment 
is switched on the lamp flashes. 
It similarly flashes immediately after 
switching off. Thus, the lamp is 
only illuminated for very short 
periods and the current it draws 
from the battery is almost negligible. 
The writer feels that the combination 
of circumstances offered by the 
flashing indicator is much more 
liable to remain in the mind of the 
user of the equipment than would 
simple observation of, say, the 
position of a switch dolly. The 
equipment user is reminded of the 
presence of the flashing lamp on 
switching on, whereupon he is more 
likely to remember that the lamp has 
to flash again on switching off and 
to remember to carry out the actual 
switching-off operation itself. The 
flashing lamp type of indication can 
also be helpful if the switch is ganged 
with a miniature potentiometer. The 
switch toggle action of some minia- 
ture potentiometer-switch assemblies 
is very light, and does not give a 
positive indication that the switch 
has operated. The flashing lamp can 

show that a component of this 
nature has switched off reliably. 

For reasons that are explained 
later, the circuit cannot cause an 
effective switching-off flash to be 
given if the equipment has a high- 
value bypass capacitor connected 
across its supply lines. This rules out 
its use with many commercially 
manufactured transistor superhet 
radio receivers, but should not 
prevent its being employed with 
transistorised test equipment and 
the like which does not require a 
high-value bypass capacitance. The 
equipment circuits themselves form 
part of the circuit which causes the 
lamp to flash on switching off. Since 
it is impossible to foresee what form 
these may take up, the performance 
of the circuit cannot be guaranteed 
for any specific piece of equipment. 
It is necessary to check the circuit 
in experimental form first; if it then 
functions satisfactorily the circuit may 
be built permanently into the equip- 
ment. 

The circuit can also be built up 
as a novelty device with which to 
mystify one's electronically-minded 
friends. Other applications in which 
a lamp flashes when two contacts 
are closed, and then flashes again 
when they open, may also suggest 
themselves to the reader. 

As presented here, the circuit is 
intended for equipment which is 
powered by a 9-volt battery. 

The Circuit 
The circuit of the visual switch 

indicator is given in Fig. 1. At the 
right of this diagram is the 9-volt 
battery which normally supplies the 
equipment. This is connected to the 
equipment on-off switch, after which 
two supply lines pass to the circuits of 

the equipment, as is indicated by 
the arrows at the left. The components 
forming the visual indicator connect 
across the supply lines immediately 
after the on-off switch. 

Let us commence by assuming 
that, in place of the equipment 
circuits, we have a fixed resistor of the 
order of Ikfl. This can be considered 
as being a rough equivalent of the 
equipment circuits if the latter draw 
nearly 10mA at 9 volts. 

When the equipment on-off switch 
is initially closed, the 9 volt supply 
is applied to the series combination 
given by the 3,200(iF electrolytic 
capacitor, the 6 volt lamp and the 
diode. The diode is connected up 
with a polarity which enables a 
charging current to flow to the 
capacitor via the lamp. The charging 
current causes this lamp to flash, it 
becoming extinguished again when 
the capacitor becomes fully charged. 
This is the flash which indicates that 
the equipment is switched on. 

At this stage the transistor has no 
effect on circuit operation. Due to 
leakage current in the capacitor and 
the small forward voltage dropped 
across the diode, the emitter of the 
transistor is more negative than its 
base and it is fully cut off. 

Let us next switch the equipment 
off. As soon as the switch contacts 
open, the voltage from the battery 
ceases to appear in the circuit. The 
base of the transistor becomes, in 
consequence, connected to the upper 
supply line by way of the IkH 
resistor which, we have assumed, is 
equivalent to the circuits of the 
equipment. This connection causes a 
relatively heavy base current to flow 
(from the charged capacitor) and the 
transistor becomes fully conductive. 
As a result the capacitor now dis- 
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charges into the lamp, causing it to 
flash a second time. The capacitor 
is then discharged, ready to charge 
again when the equipment switch is 
once more closed. During the 
switching-off period the diode has no 
effect on circuit operation. As soon 
as the base of the transistor goes 
negative of its emitter the diode is 
reverse-biased and does not conduct. 

As we have seen, assuming that 
the equipment circuits are replaced 
by a resistor, the circuit of Fig. 1 
causes the lamp to flash once when 
the on-off switch is closed, and to 
flash once again when it is opened. A 
double-pole on-off switch is shown in 
Fig.l, but the circuit will function 
in the same manner if a single-pole 
on-off switch, inserted in only one of 
the supply leads, is used instead. 

Results With the Prototype 
In practice, the circuits of the 

equipment to which the flashing 
indicator is connected will not 
function in exactly the same manner 
as a linear fixed resistor, and will 
tend to draw disproportionate cur- 
rents as the voltage across the supply 
rails varies. This effect is unimpor- 
tant provided that the equipment 
circuits draw sufficient current to 
cause the transistor of Fig. 1 to 
become conductive immediately after 
the on-off switch has opened. If, 
however, the equipment has a high- 
value bypass capacitor across its 
supply rails the voltage across this 
capacitor may fall too slowly after 
switching off, whereupon the requi- 
site base current required by the 
transistor of Fig. 1 does not become 
available and the lamp does not flash. 

The prototype circuit was checked 
with different values of fixed resis- 
tance to take the place of the equip- 
ment circuits. It was found that, 
with a fixed resistor of l.SkO, the 
flash given on switching off was 
about 20% less bright and long as 
the flash given on switching on. This 
corresponds roughly to equipment 
circuits which draw a current of 
6mA at 9 volts. Higher values of 
fixed resistor resulted in a weaker 
flash on switching off. 

When a lOOixF capacitor was 
connected across the l.SkO resistor, 
the flash given on switching off was 
noticeably weaker than the flash 
which appeared on switching en. 
This situation corresponds approxi- 
mately to equipment circuits drawing 
6mA at 9 volts, and having a lOOjiF 
bypass capacitor across the supply 
rails. 

With a 9100 fixed resistor (corres- 
ponding roughly to equipment draw- 
ing 10mA at 9 volts and, also to the 
IkO resistor we assumed when 

X 3200(18 
+f l0v 

ZcfN. 6V 
f*™\ACYI8 ( K JO OSA 1 

To equipment 
circuits 

"DD000 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the flashing indicator. This connects across the supply 
lines immediately after the on-off switch of the associated equipment 

describing circuit operation) the 
flash on switching off was very 
nearly the same as that given on 
switching on. When a IOOiaF capaci- 
tor was connected across the 910D 
resistor, the flash on switching off 
was again weakened, although it 
was sufficiently bright this time 
to justify, as a border line case, the 
usefulness of the circuit under these 
conditions. . 

A resistor of 4700 resulted m a 
flash on switching off which was 
virtually equivalent to that given on 
switching on. This resistor corres- 
ponds roughly to equipment circuits 
drawing 18mA at 9 volts. Connecting 
a 100(iF capacitor across this resistor 
resulted in a weaker flash on switch- 
ing off, but the flash was bright enough 
for the circuit action to be considered 
usable. 

This maximum average base cur- 
rent for the transistor employed in 
the Fig. 1 circuit is 250mA, and a 
current approaching this figure may 
flow momentarily if the equipment 
circuits are replaced by a 36 
resistor. A resistor of this value was 
tried and the flash on switching off, 

both with and without the lOOiiF 
capacitor, was equivalent to that 
given on switching on. The use of 
the 36 fl resistor corresponds approxi- 
mately to equipment drawing 250mA 
and is representative of the highest 
current which should be allowed to 
flow in the base circuit of the particu- 
lar transistor specified when switch- 
ing off. 

As is indicated by these results, the 
circuit should operate reliably with 
equipment circuits drawing 6mA or 
more at 9 volts, provided that bypass 
capacitance across the supply rails 
does not cause the drop in voltage on 
switching off to be too slow. As the 
current drawn by the equipment 
circuits increases, higher values of 
bypass capacitance can be tolerated. 
Working from results given with the 
470tl resistor, it would appear that 
it would be possible to get good 
results with equipment circuits draw- 
ing 18mA or more and having a 
bypass capacitance of up to IOOjj-F. 

However, as was stated earlier, 
the equipment circuits cannot be 
precisely represented by a fixed 
resistor, and the only way of making 

Push button 
JL 

I 3200ftr 
10V 

I ho ACY18 0-06A 

DD000 

Fig. 2. A circuit which demonstrates the operation of the flashing indicator. 
The lamp flashes when the push-button is depressed, and similarly flashes 

when the push-button is released 
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entirely sure that the circuit will work 
with any specific item of equipment 
is to try it out experimentally with 
that item itself. If results are satis- 
factory, then the indicator circuit 
can be permanently installed. 

Commercially manufactured tran- 
sistor superhet radio receivers usually 
draw a quiescent current of some 
10mA, and many models have a 
bypass capacitance across the supply 
rails of the order of 200|iF. (Fre- 
quently, this is given by IOOij-F 
immediately after the on-off switch, 
with a second 100|xF following a low 
value decoupling resistor). Such rec- 
eivers will probably not allow the 
indicator circuit to give good results 
when switching off. Some receivers 
have lower bypass capacitances and 
these may give successful results 
with the circuit, although this point 
can, again, only be confirmed by 
an experimental check. 

Components 
A few words need to be stated 

concerning the components. 
The capacitor may be any electro- 

lytic component having a value of 
2,500[iF or more and a working 

voltage of 9 volts or greater. The 
component used in the prototype 
circuit was a Mullard electrolytic 
capacitor in the C431BR series. This 
had a value of 3,200(xF and a maxi- 
mum voltage rating of 10 volts. 

It is necessary to use a lamp which 
requires a low current for full 
illumination. The type specified here 
is a Radiospare 6 volt 0.06 amp 
component. This has the normal 
m.e.s. base and is available from 
Home Radio (Mitcham) Ltd., under 
Cat. No. PL7. The voltage initially 
applied to this lamp during a flash 
is in excess of 6 volts, but the 
brightness of the flash is similar to 
the brightness given when continually 
illuminated at 6 volts. It is probable 
that the voltage across the lamp is 
only slightly higher than 6 volts 
when its filament reaches full bright- 
ness during the flash. 

The diode may be any silicon 
rectifier capable of passing 450mA 
or more. (This is a conservative 
rating which assumes 2011 cold 
resistance in the lamp). A convenient 
rectifier, which was used in the 
prototype, is the Lucas DDOOO 
which has a maximum forward 

current rating of 500mA. 
An ACY18 was employed in the 

prototype circuit, this being a small 
transistor which offers a reasonable 
gain and which has a maximum 
average collector current rating of 
500mA. This transistor, or one 
having equivalent or better proper- 
ties with respect to gain and maxi- 
mum current ratings, should be 
employed in circuits made up to the 
design. 

Novelty Device 
The "novelty device" application 

referred to at the start of this article 
is shown in Fig. 2. This is the same 
as Fig. I with the exceptions that 
the on-off switch is now replaced by 
a single-pole push-button, and the 
equipment circuits by a IkO resistor. 
When the push-button is pressed 
the lamp flashes, as it does when the 
push-button is released. The circuit 
may be used to intrigue electronically- 
minded friends if all the components 
except the push-button and lamp are 
enclosed in a box. The contacts of 
the push-button should be open to 
inspection. _ 

CAN ANYONE HELP I 

Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this 
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by 
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within 

a reasonable period of time 

Canadian VRL Receiver.—S. Smith, 19 Hyde Road, 
Kenilworth, Warks—circuit or handbook for this 
19 valve receiver. 

* * * 

Ferguson AM/FM Autoradiogram.—O. E. Wynn, 
13 Downsland Drive, Brentwood, Essex—circuit 
diagram (model 379RG, serial No: 4796), purchased 
in 1958. 

* * * 

Indicator Type CRT2.—G. C. Willis, 2 Cedartree 
Gardens, Whitley Bay, Northumberland—circuit or 
any details. 

* * * 

Philips EL3531D Stereo Tape Recorder.—L. F. 
Woods, 30 Beaumont Avenue, Richmond, Surrey— 
borrow or purchase circuit diagram or manual. 

* * * 

BT13A Brayhead Turret Converter.—A. L. Tower, 
16 Broomhill Gardens, West Hartlepool, Co. 
Durham—this converter has Band I Channel 5 and 
Band HI Channel 8 coils and 10.5 Mc/s i.f. Coil 
winding data or source for purchase of coils for 

Band II Pontop Pike requested, together with any 
other information regarding use as AM/FM sound 
tuner head. 

* * * 

No: 19 Set.—A. Giles, 20 Fieldway, Dagenham, 
Essex—circuit diagram, willing to purchase. 

* * * 

Greyshaw CR50 Bridge.—J. R. Wright, 156 Thomp- 
son Street West, Darlington, Co. Durham—circuit 
diagram. 

* * * 

Cossor 339A Oscilloscope.—A. Davenport, 1472 
Ashtonold Road, Higher Openshaw, Manchester 11 
—any information, circuit or manual. Also circuit 
of Transwave 2-band transistor radio. 

* * * 

Admiralty Pattern A1211 Oscilloscope.—A. E. 
Harvey, 39 Curlieu Road, Oakdale, Poole, Dorset— 
circuit or manual, loan or purchase. Made by 
E.M.l.E.D. Ltd, Wells, this unit bears the legend 
A/S386 Serial No: 1072. 
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ELECTROmQUES HOBBIES MANUAL 

I should like a copy of the 
Electroniques Hobbies Manual 
Enclosed is a cheque/P.O. for 10/6. 

ADDRESS 

Below, we've summarised 2 pages from the 

Electroniques Hobbies Manual 

606 PAGES REMAIN TO BE SEEN (when you've got your manual) 

With the new Hobbies Manual, you can 
obtain these —and over 11,350 other 
items —direct from Electroniques or 
through your local Electroniques dealer! 
The service is fast; the choice is the 
most comprehensive ever offered. And 
the components, which are supplied by 
85 leading manufacturers, meet every 
kind of need —whether the project is 
advanced or elementary! 
1 Transistor Coil Packs 
These silicon transistor units are avail- 
able in General Coverage and Hamband 
versions. The IF frequency is 1620 Kc/s, 
ready for use with our filters and IF 
amplifiers as well as existing receivers as 
the second IF. The Manual contains 
comprehensive technical data and other 
useful information on these items. 

2 Oscillator Modules 
Fully transistorised, these oscillator 
units can be used for BFO, VFO or CIO 
applications. The BFO units include a 
variable capacitance diode as the tuning 
element, permitting remote control by 
linear law potentiometer. Extremely 
stable (better than -002% per degree C), 
they have an exceptionally pure oscillator 
waveform. 
3 Power Modules 
These small stabilised power units 
operate directly from 6-3V AC heater 
supply. Two outputs available: 6-2V at 
50mA Zener stabilised, and 9-OV at 70mA 
MAX unstabilised. Either polarity can be 
earthed providing AC supply is floating. 

4 IF Strips and Filters 
Two units are available —one at T62 
Mc/s for use with Qoilpax, the other for 
use at 455 Kc/s as a second conversion 
IF strip or as a main 455 Kc/s unit. Both 
include a half lattice crystal filter AGC 
control AM and SSB detection and BFO 
injection for CW reception. A third unit, 
also at 455 Kc/s, uses a ceramic filter. 
5 Coils 
A comprehensive range of transistor 
coils is available for 455 Kc/s anrj 1.62 
Mc/s, together with a complementary 
range of IF transformers. 
Send now for your Manual, on the 
coupon above, to this address: 
Electroniques (Prop. STC Ltd.) Edin- 
burgh Way, Harlow, Essex. Telephone: 
Harlow 26777. 

High-grade components for amateur communications 

electroniques 

67I4MG 
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High-performance Car Radio Kit 

You can have a superb Long and Medium wave entertainment wherever 
you drive and more motoring pleasure with the small, compact, high-per- 
formance Heathkit Car Radio.CR-1. It can be fitted to any make of car having 
12 volt positive or negative earth system. 

A six-transistor and 2-diode circuit is used to give a high quality performance 
and ease of assembly is assured by the use of printed circuit techniques. No 
alignment is required—the tuning unit is supplied assembled and factory 
aligned, as are the transformers. An aerial trimmer is incorporated and is 
accessible beneath the radio in order to make adjustments for optimum 
reception after installation. High sensitivity and an extremely effective auto- 
matic gain control (a.g.c.) circuit ensure that reception of weak and distant 
stations is possible with minimum fading. Long or Medium wave is selected 
by a push-button switch and a third button (Tone) cuts off the higher audio 
frequencies when the button is pressed. This tone push-button therefore 
gives a choice of sound when listening to speech or music. 

The tuning scale is illuminated and in addition a red "jewel" gives a clear 
indication whether the radio is on or off. 

The front panel is finished in light and dark grey with a white tuning scale 
and is seated within a chromium escutcheon. The whole styling is pleasing 
and will enhance the facia of your car. 

Safety Connections 

The Rendar Safebloc is an in- 
genious device to allow electrical 
equipment to be safely connected 
to the mains supply, in seconds. 

Although the Rendar Safebloc 
has been known to the electrical 
trade for some years, the device 
has not previously been offered to 
the general public, and it is certain 
that many people using such electrical 
equipment as soldering irons, 
projectors, sewing machines or power 
drills will find it invaluable. 

Basically, the unit consists of a 
black plastic casing, into which 
may be wired a length of cable and 
a plug suited to the users main 
supply socket. From this point 
on, the user need not attach plugs 
to any other equipment. When 
the lid of the Safebloc is opened, 
three colour-coded spring clips are 
revealed in the base, and a heavy 
gauge fused bridging piece may be 
seen attached within the lid. The 
action of opening the lid auto- 
matically cuts off the supply of 
current and the appropriate wires 
of the cable to the electrical ap- 
paratus may then be inserted into 
the spring clips. Closing the lid 
completes the circuit and the ap- 
paratus is then used normally. 

The Safebloc can be fixed to a 
workbench or wall with the fixing 
screws provided, or may be employed 
at the end of a trailing lead for 
utmost versatility. 

The Rendar Safebloc is available 
from Guildford Mail Order, 6 
Leapale Road, Guildford, Surrey. 

Britain wins two gold medals at 

Leipzig Fair 

Two British firms have won Gold Medals and Diplomas for outstanding 
products at the Leipzig Fair. They are Boosey & Hawkes Sales Ltd. of Edgware, 
Middx., whose award is for a B Flat and F Tenor Trombone Model International, 
made by Besson and Co., Edgware, and B.S.R. Ltd. of Old Hill, Staffs., whose 
award is for the UA 50 Mini-Changer which is the smallest portable record 
changer in the world. 

The B.S.R. company started in a small way in 1932 making public address 
equipment. During the war it made equipment to counteract the acoustic 
mine, and also amplifiers and beat frequency oscillators for the Admiralty. 
Chairman is Dr. D. M. McDonald. Of total products, 55% are exported to 
the U.S.A. and another 24% to other markets. There are two factories in 
Northern Ireland, the firm being the biggest employer of labour in London- 
derry, another factory at the new town of East Kilbride, Scotland, and two 
more at Stourbridge and Old Hill, Staffs., which is the Headquarters. Al- 
together, 5,000 people are employed in the U.K. There is another factory 
in Australia with sales offices there, and sales offices in France, West Germany, 
Italy, New Zealand, America and Canada. The Rendar Safebloc in the open position. 
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TV Fault Finding 

The "Radiatron" Batch Counter 

Radiatron have developed and can now supply a fully automatic batch 
counter comprising four Elma single decade read-out counters and other 
modules. The unit can be pre-set to give a relay operation at any number and 
then either stop or automatically reset to zero and recommence counting 
—giving a relay operation at the end of each batch. The unit will operate 
direct from 220/240 volts, 50 c/s. 

The number to be predetermined is set up on the rotary switches on the 
front plates of the counters. When the batch commences, the counters count 
up from zero, and on reaching the pre-set number energise relays. If the slide 
switch on the front is set to "A" for Automatic, the counters will automatically 
reset to zero, and after a delay of approximately J second will start counting 
up again.^ This process will repeat itself automatically. If the slide switch 
is set to M for Manual, the counters will stop when indicating the pre-set 
number. They can then be reset to zero by either pressing the push button 
on the front or by switching back to "A". Each time the counters reach the 
pre-set number, a relay changes over a set of contacts for external operation; 
(capacity SO watts). 

This unit is ideal for batching operations where very high speed operation 
is not required and expense is to be kept to the minimum. It will operate from 
impulse sources such as micro-switches; pressure switches; contact operations 
etc. as long as there is a minimum pulse length of 28 m.s. and a minimum pulse 
interval of 12 m.s. In addition to pre-determining the facility of electrical 
read-out when B4 counters are used, it enables remote indication or direct 
print out when required. 

Tool KitforTransistorised Circuits 

In the building, maintenance,and repair of transistorised circuits, the small 
size and inaccessibility of many of the components creates special problems 
for the technician. With this in mind, many new tools have been devised in 
recent years and a selection of those most frequently in demand is now available, 
in a neat zip-case,from Henri Picard & Frere Ltd. 

This Transistor Tool Kit 1900 TR contains 18 tools held in cut-out plastic 
foam to eliminate retaining straps. The selection includes a 14mm magnifying 
contact mirror, a 30 watt soldering pencil, a flexible screwdriver, a screw- 
positioner, hook tweezers for removing excess solder and a special side 
cutting nipper. Amongst the more conventional tools are miniature screw- 
drivers in five sizes, 2 sizes of grub screw screwdrivers and one for Phillips 
screws, a crown shear and two pairs of specially shaped electrician's pliers. 

The complete kit weighs just over 2lb and measures 10 x 13 x IJin. A 
large pocket is provided for documents and there is ample room for small 
additional accessories. The price is 10 guineas. 

A new edition, the fourth revised 
edition, of our best seller TV Fault 
Finding is now available. 

The book has been expanded and 
brought up to date where necessary, 
and now includes all the relevant 
information for finding faults on 
625 as well as 405 lines. 

Like the previous editions the 
book is profusely illustrated, in- 
cluding many photographs of faults 
actually shown on a television 
screen. All the principal features 
are retained, including.the extremely 
useful fault finding guide which 
enumerates the faults, explains their 
probable cause, and is indexed 
to the relevant part of the book 
discussing the fault. 

This latest edition, completely 
edited and revised by J. R. Davies 
the well known author of our 
Understanding Television, comprises 
124 pages and costs only 8s. 6d., 
or 9s. Od. by post. 

The term "best seller" is no 
exaggeration in this connection, 
more than 90,000 copies have been 
sold of earlier editions. 

cartoonsmile 

u 

u. 
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. . and to read today's short story we 
have Charles Duckworthy." 
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(l-MULTIFUBK 

by J. M. Cox, fSAFL 

This ingenious approach enables a single b.f.o. tone to 
be boosted by way of a simple circuit using low-cost 

components 

The technique of sharpening 
the response of a receiver i.f. 
amplifier by the use of a Q 

Multiplier is well known. In practice 
a high Q tuned circuit is effectively 
connected in parallel with an early 
i.f. transformer. At resonance the 
tuned circuit will allow signals to 
pass unattenuated, whilst at all other 
frequencies the signals are attenuated 
by an amount dependent on the Q 
of the tuned circuit. 

If the tuned circuit is used in 
conjunction with a valve or transistor 
amplifier to which controlled positive 
feedback may be applied, then the 
effective Q of the tuned circuit 
will be multiplied by approximately 
the gain of the amplifier. In this 
way a Q of 2,000 or 3,000 may be 
obtained, so producing very narrow 
bandwidths. 

For c.w. operation it is not always 
sufficient to have narrow i.f. band- 
widths. Instead, a means of selecting 
the wanted audio difference fre- 
quency resulting from b.f.o. opera- 
tion is needed. Typically this fre- 
quency may be 1,000 c/s. 

To fulfil this requirement very 
narrow bandwidth audio filters are 
often employed, utilising large and 
expensive inductors. The circuit 
shown in Fig. 1 eliminates the need 
for these components and replaces 
them with a simple RC feedback 
network. As an extra bonus this 
arrangement provides a useful gain 
rather than the insertion loss intro- 
duced by a conventional bandpass 
filter. 

The circuit will be recognised as 
that of the familiar phase-shift 
oscillator, the network comprising 

Cs 

Gain > 29 
"2 "3 Output Input 

Fig. 1. A narrow bandwidth amplifier 

Cu Ri; Q, Rz; and C3, Rj Pro- 
ducing 180° positive feedback at a 
frequency depending on the value 
of R and C. This frequency may 
be found from the expression; 

f(c/s)=2jr RC V6 
where R and C are in ohms and 
farads respectively. 

Fig. 2 presents this equation in a 
somewhat more convenient form. 
For frequencies outside the range 
shown in Fig. 2 it is only necessary 
to remember that as CR decreases, 
frequency increases. For example, 
if a frequency of, say, 800 c/s is 
required, from Fig. 2 we see that 
for 80 c/s a CR of 0.81 is required, 
whereupon 800 c/s will require a 
CR of 0.081. „ „ , 

The attenuation of the feedback 
circuit is approximately 29 and if 
the amplifier has a gain in excess of 
this figure oscillation will take place. 
If however, the gain of the amplifier is 
less than that required to maintain 
oscillation, then with input and out- 
put connections as shown in Fig. 1 
the device will behave as a narrow 
bandwidth selective amplifier. The 
halfpower bandwidth will be of the 
order of 20 to 25 c/s at a centre 
frequency of 1,000 c/s. 

A Practical Circuit 
Typical component values are 

given with the practical circuit of 
Fig. 3. It should be noted that, 
since a transistor is used as the active 
element the feedback circuit has 
been rearranged to produce current 
feedback. The input and output 
series resistors, Ri and R.9, are 
included to prevent changes in load 
and source impedance from affecting 
the frequency of operation. The 
values used in the feedback circuit 
of Fig. 3 will provide 180° phase 
shift at a frequency of 650 c/s, but 
component tolerances and the load 
presented by the transistor will 
modify this somewhat. By using a 
twin gang variable resistor in place 
of R4 and R5 in Fig. 2, some measure 
of frequency adjustment may be 
obtained.1 

The bandwidth of the device 
may be changed by the variable 
resistor in the emitter circuit. This 
control will also affect the amplitude 
of the output, and to some extent 
the centre frequency. The value of 
the fixed emitter resistor, R7, should 
be chosen so that with the variable 
control, Rs, set for minimum band- 
width (i.e. maximum gain) oscillation 

1 In Fig. 3 the phase-shift resistors are R4, 
R5 and Rs. See, for instance, the section on 
phase-shift oscillators in the Milliard Refer- 
ence Manual of Transistor Circuits.—Editor. 
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does not take place. In view of the 
wide gain spread of most suitable 
transistor types it might even be 
advisable to make R7 variable. 

Fig. 4 shows the response of the 
amplifier. Curve A was obtained 
with Rg set to minimum resistance 
and curve B with a total emitter 
resistance of 2k O. 

In common with all other narrow 
band filters this device should be 
used in the receiver circuit at a 
point where the signal level is low, 
preferably immediately following the 
detector. At minimum bandwidth 
settings of Rg.there will be a tendency 
towards self-oscillation if the stage 
is overdriven. 

Alternative Transistors 
In view of the relatively high 

attenuation of the phase shift net- 
work (29), and to allow for losses 
due to the input and output imped- 
ances of the transistor, the small 
signal current gain (hfe) of the 
transistor should not be less than 
approximately 50 to maintain oscil- 
lation. In this particular application, 
it is not absolutely necessary for 
the transistor to be able to reach 
oscillation. Nevertheless, in the 
interests of high Q it is still desirable 

R in kn 

6-5 
6-0 

5 O 

4 0 

30 2 8 
2-6 
2-4 
2-2 
2 0 

IO 
Ov 
0-8 
0-7 

0-65 30 40 SO 60 TO 80 90100 

Fig. 2. Graph showing CR in terms of frequency for a 180° phase shift in a 
network having three equal resistances and three equal capacitances 
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Fig. 3. The circuit of the audio frequency Q-Multiplier 

1 l 
1 COM PON ENTS1 

Resistors 
(All fixed values i watt 10%) 

Ri iookn 
Rz 56k a 
Rj 4.7k 12 
R4 lOka 
Rs lOkO 
Rp lOkO 
R7 1.5kI2 
Rs IkO variable 
RP 100k a 

Capacitors 
Cf- -C5 O.OIij-F 
Cp 100[xF electrolytic 10V wkg. 

Transistors 
TRi OC75 (see text) 

to have as high a gain as possible 
without oscillation taking place. 
Some suitable transistor types are as 
follows: OC75, used by the author; 
NKT213; GET898; 2G308; 2N1309. 

It should not be assumed that 
these transistors are equivalents 
since such is not the case; they 
merely have sufficiently high hfe to 
operate satisfactorily in the circuit. 

Power Supply 
The power requirement of a device 

Relative 
voltage 

/ 
A 

60 40 20 O 20 40 60 
c/s 

Fig. 4. Response curves obtained with the Q-Multiplier 
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HT + HT+ 
Rl4 

+ 15V 

39kft 5 J ' 
'/2watt | | 

Ca) 

D| . 
15 volt 
Zener 
diode 

-+I5V 

HT R| 
200V 39kn 1 

225V 43kn 
250V 47 kn 
275V 56 kn 
300V 56 kn 

A.F output 
valve 

I watt 

Cb) 

Fig 5. Two methods of obtaining a power supply for Q-Multip'ier from 
a receiver h.t. rail. The values shown for R, app/y to ^h (a) and (b) The 

15-volt zener diode in (b) may be a Texas 1S7150 or on S.T.C. ZBIb 

such as this is very small. Using an 
OC75 the author recorded a battery 
drain of fractionally over 1mA at 
15 volts. If the amplifier is to be 
used in a receiver using valve 
circuits then there are two possibili- 
ties for obtaining the required supply 
voltage. The obvious method is to 
use a resistive potential divider from 
h.t. positive to chassis as shown in 
Fig. '5a'. Don't use a simple resistive 
dropper if you want the transistor 
to live to a ripe old age! The altern- 

ative to this potential divider method 
is shown in Fig. '5b'. Although a 
little more expensive, the use of a 
zener diode ensures stability ot 
centre frequency should the receiver 
h.t. voltage tend to vary. 

The second method of obtaining 
the necessary voltage is shown 
in Fig. 6. The cathode bias voltage 
developed by the audio output 
stage is "borrowed" to energise the 
Q Multiplier. Although usually 
somewhat lower than 15 volts the 

To Q 
multiplier 

Fig. 6. An alternative method of 
obtaining the power supply. Care 
should be taken to ensure that 
the cathode voltage is not in 

excess of 15 volts 

potential present at this point will 
give satisfactory operation with most 
of the transistor types mentioned. 
Beware however, of higher voltages 
such as occurs with the ECL82.2 

Regardless of whether the supply 
is obtained from a battery or from 
the h.t. rail make sure that the 
correct polarity is obtained. 

2 A. J. McEvoy; "Tape Accessories with- out Batteries"; The Radio Constructor. June 
1966- Q 

NEW MICRO-RECEIVER FROM SINCLAIR RADIONICS 

With the introduction of their latest design, the 
Sinclair Micromatic, the initiative for micro-radio design 
can fairly claim to have passed into the hands of the we ' 
known British Company. Sinclair Radionics Ltd.. of 
Cafhisringew set is not only the smallest in the world; 
its new circuitry assures remarkable standards of per- 
formance whilst its appearance reveals all the advantages 
of having been designed by a leading industrial artist. 
The Sinclair Micromatic measures a tiny 15 

x 1 nr * 2'" 
and weighs just one ounce. The minute case houses the 

batteries and ferrite rod aerial as well as the six stage 
transistor circuit itself.   

The case is in black plastic and aluminium including an 
elegant polished aluminium front panel The spun alu- 
minium dial marked both in metres and kc/s, has a deep 
quartered rim for precise and easy tuning. 

It is in actual use, however, that the remarkable 
qualities of this set show themselves. It has a range and 
power that assure choice not only of the three B B.C. 
programmes but many other stations on the medium 
waveband. The Micromatic will be found caPable of 
reception almost anywhere. It can be heard comfortably in 
cars, trains, buses, planes, etc. and since listening is by 
means of the lightweight earpiece provided with the 
set the Micromatic is the perfect personal receiver. 
It can be used anywhere at any time without ever inter- 
fering with the privacy of others. Plugging in the in- 
conspicuous earpiece switches the set on automatically. 

The Sinclair Micromatic is powered by two tiny Mai lory 
Mercury Cells, type ZM.312 or R.M.312 which are 
readily obtainable from radio shops or chemists anywhere 
for 1s 7d. each. Since the batteries last for more than 
70 playing hours the running cost is only id- an lJour- 

This latest Sinclair set is available in kit form for the 
home constructor for 59s. 6d. complete with earpiece 
and easy to follow instructions. In fact, the set can easi y 
be built in a single evening. The Micromatic is also available 
ready built with earpiece complete in presentation case 
for 79s. 6d. Whether purchased complete or in kit torm, 
the Sinclair Micromatic is covered by a comprehensive 
five-year guarantee and is obtainable from the makers. 
Sinclair Radionics Ltd., 22 Newmarket Road. Cambridge 
snH from radio stockists, stores, etc. 
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WITH THE METHOD OF CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION 
about to be described, the appearance of 
the finished product is like that of a printed 

circuit; but since no masking or etching has been 
carried out, it is not a true printed circuit. The 
connections are made with narrow strips of engi- 
neers' "liner" brass. This is used to make shims 
for large bearings, etc., and is available from 
engineers' supply stores in various thicknesses. 
A suitable thickness for the present purpose is 
O.OOSin or 5 thous, and it costs about one shilling 
for a foot length of 6in wide material. Since the 
connecting strips are only iin wide, a foot length 
will provide up to 48 feet of connectors, practically 
a life-time supply for an amateur. 

Practical Example 
To illustrate the method, the production of the 

common circuit shown in Fig. 1 will be described. 
There are many ways of laying out the practical 
circuit, and one of these is shown in Fig. 2. 

The procedure is as follows. Select the components 
to be used and start by drawing the practical 
arrangement on a piece of thin card or stout paper. 
Usually miniature resistors need holes at fin centres 
and miniature electrolytics need holes at |in and 
lin centres depending on their value etc. When 
certain that the connections have been drawn 
correctly and that sufficient holes have been marked 
for input, output and battery connections (these can 
be easily forgotten), place the card over a suitable 
piece of thin Paxolin and prick through the holes so 

"LINER 

CIRCUITS" 

by W. H. REYNOLDS 

Narrow strips of thin brass shim stuck 
to a sheet of Paxolin offer an alternative 
approach to conventional printed circuits. 
The materials and processes employed 
may preclude the use of the technique for 
circuits in which very high insulation 
resistances are required, but it should be 
adequate for normal medium and low 

impedance circuits 

as to mark their positions on the Paxolin. It will be 
found that a gramophone needle of the old fashioned 
acoustic type held in an "Eclipse" pin chuck is 
excellent for this job, but any other pricker can 
be used, such as a point of a pair of compasses. 

-9V 

Output 

WW 

C2 

Input » ( TR TR 

i C3 c5 

T 

Fig. 1. A typical 2-transistor amplifier, 
which may be made up using the "liner 

circuit" technique 

Fig. 2. How the circuit of Fig. 1 is assembled input 
with "liner" strips. The board is 2ins wide 

by Sins long 

ra & 
. t/TR TR 

z/M. 
C|/ 

4 

Brass connector strips on 
underside of board 
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Chuck of hand 
drill brace 

Fig. 3. Thin twist drills can be conveniently handled 
in the manner shown here 

Next drill the marked holes with a fein dia. drill. 
A practical point, here, is that most small drills 
have fairly long shanks and flutes and it is very 
easy to break them. If the drill is mounted close to 
the point in an "Eclipse" pin chuck and the pin 
chuck held in the chuck of a hand drill brace, there 
is very little possibility of breakage. See Fig. 3. 
After the holes have been drilled, clean and smooth 
the surfaces of the Paxolin using carborundum 
paper to get rid of scratches, dirt and grease. Wash 
with warm detergent solution (washing up liquid) 
and dry thoroughly. 

On the connection side of the board draw centre 
lines through the holes to be connected and mark 
the positions where the ends of the connections 
will appear, as shown in Fig. 4. 

From the O.OOSin liner brass cut strips sin wide. 
Use a steel rule and a sharp penknife to score one 
side of the brass fairly heavily. Then bend the brass 
to and fro against the edge of the rule until the 
strip breaks off. This method is better than cutting 
with a pair of scissors since it gives clean straight 
edges which are reasonably flat. Using the guiding 
centre lines on the Paxolin, cut various lengths of 
the strips as required. It is very helpful to number 
the positions on the board and lay the strips out 

Pencil guide lines 

Holes 

Fig. 4. Marking out the positions of a "liner" strip to 
which four lead-out wires will be connected. The strip 
should be laid along the long pencil line, The two short 
pencil lines indicate the positions taken up by the ends 

of the strip 

Paxolin 

Brass 

y 

Marking 
position 
of hole 

Enlarging mark to 
form smooth hole 

Fig. 5. How the holes in the strip are marked out and 
then enlarged to take a lead-out wire 

in that order for easy subsequent indentification. 

Applying Adhesive 
Put a thin coat of Durofix on the Paxolin board 

just over the positions where the strips are required. 
Don't use too much, and aim for a thin even coat 
without lumps just sufficiently wide to secure the 
Jin strip. Coat one side of the brass strips with 
Durofix. Allow both to dry for at least 30 minutes. 

Next, put a second coat of Durofix over connector 
position No. 1 on the board and a second coat on 
the brass strip No. 1. Using the pencil guide lines, 
fix the strip to the board and press firmly for a few 
moments until the strip is adhering well. Repeat 
for all the other strips and then allow the board 
to dry naturally for 24 hours. The connectors will 
then be firmly fixed to the board and their upper- 
surfaces can be cleaned with Duraglit or Brillo pads 
until bright and shiny. Wash thoroughly in warm 
water and dry naturally. This process will also 
remove any pencil lines which may be left on the 
board. 

Place the board, connection side down, on a 
piece of flat wood and gently prick through the 
holes just sufficiently to mark the exposed surface 
of the connector. Turn the board over and using 
an acoustic gramophone needle, enlarge the marks 
until the resulting holes are smooth and large 
enough to accept the component wires. See Fig. 5. 
The board is now ready for use and components 
can be fitted and soldered in position in the same 
way as with a normal printed circuit. 

Circuit boards are very cheaply produced by 
this method and the average cost of a board (exclud- 
ing Paxolin) is about 3d. The writer has made 
dozens of boards of this type, both for transistor 
and valve circuits, and has never had any trouble 
with surface leakage or any similar effect. _ 

Wide-Band Photophone 

Part 2 of the article Wide-Band Photophone by D. Bollen containing final details of the transmitter and a full 
description of the receiving equipment will appear next month. 
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IN LAST MONTH'S ARTICLE WE COMPLETED THE 
description of the second constructional project 
in the "Understanding Radio" series. This was 

a three-stage long, medium and short wave receiver 
in which the two triodes of a double-triode function- 
ed as a grid-leak detector and a.f. voltage amplifier, 
these being followed by an output stage employing 
a 6BW6 valve. The receiver heater and h.t. supplies 
were obtained from the general purpose power 
supply which formed the first constructional project. 

We now revert to technical matters for several 
issues in order to discuss r.f. amplification, after 
which we shall return to the receiver and give con- 
structional details for the fitting of an r.f. stage. 

Results With The Receiver 
Readers who have built the three-stage radio will 

now be able to judge the sort of results which can 
be expected from a receiver of this class. 

is added. The r.f. amplifier presents a fixed imped- 
ance to the coil in the grid leak detector stage, 
whereupon the latter can be designed to give opti- 
mum results both in terms of sensitivity and satisfact- 
ory reaction control. The present reaction circuit 
caters for all aerials likely to be encountered but it 
results in the grid leak detector offering reduced a.f. 
amplification at some reaction settings. When the 
r.f. stage is added, we shall also modify the reaction 
circuit so that the detector triode offers increased 
a.f. gain, with the consequence that volume well in 
excess of normal domestic requirements becomes 
available on the more powerful transmissions on 
all three bands covered. With the added r.f. stage, 
the aerial signal is applied to a tuned circuit at the 
input of the r.f. amplifier, but the coil required here 
employs coupling and tuned windings only without 
the complication of a reaction feedback winding. 

If the reader is in a district which is very close 

UNDERSTANDING 

! 

The 

Tetrode Valve 
i 

by IV. Morley 

As was emphasised in the introductory notes on 
the receiver in the November issue, the circuit 
employs a single tuned circuit only, whereupon 
the selectivity which it offers cannot possibly be 
as good as would be given by, say, a conventional 
superhet receiver. In consequence, it should be 
looked upon as a local station receiver only for 
medium and long wave reception. On the short 
wave band the receiver should give adequate re- 
production of the more powerful short-wave trans- 
missions. 

It was mentioned last month that the use of a 
long aerial may, in some cases, result in break- 
through of a medium wave station on long waves 
should the effective tuned circuit offered by the 
aerial-earth capacitance and the aerial coupling 
winding of the long wave coil happen to be resonant 
at or near the frequency of the medium wave 
transmission. As was stated, this can be cleared by 
adding a low-value capacitor between the aerial and 
earth terminals to detune the effective tuned circuit. 
In less severe cases sufficient detuning will be given 
by the series 200pF capacitor which, it was suggested, 
should be inserted in series with a long aerial. 

The problems of obtaining a satisfactory aerial 
coupling completely disappear when the r.f. stage 

to a medium wave transmitter, the signal from that 
transmitter may break through over a wide band of 
frequencies on either side of the correct tuning 
position. Should it occur, this break-through may 
be eased by inserting a parallel tuned circuit in 
series with the aerial input connection, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The inductor in the tuned circuit may be 
any medium wave tuned winding and the capacitor 
any convenient component which causes the tuned 
circuit to resonate at the frequency of the transmitter. 
The inductor and capacitor form a rejector tuned 
circuit offering maximum impedance at the resonant 
frequency, whereupon the amplitude of the trans- 
mitter signal reaching the receiver input terminals 
is greatly reduced. At the same time, signals at 
frequencies removed from the resonant frequency 
pass through the tuned circuit with little loss in 
amplitude. A tuned circuit employed in this manner 
is described as a wave trap. 

Operation of the receiver will demonstrate the 
manner in which signal strength and selectivity are 
both increased by advancing the reaction control. 
When the reaction control is advanced beyond the 
oscillation point, audible heterodynes (or beat notes) 
are heard as the tuning control is adjusted on either 
side of the central setting. This effect was mentioned 
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i Wave trap 

Aerial terminal 
 0 

of receiver 

Fig. 1. Inserting a wave trap in series with the aerial 
terminal of a receiver. This offers maximum impedance 

at its resonant frequency 

briefly in the August 1966 issue and is illustrated 
graphically in Fig. 2. If, with the reaction control 
beyond the oscillation point, the tuning control 
is adjusted towards a signal, the first effect is that 
a high frequency heterodyne becomes audible. The 
frequency then drops as the tuning control further 
approaches the correct tuning point, until it even- 
tually becomes inaudible. It should be noted that 
the heterodyne does not disappear at this stage; 
instead, its frequency becomes too low to be per- 
ceived by the human ear. After passing through 
the correct tuning point a reverse process occurs; 
a low frequency heterodyne becomes audible which 
increases in frequency as the tuning control is 
further rotated. 

The audible heterodyne is the result of two 
signals of different frequency being applied at the 
same time to the grid leak detector, and its frequency 
is equal to the differences between these frequencies. 
One of the two frequencies causing the heterodyne 
is provided by the detector itself since, due to the 
reaction control having been advanced beyond 
oscillation point, it has now become an oscillator. 
The other frequency is the carrier of the received 
transmission. 

To take a numerical example, let us assume that 
the carrier of the received transmission is that of the 

Increase 

Heterodyne 
frequency 

Correct tuning 
point 

Receiver tuning 
Fig. 2. Illustrating graphically the heterodyne 
produced when a receiver with reaction advanced 
beyond oscillation point is tuned through a carrier. 
The heterodyne still exists when its frequency is 

outside the human audible frequency range 

1 

Range of 
audibility 

long wave Light Programme transmission on 
200 kc/s. At the same time, let us say that the tuned 
circuit of our detector, which has been made to 
oscillate by advancing reaction beyond oscillation 
point, is resonant at 190 kc/s. The resultant hetero- 
dyne will have a frequency of 10 kc/s. If the detector 
tuned circuit is adjusted nearer to the signal, say to 
195 kc/s, then the heterodyne will have a frequency 
of 5 kc/s. If the detector tuned circuit resonant 
frequency is brought closer again, to 199.9 kc/s, the 
resultant heterodyne will be 100 c/s. At still closer 
frequencies the heterodyne will drop below the 
lower frequency limit of human hearing. The 100 c/s 
heterodyne will again reappear at a detector tuned 
circuit resonant'frequency of 200.1 kc/s, the 5 kc/s 
heterodyne at 205 kc/s and the 10 kc/s heterodyne at 
210 kc/s. 

Thus, when two frequencies are applied to a 
detector circuit, a heterodyne, equal to the difference 
between their frequencies is formed. This fact can 
be observed by tuning over the crowded medium 
wave band in the evening or at night. Frequently, 
the carriers of two stations are so close together 
that a continual audible whistle, equal to the 
frequency difference between the carriers, is con- 
tinually present with either station. This effect is 
most noticeable when both signals are received at 
about the same strength. 

Heterodynes are not evident only in the audible 
frequency range, and they may appear at any 
frequency. This fact is of considerable importance 
as we shall see when, at a later date, we come to 
consider the superhet receiver.! 

RF Amplification 
We now carry on to the subject of r.f. amplifica- 

tion. 
We have already observed that a triode valve 

can offer a.f. amplification, so let us next see how 
it performs if we try to use it as an r.f. amplifier. 

In an a.f. amplifier the triode appears in a circuit 
such as that shown in Fig. 3 (a). An a.f. input is 
applied to the grid and an amplified a.f. output 
appears across the anode load resistor. For r.f. 
amplification we need to amplify at a single fixed 
frequency, and so it would seem reasonable, at 
first sight, to put an input tuned circuit into the 
triode grid circuit, and an output tuned circuit into 
the anode circuit, as in the example shown in Fig. 
3 (b). Both tuned circuits are resonant at the same 
frequency, whereupon greatest amplification should 
occur at that frequency. 

There is one very serious disadvantage with the 
amplifier circuit of Fig. 3 (b); it is virtually the same 
as that for a tuned-anode tuned-grid oscillator! As 
we saw in the June 1966 issue, the tuned-anode 
tuned-grid oscillator has a tuned circuit in both 
the anode and the grid circuits, feedback being 
provided by way of the internal capacitance between 
anode and grid inside the triode. So our triode will 

1 The next constructional project after the addition of the r.f. stage 
to the present receiver will be an all-wave superhet. This will employ 
many of the components used in the present receiver. 
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offer no usuable amplification at radio frequencies 
at all, since it is liable to start oscillating as soon as 
gain at any useful level is achieved. The situation 
remains the same if we alter the circuit by, say, 
coupling the anode to the output tuned coil by 
way of a coupling winding, as in Fig. 3 (c), since 
all that changes is that the coupling winding is 
added to the feedback path from the anode tuned 
circuit to the grid tuned circuit. The circuit of 
Fig. 3 (c) is still liable to start oscillating if the 
achievement of any useful level of amplification 
is attempted, as will also happen if any other 
similar coupling arrangements to the tuned circuits 
are employed. 

One method of overcoming the instability (i.e. 
tendency to oscillate) offered by a triode when 
employed for r.f. amplification consists of using a 
neutralising circuit, of which a typical example is 
shown in Fig. 4. In this diagram the h.t. connection 
is made to a centre-tap in the anode coil with the 
result that, assuming zero internal impedance in 
the h.t. supply, the r.f. voltage at the upper end of 
the anode coil is equal to, and 180° out of phase 
with, that at the anode. This r.f. voltage is fed back 
to the grid by way of the variable capacitor, which 
has an adjusted value approximately equal to the 
internal capacitance between the anode and grid 
of the triode. This will usually be of the order of 
one or two picafarads. When the variable capacitor 
is correctly adjusted, the r.f. voltage fed back by the 
internal anode-grid capacitance of the valve is 
exactly neutralised by the equal and out-of-phase 
voltage fed back via the variable capacitor, where- 
upon the triode amplifier becomes stable (i.e. not 
liable to break into oscillation) and can offer the 
full amplification of which it is capable. 

The particular neutralising arrangement shown 
in Fig. 4 is known as a Neutrodyne circuit. Other 
neutralising arrangements which apply equal and 
opposite r.f. voltages to the grid can also be em- 
ployed, as can alternative circuits which apply 
neutralising voltages to the cathode. Neutralising 
circuits are not normally fitted to radio receivers 
because, as we shall see very shortly, it is possible 
to obtain r.f. amplification in such receivers much 
more conveniently by using a valve other than the 
triode. Neutralising circuits are, however, some- 
times employed in television tuner units working 
at Bands I and III (Channels 1 to 13), or v.h.f. f.m. 
tuners, when these incorporate triode r.f. amplifiers 
working at signal frequency. A difficulty with 
neutralised triode circuits is that it is difficult to 
maintain the neutralising voltage at exactly the 
correct level if the associated tuned circuits are 
required to tune over a wide range of frequencies, 
as is common in radio receiver applications. Neutral- 
ised triodes are, on the other hand, frequently 
employed in radio transmitters, which are operated 
for long periods at a single frequency. 

The Tetrode 
An alternative approach towards preventing 

oscillation in an r.f. amplifier circuit consists of 

A.F input 

T 

Anode 
load 
resistor 

T 

HT+ 

- Output 

Ca) 

HT+ 

Anode 
tuned 

T circuit 

II Output 

Input 
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Grid 
tuned 
circuit 
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I Anode Output 
S tuned 
| circuit 

Coupling 
winding 

Input 
ll 

Grid 
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I 

Fig. 3 (a). A triode employed as an a.f. amplifier. 
Cathode bias is assumed 

(b). At first sight it might seem possible to similarly 
employ the triode as an r.f. amplifier, as shown here. 
Unfortunately, the circuit resembles a tuned-anode 
tuned-grid oscillator and will oscillate rather than 

offer useful amplification 
(c). The tendency towards oscillation still remains if 
the anode is coupled to the output tuned circuit via a 

coupling winding 
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Fig. 4. The Neutrodyne neutralising circuit which, 
when correctly set up, enables a triode to amplify at 
r.f. It is assumed that coupling windings to the two 
tuned circuits are used for imput and output connections 

fitting a further electrode between the grid and 
anode of the valve, as in Fig. 5 (a). This new elec- 
trode is maintained at chassis potential so far as 
r.f. is concerned, and it may consist of closely 
spaced wires having the same basic construction as 
the grid, or of a course metal mesh. It is referred to 
as the screen, or screen-grid. A valve with a screen- 
gird is described as a tetrode, because it has four 
electrodes (the cathode, the two grids and the anode). 
Where there are more than one grid, as occurs here, 
it is common practice to refer to the grid nearest 

Screen grid Cathode 
Control grid 

Anode 
r 

Ca) 

Screen grid 
(G2) 

Control grid 
(G|) 

(b) 

Fig. 5 (a). The screen-grid of a tetrode is interposed 
between the control grid and anode, as shown in this 
view of the electrode assembly. Parts of the anode 
and screen-grid are cut away for purposes of 

illustration 
(b). The circuit symbol for a tetrode 

the cathode as the control grid. Again, the grids 
may be referred to by the letter g and a subscript 
number working out from the cathode. In the present 
case the control grid is then referred to as gi and 
the screen-grid as gz- The circuit symbol for an 
indirectly-heated tetrode is given in Fig. 5 (b).2 

The screen-grid of the tetrode reduces the internal 
capacitance between anode and control grid to a 
very low value, whereupon the factor which prevents 
the triode from functioning as an r.f. amplifier 
(without neutralising) becomes eliminated in one 
single step. With the tetrode valve it is possible 
to have tuned circuits in both the anode and grid 
circuits without the risk of oscillation taking place. 

The manner in which the screen-grid reduces 
the internal capacitance between anode and grid 
may be understood if we first look at the simple 
diagram of Fig. 6 (d). On the left of this diagram 
we have a tuned circuit designated "grid tuned 
circuit", of which the lower end connects to a 
chassis line, and the upper end to a metal plate. On 
the right-hand side of the diagram we have a second 
tuned circuit designated "anode tuned circuit , 
whose lower end connects to the same chassis line 
and whose upper end connects to a second plate. 
There must obviously be capacitance between the 
two plates, by way of which energy from the anode 
tuned circuit may be fed to the grid tuned circuit. 
The situation is analagous to that prevailing in the 
triode amplifier of Fig. 3 (6), in which the grid 
becomes equivalent to the left-hand plate and the 
anode to the right hand plate. 

In Fig. 6 (b) we insert a screen between the two 
plates, this screen being connected to the chassis 
line. The result is that we now have two capacitors, 
one being formed by the left-hand plate and the 
screen, and the other being formed by the right- 
hand plate and the screen. An r.f. current from the 
anode tuned circuit can now flow by way of the 
capacitance between the right-hand plate and the 
screen, but all that happens is that a circuit is set up 
which includes this capacitance and the chassis line 
back to the anode tuned circuit again, as indicated 
by the right-hand curved arrow. R.F. current may 
similarly flow from the grid tuned circuit via the 
capacitance between the left-hand plate and the 
screen but the only result is that a circuit is set up 
which includes this capacitance and the chassis 
line back to the grid tuned circuit. We therefore 
have two separate circuits with no capacitive 
coupling between the two plates at all. The intro- 
duction of the screen has broken the capacitive link 
between the two plates and this second situation 
is analagous to that occurring in the tetrode valve, 
in which the screen grid is interposed between the 
anode (corresponding to the right-hand plate of 
Fig. 6 (b)) and the control grid (corresponding to 
the left-hand plate of Fig. 6 (b)). 

The apertures between the wires of the screen- 
grid do not affect its screening ability, and they permit 

2 It should be mentioned that r.f. amplification in medern equip- 
ment is provided by the pentode valve, which is a development from 
the tetrode. However, the pentode cannot be introduced without 
initially explaining the manner in which the tetrode functions. 
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the flow of electrons to the anode. The screen-grid 
cannot be connected direct to chassis, as was the 
screen in our simpified diagram of Fig. 6 (b), 
because such a connection would repel electrons 
emitted from the cathode. It is, instead, connected 
to a source of h.t. potential somewhat lower than 
that which supplies the anode, so that electrons 
may travel to it and then pass on to the more 
positive anode. If we re-examine Fig. 6 (6) we will 
note that the two separate circulating currents from 
the tuned circuits share a common section of the 
overall circuit, this being the connection between 
the screen and the chassis line. It is important that 
this common section should have a very low impe- 
dance as, otherwise, an r.f. voltage may appear 
across it and the two tuned circuits will become 
coupled together once more. This very low impedance 
is provided in a practical tetrode circuit by coupling 
the screen-grid of the valve to chassis by way 
of a capacitor having a very low impedance at 
the particular frequency being handled. A basic 
tetrode amplifier is shown in Fig. 7, in which the 
screen-grid is maintained at a lower potential than 
the anode by means of a dropping resistor. The 
"bypass capacitor" is that which provides the low 
impedance to chassis. For long, medium and short 
wave applications, a typical value for the screen- 
grid bypass capacitor would be of the order of 
0.02p.F to 0.1 (aF. 

It should be added that not all the electrons 
emitted by the cathode pass through the screen-grid 
apertures. Some strike the screen-grid itself, causing 
a screen-grid current to flow. This current enables 
the appropriate voltage to appear across the drop- 
ping resistor of Fig. 7. 

Characteristic Curves 
If we wish to draw the characteristic curves of a 

tetrode, we may do so by using a test set-up such 
as that shown in Fig. 8 (a). Fig. 8 (A) illustrates a 
family of tetrode IaVa curves, each curve corres- 
ponding to a different control grid voltage. The 
screen-grid potential is maintained constant at the 
level indicated. 

It will at once be seen that the curves of Fig. 8 (6) 
are quite different from the simple sloping IaVa 
curves which are given by a voltage amplifier 
triode, and which we saw in the December 1965 
issue. For anode voltages from zero up to slightly 
above the screen-grid voltage, the curves .show 
considerable non-linearity. To understand the 
reason for this non-linearity it will be helpful to 
consider what happens when, starting from zero 
volts at the left, we increase anode voltage. 

As anode voltage increases from zero there is, 
initially, a rapid increase in anode current. This 
is due to the fact that electrons have already been 
attracted from the cathode towards the positive 
screen-grid with the result that a relatively large 
proportion are available for the anode. The presence 
of the screen grid ensures that there is a source of 
electrons close to the anode. The rapid increase in 
current ceases as the anode voltage reaches a level 
at about point A on the Va axis. Indeed, between 

Metal plates 

l i 
Grid Anode tuned tuned 

T T 
circuit circuit 
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Screen 

Grid 
tuned 
circuit 
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! Anode 
I tuned 
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(b) 
Fig. 6 (o). The two metal plates shown here are 
representative of the anode and grid of a triode 
(b). Interposing a screen between the two plates is 
analogous to inserting the screen-grid in a tetrode 

points A and B the curves drop, instead of rising, 
as anode voltage increases. This is an unusual 
effect because what is happening is that an increase 
in anode voltage results in a decrease in anode 
current. Such a state of affairs is exactly opposite 
to that given in a normal resistor; and we say that 
the curves, between points A and B, exhibit negative 
resistance. 

The negative resistance section of the curve is 
the result of a phenomenon known as secondary 
emission. When an electron strikes an anode it 
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Output 
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Fig. 7. The basic tetrode r.f. amplifier circuit 
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Fig. 8 (a). A test set-up which enables the anode 
characteristic curves of a tetrode to be drawn. 
Direct voltage sources other than batteries can, of 

course, be used 
(b). A representative family of laVa curves for a 

tetrode 

✓an cause one or more electrons to be released 
from that anode. This effect occurs in a triode, but 
the electrons emitted due to secondary emission 
return to the anode again and do not affect the 
operation of the valve. In the tetrode, however, 
and for anode voltages between points A and B, 
the secondary electrons are attracted towards the 
positively charged screen-grid. An increase in 
anode voltage causes the electrons to strike the 
anode with greater velocity and to release more 
secondary electrons. After point A of the curves, 
the increasing anode voltage causes secondary 
electrons to be emitted at a greater rate than the 

rate of electrons arriving from the cathode, with 
the result that the total anode current drops. This 
effect continues until we reach a voltage level at 
about point B, where the anode voltage is only 
slightly lower that the screen-grid voltage. At this 
point, many of the secondary electrons are now 
being attracted back to the anode again, and fewer 
pass to the screen-grid. In consequence, the negative 
resistance section of the curves comes to an end and 
anode current reverts to normal conditions, in 
which an increase in anode voltage results in an 
increase in anode current. As the anode voltage 
rises to around point C, slightly above the screen- 
grid voltage, the loss of secondary electrons to the 
screen-grid drops dramatically, and there is a 
considerable increase in anode current. 

For anode voltages above point C the secondary 
emission loss to the screen-grid becomes negligibly 
low because the screen-grid is now significantly 
more negative than the anode. To the right of 
point C the curves become very nearly flat, with 
only a slight increase in anode current for increase 
in anode voltage. This type of curve shape is similar 
to that given by saturation^, which term defines 
the state where very nearly all the electrons emitted 
by the cathode travel towards the anode, and 
where an increase in anode voltage results in only 
a small increase in anode current. But it is quite 
evident that the present curves are not the result 
of saturation because we still obtain an obvious 
change in anode current for a change in control 
grid voltage. The reason for the flatness of the 
curves is that the space charge around the cathode 
is screened from the anode by the screen-grid, and 
so changes in anode voltage have little effect on the 
quantity of electrons leaving the space charge. 
It will be remembered that, with the diode and 
triode, the positive anode exerts a direct electro- 
static attraction on the electrons in the space 
charge. With the tetrode, the screen-grid prevents 
this direct electrostatic attraction. In effect, the 
anode has to work (at voltages above point C m 
Fig. 8 (b)) with the quantity of electrons which 
have been obtained for it by the screen-grid. 

Next Month , » , 
In next month's article we shall complete our 

present theoretical discussion by seeing how the 
curves of Fig. 8 (b) affect the performance and 
amplification factor of the tetrode, after which we 
shall introduce the pentode. In the succeeding issue 
we shall return to the three-stage receiver to 
describe how a pentode r.f. amplifier may be added 
to it. 

3 See "Understanding Radio" in the July 1965 Issue. 

The Radio Constructor 

May we bring to the attention of new readers that The Radio Constructor is published on the first of every month and is available from Newsagents 
an<i Where'difficulty^expeVienced, copies can be obtained direct from us (Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9.) single copies at 
3s. post paid or, if required, on annual subscription at 36s. post paid. 
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MULTI-PURPOSE TUNER 

PRE-AMPLIFIER 

by Sir Douglas Hall 

K.C.M.G., M.A. (Oxon) 

The little unit to be described 
has many uses, and it performs 
its different functions without 

any switching other than that for 
the battery. It may be used for 
the following purposes;— 

a. As a personal receiver in 
quiet surroundings for local stations. 

b. As a tuning head for a valve 
driven amplifier. 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All fixed values i watt 10%) 
Ri 5.6Ma 
R2 15ka 

' Rj l.Skfl 
VRi 5kO potentiometer, linear 

track 

Capacitors 
Ci lOOpF 
C2 2,000pF 
Cj 0.01 nF 
C4 2,OOOpF 
C5 lOOu-F electrolytic, 3V wkg 
Cs IOO11F electrolytic, 12V wkg 
VCi 500pF variable 

Inductors 
Li,2 See text 
Ti Transformer type TT53 

(Repanco) 

Transistors 
TRi,2 OC44 

Diode 
Di OA81 

Switch 
Si s.p.s.t. (may be combined 

with VRi) 

Sockets 
Input and output sockets. Phono 
type 

Ferrite Rod 
2-off, 4x|in (see text) 

Battery 
9-volt battery 

c. As a tuning head for a tape 
recorder. 

d. As a pre-amplifier for a valve 
driven amplifier. 

e. As a pre-amplifier for a tape 
recorder. 

f. For personal listening at a 
good volume level to gramophone 
records. Two can be used for 
stereo records. 

The Circuit 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

TRi is a common collector high 
frequency amplifier. The signal is 
picked up by a ferrite rod aerial, 
Li, feedback for reaction being 
taken from the emitter of TRi 
and controlled by VRi. At low 
volume levels VRi tends to short- 
circuit L2 and so acts as a true 
volume control. Demodulation is 
by crystal diode Di, and TR2 
acts as a common collector low 
frequency amplifier. With an aver- 
age current gain of 100 for an 
OC44, and bearing in mind that 
the output impedance of a common 
collector amplifier is roughly equal 
to input load divided by amplification 
factor, an impedance of about 
1500 may be expected across the 
primary of Ti. (The small winding 
is used as the primary with this 

circuit). Ti has a turns ratio of 
1:25 and so an impedance of 
about 150x252=94kO may be ex- 
pected across the secondary. This 
is suitable for a crystal earphone 
connected at the output socket. 
The red and blue leads are connected 
to the large winding of Ti. 

In poor reception areas an in- 
crease in sensitivity may be obtained 
by connecting a few feet of wire 
to the centre of the input socket, 
leaving the outside connection un- 
attached. 

The output socket may be con- 
nected to the input of a valve 
amplifier. If there is any question 
of the input to the amplifier being 
at mains potential it is essential 
that the link should be made through 
two 0.0InF capacitors rated at 
250 volts a.c. working. Similarly, 
the unit may be connected to a 
tape recorder for direct recording 
of local stations. In this event the 
link may be made to the micro- 
phone input socket of the recorder 
if maximum sensitivity is required, 
though in most cases there will be 
enough signal available to enable 
the radio input socket to be used. 

{Continued on page 422) 
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fig. 1. The complete circuit of the unit. Tuning capacitor VCj may be a 
solid dielectric component 
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Super-Sensii 

H 

i 

Bootstrapping techniques enable a high 
degree of a.f. gain to be achieved in this 

neat and efficient unit 

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL, BUT LEAST USED, 
of all electronic devices is the so-called sound 
operated switch. Here, the sound is converted 

into an electrical signal by the microphone and 
this signal is then amplified and rectified by electronic 
circuitry, the final d.c. output being used to operate 
a relay and thus control external circuits and 
devices, such as motors, alarms, or lights, etc. 

Quite clearly, although the unit is referred to 
as a "sound operated switch", it is in fact operated 
by an alternating input current or voltage, and the 
device can thus be activated by any signal that 
can be converted into a.c. In other words, the 
switch can be made to operate from changes in 
hydraulic pressure, air pressure, gravity, sound, 
earth tremors, etc., by merely using a suitable 
pick-up or transducer between the source and the 
switch. 

In spite of the vast number of applications for 
this type of unit it has achieved little popularity 
with the home constructor, the main reason being 
that hardly any really good circuits have been 
published in the past. The main problem here is 
that, for positive relay operation, an exceptionally 
high order of amplification is required if the unit 
is to be fed with low sound input levels. Using 
conventional circuitry, this very high order of 
amplification can only be achieved by employing a 
large number of transistors, with consequent 
difficulties in construction, expense and stability. 
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ww 
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In the unit that forms the basis of this article, 
these snags have been overcome by moving away 
from the more conventional methods of signal 
amplification and using sophisticated techniques 
that take advantage of the full capabilities of the 
semiconductors, thereby obtaining an amplification 
that approaches the theoretical maximum. 

The complete unit comprises only 4 transistors, 
together with 11 resistors and 8 capacitors. Also, 
the circuit is exceptionally stable, and presents no 
constructional problems. Sensitivity is such that 
the relay can be operated by low-level voices at a 
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fig. 1. The full circuit of the sound operated switch 

range of 15 feet, and by normal voice levels at 
about 30 feet. 

Applications 
The best known application of the sound operated 

switch is that of automatic switching of a tape 
recorder. In this instance, the switch operates the 
recorder only when a signal input is available, and 
thus cuts out the long pauses that normally occur 
between speech inputs. This results in an economy 
in tape and power requirements, a feature which 
is of particular value with dictaphones. 

Resistors 
(All fixed values -j watt 10%) 

Ri 47kn 
R2 ioka 
Rs 22kn 
R4 ikn 
Rs lOkQ 
Rg 4.7ka 
Ry 12ka 
Rs 8.2kQ 
R9 5.6kn 
Rio IkQ 

5kO potentiometer, skeleton preset RV, 

Capacitors 
(All sub-miniature electrolytic, 15V wkg.) 

Ci 16p.F 
C2 16p.F 
C3 16(xF 
C4 Ibp-F 
C5 8p.F 
Cg 16p.F 
C7 SOptF 
Cg 50(i.F 

Semiconductors 
TR! NKT675 (or AF114, 2G401, 2G416) 
TR! OC75 (or NKT274) 
TRj NKT773 (or NKT713, 2NI304) 
TR4 NKT271 (or OC81, 2G381, 2G382) 
D] OA200 (or similar silicon diode) 

Battery 
9 or 12 volt battery 

Veroboard 
0.1 Sin matrix, 3f x l |in (9 strips x 24 holes) 
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Another view of the switch 

The same idea can be used for automatic operation 
of an amateur radio transmitter, or for the opening 
of doors. In addition, the sound operated switch 
can be used to operate a burglar alarm, to give 
warning of the crying of a child, or to indicate the 
ringing of a door bell or phone in a remote part 
of a house. 

If the input is fed from an inductance or capa- 
citance bridge, the switch may be operated by the 
presence of small pieces of metal in the ground 
or by large masses of metal (such as a motor car, 
giving automatic opening of garage doors); or 
the switch may be operated by the capacitance 
change caused by the presence of people or animals 
(giving automatic opening of doors, etc.). In these 
particular applications one arm of the bridge is 
used as a "sensor" and the bridge is energised by 
a.c., the switch being used as the detector. The 
bridge is adjusted to give a normal "null", whereupon 
the switch is off. When the inductance or capacitance 
of the sensor is altered, the bridge goes out of 
balance and the switch relay operates. 

Similarly, when the switch circuit is fed from an 
a.c. driven Wheatstone or resistance bridge, the 
unit may be operated by moisture, by heat, by 
light, or by any other quantity that can be repre- 
sented by a resistance. 

Circuit Operation 
The full circuit diagram of the unit is shown in 

Fig. 1, and the rather complex configuration used 
may be unfamiliar to some readers. The basic 
theory of the amplifier section (TRi and TR2) 
is of considerable interest and, particularly for the 
benefit of those with a theoretical turn of mind, 
will now be explained in some detail. 

Fig. 2 (a) shows a conventional 2-stage common 
emitter amplifier, in which TRj has collector load 
R3. Now, it will be realised that the greater the 
effective value of the collector load, the greater 
becomes the voltage gain, and thus the power 
gain, of the amplifier. The important point to 
appreciate here is that it is the effecti've, or a.c., 
value of the load that dictates the gain, and not 
the d.c. or true value of the collector resistor. 

In Fig. 2 (a), for example, the real value of R3 
is 6.8k, but at a.c. this is effectively shunted by 
Rs and Rg, the base-bias resistors of the following 
transistor, and by the input impedance to the base 
of the following transistor, which will be in the 
order of Ikfl; Thus, the effective value of TRi 
collector load is equal to R3, R5, Rg and the base 
input impedance of the second transistor, all in 
parallel, giving a final value of effective collector 
load of approximately 800fl. The gain of TRi 
is thus considerably reduced by the loading effect 
of the following stage and, in practice, a voltage 
gain of only about 16 times can be expected from 
each stage of the amplifier. 

One- way of overcoming this difficulty is to 
interpose an emitter follower (TR2) between the 
first amplifier and the following stage, as shown in 
Fig. 2 (b), to overcome the shunting effect. The 
emitter follower gives a high input and a low 
output impedance, and thus enables R3 output to 
be fed to the following stage without appreciable 
loss of gain. The effective value of TRi collector 
load is thus virtually the same as the d.c. or real 
value, i.e. 6.8kn. It is interesting to note that, 
although the emitter follower (TR2) itself gives 
unity voltage gain, its use enables the voltage gain 
of the combination to be increased to 136 times, 
i.e. by a factor of approximately 8 times. 

Clearly, the gain can be increased even more by 
increasing the real value of the collector load, R3, 
but limits are normally set here by the d.c. and 
temperature requirements of the transistors. If a 
very high value is used for R3, a small change in 
leakage currents due to temperature variations may 
cause such a large change in the mean collector 
voltage that the transistor will bottom and cease 
to amplify. This trouble can be overcome to a 
large degree by modifying the circuit as shown in 
Fig. 2 (c). Here, the emitter load of TR2 is split 
into two parts, R5 and Rg, the junction being 
bypassed to a.c. hy C3. The base-bias of TRj is 
taken from this junction via R|, and a d.c. negative 
feedback loop is thus set up. The emitter of TR2 
"follows" the voltage at TRi collector so that if 
TRi leakage current rises due to an increase in 
temperature, the voltage at TRj collector and, 
hence, at TR2 emitter and at the Rj-Rg junction, 
will fall. This will in turn reduce the bias to TRj 
base, thus reducing TR | collector current and tending 
to counteract the original change at TRi collector. 
Using this technique, collector loads in the order of 
30kH to 40k fl may be used, with consequently high 
gain. 

The ultimate in achieving high voltage gains 
from the circuit involves increasing the effective, 
rather than the real, value of the collector load, 
and here the technique known as "bootstrapping" 
is used, as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This circuit is similar 
to that of Fig. 2 (c), except that the TRi collector 
load has been split between R3 and R7 and capacitor 
C4 has been connected from TR2 emitter to the 
R3-R7 junction. Thus, when an input is applied 
to the circuit, the signal appearing at TR2 emitter 
(which is of the same form and phase as that at 
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TRi collector) is fed to the R3-R7 junction, so 
that similar alternating voltage signals appear at 
both ends of R3, and virtually no alternating 
signal current flows in this resistor. The resistor 
thus reacts in the same way as would a very high 
impedance. By using this bootstrapping technique, 
the effective value of R3 is increased by a factor 
of greater than 10, without affecting the real value 
of this resistor. 

On the prototype, the measured voltage gain of 
this circuit, when feeding into a Ikfl load, is 1,000 
times; this is, of course, considerably better than 
the 16 x 16 (=256) times that would be obtained 
using a conventional 2-stage common emitter 
amplifier. A most important additional point is 
that, with the conventional amplifier, the output 
would be in phase with the input signal, and there 
would be some risk of instability through positive 

feedback. In the amplifier described here, however, 
the output is in antiphase to the input, and no 
possible danger of instability exists. 

The Full Circuit 
Referring now to the full circuit diagram of the 

sound operated switch shown in Fig. 1, the TR1-TR2 
amplifier can be seen to be the same as that of Fig. 
2 (d), with the exception that RVi, in the emitter 
circuit of TR2, R5 and Q have been added. These 
three components enable the gain, or sensitivity, 
of the amplifier to be preset by controlled negative 
feedback. 

The output from TR2 emitter is fed to the base of 
TR3 via C5. Basically this transistor is wired as an 
n.p.n. common emitter amplifier, but it should 
first be noted that the base is clamped to the negative 
supply rail by Rg, so that the trarisistor is normally 
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Fig. 2 (0). In this conventional 2-stage amplifier, the effective value of R3 is reduced to approximately 8000 by the shunting 
of the following circuit, and the voltage gain is reduced 

(b). An emitter follower, TR2, may be used as a buffer between R3 and the following stage to overcome the shunting effect 
(c). A d.c. negative feedback loop gives improved temperature stabilisation when very high values are used for R3 

(d). Here, the value of TRi collector load is increased artificially by bootstrapping 
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near cut-off. Thus, TR3 acts as a rectifier-amplifier, 
being fully cut off by negative half-cycles, and 
driven on by positive half-cycles which are amplified 
across collector load R9. It should secondly be 
noted that TR3 collector is bypassed to the negative 
rail by C7, so that the signal appearing across 
R9 is not the instantaneous value of the ax. input 
signal, but a corresponding d.c. value. Thus, the 
TR3-R8-R9-C7 combination acts as a composite 
rectifier-amplifier-smoothing circuit. 

Since TR3 is normally biased off, negligible 
current flows in R9, and the collector of this tran- 
sistor is normally at near ground (positive) rail 
potential, the collector becoming negative as the 
input signal increases. The collector is direct coupled 
to the base of TR4, which is wired as a d.c. common 
emitter amplifier, with relay RLA as its collector 
load. Diode Di is inserted in the emitter circuit 
of TR4 to give a small amount of emitter bias, 
ensuring that this transistor is cut off when no 
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Fig. 3 (a). The copper side cf the Veroboard (b). The components mounted above the Veroboard 
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input is applied to TRj base. 
The decoupling network given by Rio and Cg 

is inserted in the negative supply rail between the 
TR3 and TR4 stages. This prevents any instability 
that might otherwise occur when the batteries 
age, giving a consequent high internal resistance. 

Construction 
For ease of construction, the unit is wired up 

on a small piece of Veroboard panel, thus retaining 
all the advantages of printed circuit construction 
without the difficulties of marking out and etching, 
etc., that are normally involved with printed circuit 
techniques. 

Start construction by cutting the Veroboard 
panel to size, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), and then 
break the copper strips with the aid of a small 
drill, a pen-knife, or the special cutting tool that 
is available, at the points indicated. If the completed 
unit is to be mounted to a chassis or sub-panel, 
drill the two small mounting holes, to clear 6BA. 
screws, where shown. Cut back the copper strip 
around these last two holes so that short circuits 
cannot occur when the mounting screws are in- 
serted. 

Now turn the panel over and assemble the 
components and leads on the blank side, as shown 
in Fig. 3 {b). Note that all components, other than 
C7, are mounted vertically. The legs of RVj, the 
preset skeleton potentiometer, should be reduced 
in width with the aid of a small file so that they fit 
easily in the holes in the Veroboard panel, before 
attempting to solder this component in place. 

Care should be taken to ensure that all capacitors 
are fitted in place with the polarity shown, and heat 
shunts should be used when soldering the semi- 
conductors in place. Particular care must be taken 
to ensure that the n.p.n. transistor, TR3, is fitted 
with the correct orientation. Insulated sleeving 
should be used wherever there is any risk of com- 
ponent lead-outs short-circuiting together. 

When assembly is complete, connect the relay 
to the two leads marked for this component, connect 
a microphone to the input leads, and then connect 
the battery and carry out a simple functional check 
to make sure that the unit is working. If sensitivity 
proves to be lower than expected, make sure that 
the gain has not been reduced by the setting of 
RVj. 

The microphone may be a moving-coil type 
connected directly to the input of the sound operated 
switch without a matching transformer. A moving- 
coil speaker will similarly function as a microphone, 
this also being connected directly to the switch 
input. The lead to the microphone (or speaker) 
should normally be screened, the screening con- 
necting to the positive supply line of the switch 
unit. Unscreened leads to the microphone may be 
used if these are short, and provided that there are 
no strong mains fields in the vicinity. If an input 
matching transformer is employed it must be fully 
screened. The use of the transformer may, however, 
result in excessive sensitivity in the switch, causing 
this to operate from very low-level sounds, such 
as those given by the motors of a tape recorder. 

If the test with the microphone has been satis- 
factory, the unit is now complete and ready for 
use. 

Notes On Components 
When building the unit, it is important to note 

that transistors TRi and TR2 must be of the types 
specified, or near-equivalents, if best results are to 
be obtained in terms of sensitivity. The design is 
such, however, that any a.f. or r.f. germanium 
p.n.p. transistors may be used for TRi and TR2 
if some loss of sensitivity can be tolerated. TR3 
may be any n.p.n. germanium transistor, and TR4 
may be any p.n.p. germanium transistor that is 
capable of meeting the dissipation requirements of 
the relay with which it is used. 

Relay RLA may have any coil resistance greater 
than 200ti; a coil resistance of 67011 was used on 
the prototype. It is important that the relay should 
be capable of operating positively from a voltage 
of at least two-thirds of the supply rail potential, 
and preferably from half of the supply voltage. 
If, for instance, a 12 volt supply is used, the relay 
should be capable of operating from at least 8 
volts, and preferably from 6 volts. 

So far as sensitivity is concerned, a sensitive 
high resistance relay will give far better results 
than one with a low resistance coil. As was men- 
tioned earlier, the input to the unit may be taken 
from either a moving-coil microphone or from a 
speaker (used as a microphone), but the former 
will give the best results. pa 

The New Electronics 

A new series on modern solid state electronic devices called "The New Electronics" started on Sunday, 8th January (B.B.C.-1). Integrated circuits, 
Gunn oscillators, silicon-controlled rectifiers, field effect transistors. These are some of the newest devices in a technology which was almost unknown 
ten years ago. They are all semi-conducting devices. They all depend on the production of very pure solids in very exact crystalline forms. Impurities 
are added to these in amazingly small concentrations to make the P-type and the N-type materials which are the basis of the devices themselves. 

The electronic engineer can now begin to order microscopic integrated circuits tailored exactly to his needs. Radar sets costing £20 each, match 
box size computers, improved telephone systems are now possibilities which depend for their realisation on knowing how the devices work and 
what we should be trying to make them do. ■ u u u • • i k 

Power systems, micro-wave systems, and optical devices are extending the uses of semi-conductors into fields where thermionic valves have 
always been needed in the past. Even television cameras and receivers may soon be made using solid state devices instead of cathode ray tubes. 

These ten programmes which are intended for electrical engineers, teachers in schools and colleges, undergraduates and sixth forms explain 
how the devices are made, how they work and some of their uses. 
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Multi-Purpose Tuner 
Pre-Amplifier 

{continued from page 415) 

Use As A.F. Pre-Amplifier 
In order to use the unit as a 

pre-amplifier for a tape recorder, 
a crystal microphone should be 
connected to the input socket, 
the output socket of the unit being 
connected to the microphone input 
of the recorder. The microphone 
will cause sufficient damping of 
the tuned circuit to cut out all 
radio signals, and TRi will now 
act as a common collector audio 
frequency amplifier, feeding into 
TR.2 as a second similar amplifier. 
Internal impedances will probably 
prevent the full transformation of 
lOOx 100 times which might appear 
possible, but it may be expected 
that there will be an input impedance 
of the order of 1M£1. 

The increased sensitivity given to 
a tape recorder when this unit is 
used is very high, and the micro- 
phone will need to be positioned 
several feet from the recorder in 
order to prevent its picking up 

To gram 2Mn: 
pick-up I09 3 

Fig. 2. if desired, a volume 
control may be added at the 

a.f. input 

quite a large signal from the motors. 
It will be found possible to pick 
up speech at a distance at which 
it is not clearly audible with the 
human ear, provided that other 
noises in the vicinity are at a low 
level. 

When TRi is working as an audio 
frequency amplifier the only effect 
of Di is to reduce, very slightly, 
the voltage available for TR2 
(it acts as the upper arm of a poten- 
tiometer with R2 as the lower arm) 
and to increase, very slightly, the 
d.c. passed through TR2 when a 
signal is being passed. This second 
effect, which is of little practical 
importance, is due to rectification 
of a part of the signal and a con- 
sequent increase in negative bias 
on the base of TR2. 

Pickup Amplifier 
If the crystal pickup of a gramo- 

phone is connected to the input of 
the unit it is possible to listen to 
records with a crystal earpiece 
connected to the output. With 
two units stereo records may be 
listened to, but in this case a volume 
control to the input of each unit 
is essential to provide for proper 
balancing. A suitable circuit is 
shown in Fig. 2. In any event, 
a volume control is useful if the 
unit is to be used for listening to 
records as the amplification offered 
may be too high in some cases. 

The author has had very pleasing 
results from stereo records by 
using one earpiece of a pair of 
low resistance headphones (DLR5) 
to each of two units, the earpieces 
being connected across the primary 
of Tj and not the secondary.* 

If the units should be needed for 
no other purpose, the transformers 
Tj need not be obtained. But 
results are good with crystal ear 
pieces and, with Tj available, the 
unit is more versatile. 

The Ferrite Aerial 
In the prototype the ferrite aerial 

uses an 8 by fin piece of rod, snapped 
in two, with the two halves strapped 
together to make a double rod 
4in long. Lj has 40 turns of 32 
s.w.g. enamelled wire close-wound 
on this double rod, and L2 has 7 
turns close-wound of the same wire, 
separated from Li by about fin. 
Phasing is as indicated in Fig. 1. 

The layout of the components 
is in no way critical and, as current 
consumption is a little under 1mA, 
a very small 9V battery can be 
used with all parts contained in a 
small case. 

Using a 500pF tuning capacitor 
a tuning range from 145 to 565 
metres is obtained with the prototype. 
Some of the low wavelength end 
of the tuning range is lost if an 
aerial is used connected to the 
centre contact of the input socket. 
Provided however, that not more 
than about 8ft of wire is employed 
it will still be possible to tune in 
the Third programme on 194 
metres if a transmitter is in the 
neighbourhood. 

♦ The DLR5 headphones are ex-Govern- 
ment moving reed types with an impedance 
of about 60Q per earpiece. 

□ 

cartoonsmile 

7 Cscoc 

"This saves quite a bit of drilling . 

Marconi Marine Branch 
at Maldon 

The Marconi International Marine Co. Ltd., recently 
acquired premises at Maldon, Essex, to accommodate the 
growing activities of its Elettra Sound Systems division 
which is now well established in the field of supplying 
comprehensive intercommunication, voice reinforcement, 
and electronic alarm installations for hospitals, schools, 
churches, factories, oil refineries, etc., as well as for ships 
of all types. 

The new branch premises consist of a new two-storey 
block at The Causeway, Maldon, with a floor area of 
approximately 7,000 square feet which will house offices 
and assembly workshops. They will be occupied by 
present Elettra Sound Systems personnel who will be 
augmented to deal with the increasing business of the 
division. 
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Cover feature 
A/WWWS 

This article, the first of a 2-part series, 
describes a double superhet receiver for 
reception of the B.B.C. f.m. broadcast^. 
Noteworthy features are double superhet 
working, a pulse discriminator circuit, high 
input sensitivity, optional a.f.c. and tuning 
indicator, and an a.f. output in excess of 
1 watt. The discriminator offers excellent 
linearity and the design, up to the a.f. 
volume control, may also be used as an 
f.m. tuner in a high fidelity system. The 
receiver is , intended for the advanced 
constructor who is capable of making up 
his own layout to general constructional 
information, and it is necessary to have an 
r.f. signal generator covering 10 to 11 Mc/s 
and 80 to 110 Mc/s. An oscilloscope is also 

helpful 

The receiver described in this 2-part series offers a 
combination which the author has not, at 
the time of writing, encountered in composite 

form. The r.f., i.f. and discriminator sections are 
based on designs previously pubhshed separately, 
these being combined here in the one receiver. The 
r.f. and 10.7 Mc/s i.f. stages are based on a design 
appearing in Mallard Technical Communications1, 
whilst the second mixer and 200 kc/s pulse discri- 
minator circuits are based on designs by E. D. Frost 
and J. C. Hopkins previously published in Wireless 
World. 2,3 

In this month's article we shall commence by 
giving a brief overall description of circuit operation, 
following this by full details of stage-by-stage 
functioning. The concluding article, to be published 
next month, will be devoted to constructional 
points together with optional a.f.c. and tuning 
indicator circuits. 

High Sensitivity 

Transistor VHF 

Portable 

PART i 

by T. Snowball 

Overall Operation 
To give the reader an initial picture of overall 

circuit operation we shall now consider the functions 
carried out by each stage, following the circuit 
diagram shown in Fig. 1. 

The signal is collected by the extending aerial or, 
via a co-axial socket, from a normal v.h.f. aerial, and 
is applied to a wideband transformer in the emitter 
of the r.f. amplifier TRi. 

The collector circuit of TRi is tuned by one gang 
of the tuning capacitor, Ci(a) (b), and from here the 
signal is capacitively coupled to the emitter of the 
mixer/oscillator transistor TRi. The self oscillating 
mixer has the oscillator tank circuit and the first 
i.f. transformer at 10.7 Mc/s coupled to its collector 
circuit. 

The mixer is followed by two stages, TR3 and TR4, 
of i.f. amplification at 10.7 Mc/s, with an overall 
bandwidth of about 250 kc/s. The signal at 10.7 
Mc/s is mixed with a 10.5 Mc/s oscillator, TR5, in 
transformer IFT4, and is applied to the second mixer, 
D2, to provide a second i.f. at 200 kc/s. 

TRg and TR7 are a feedback pair covering the 
second i.f. band of 100 to 300 kc/s. 

HEADING ILLUSTRATION 

The receiver in its cabinet. A home-inscribed scale is 
employed instead of the medium and long wave 
scale provided with the cabinet. The volume control 
is to the right of the tuning knob, a decorative motif 
appearing above it. The tone control is at the right hand 
end of the top panel of the cabinet. The push buttons 
at the centre of the top panel may be used for on-off 
switching. They may also be employed for a manual/ 

a.f.c. circuit, which is described in Part 2 
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The output of the second i.f. section consists of 
square waves with an amplitude of about 7V 
peak-to-peak. The frequency of this square wave is 
detected by the diode/transistor pump circuit D4, 
TRg, giving a mean current proportional to the 
frequency of the carrier. 

This mean current is of course the audio signal. 
The intermediate frequency is filtered out in the 
collector of TRg, leaving the audio signal to be 
passed on, via the volume and tone controls, to the 
audio amplifier. 

TRg to TR12 exemplify the latest in complementary 
circuit design, similar to that used in the latest 
commercial radios. 

Frequency response is 80 c/s to 12 kc/s with an 
output power of over 1 watt into a 35loudspeaker. 

The design, although somewhat uneconomical in 
transistors, is very well suited to amateur con- 
struction because no difficult transformers are used, 
such as are given with the normal ratio detecter. 
Also, there is no high degree of gain at any single 
frequency, thus providing a stable design which 
can be built without too much restriction upon com- 
ponent layout. Some care is, of course, still needed 
in the r.f. and first mixer stages because these operate 
at 100 Mc/s. 

The high overall gain given by this receiver allow 
its use as a portable in most "awkward" locations, 
such as steel framed buildings or deeply ridged 
country situations. The receiver has been checked 
in deep valleys at distances of up to 50 miles from the 
transmitter, although at this range some care seems 
necessary in siting the set. Under these conditions 
the interference level is still negligible. In terms of 
voltage, a signal amplitude of about 1 to 5ij.\ is 
required to give a signal-to-noise ratio of some 
20 to 30dB. 

Detailed Circuit Description; The R.F. Stage 
We shall now proceed to a detailed description of 

circuit operation, commencing with the r.f. stage. 
The input transformer, RFTj, is heavily damped, 

by the aerial and input impedance of the transistor, 
so that the bandwidth is at least 10 Mc/s. In conse- 
quence, fixed tuning is used in this position. 

The r.f. transistor offers lowest noise at an emitter 
current of approximately 1.4mA; this is set by the 
voltage at the far end of R], which makes the base of 
TRi, about 0.9V negative of the positive line for the 
r.f. stages, and gives about 0.8V across R2 with 
1.4mA flowing through TRj. R2 and C2 decouple 
the positive supply to TRi. This type of decoupling 
is used in all the r.f. and 10.7 Mc/s i.f. stages, showing 
the advantage of a positive supply line with p.n.p. 
transistors. As can be seen, the components that are 
necessary from the d.c. point of view also do 
decoupling work and help the overall stabihty. 

In the collector of TRi is a high "Q" tuned circuit 
with a loaded bandwidth of about 1.5 Mc/s, so this 
has to be tuned to keep in track over the v.h.f. band. 
The lOpF padding capacitator Cg is inserted to 
help in providing good tracking and may need 
adjustment in the final setting up. C7, 4.7pF, couples 

the output of the r.f. stage to the low input impedance 
of the mixer. 

The Mixer/Oscillator Stage 
TR2 is a combined mixer and oscillator giving an 

intermediate frequency of 10.7 Mc/s. The oscillator 
should run at frequencies between 97.7 Mc/s and 
107.7 Mc/s for signal frequencies of 87 to 97 Mc/s. 

This is a complicated stage to understand, and it 
will be helpful to start with the r.f. signal entering 
through C7. L2 performs two functions here: it acts 
as an r.f. choke to the 87-97 Mc/s aerial signal and so 
directs that signal into the emitter, and it also 
resonates with Cg to form a series tuned circuit at 
10.7 Mc/s between the base and emitter of TR2. 
This means that any 10.7 Mc/s interfering signal 
entering through C7 cannot affect TR2. Similarly, if 
any 10.7 Mc/s feedback occurs from the collector 
through C10 and TQ, it is removed by L2 and Cg. 
C9 decouples the base to chassis, and makes the 
transistor work in grounded base for both oscillation 
and mixing. 

For the oscillating condition, IFTi, primary acts 
as an r.f. choke and Qo passes the 97.7-107.7 Mc/s 
oscillation frequency to the tuned circuit given by L3 
and Ci(b). The small trimmer TQ provides positive 
feedback to the emitter, where L2 again acts as an 
r.f. choke. TQ thus sets the feedback level and is 
adjusted to the minimum value which still allows 
oscillation to occur at about 5V supply. Too large 
a value for TQ may cause oscillator squegging. 

The oscillator coil is centre tapped to reduce the 
effect of transistor capacitance changes and to raise 
the "Q" of the coil, thus improving oscillator 
stability. 

The 10.7 Mc/s signal is picked out by Qo resona- 
ting with the primary of IFTi. The one or two turns of 
the oscillator coil in series with Qo offer very low 
reactance at i.f. and, in effect, Qo is connected 
directly across IFTi primary to tune it to 10.7 Mc/s. 

So far as the d.c. conditions of the stage are 
concerned, R3 and R4 set the base at 6.0V giving an 
emitter current of 2.0 mA. This is found to give 
best oscillator stability with supply voltage variation. 

The 10.7 Mc/s i.f. Stages 
Using AF116 transistors the maximum safe gain 

without neutralization is about 18-20 dB. To 
achieve this gain and also the correct 250 kc/s 
bandwidth in three i.f. transformers, it is necessary 
to use coils with undamped Q's of about 70 and then 
damp them to give a working Q of about 50, as well 
as providing critical coupling between primary and 
secondary. This all sounds rather difficult for the 
home constructor to arrange, but details of these 
coils are available in the Mullard publication 
referred to earlier, and the coils employed in this 
receiver use the information given in that report. 

TR3 and TR4 have their bases capacitively tapped 
into the i.f. transformer secondaries, so that their 
input impedance presents the same damping to the 
coils as do their collectors, which are effectively 
connected directly across the primaries. 
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The emitter current of TR3 should drop 1.5V 
across Rg and this is used as bias for the r.f. stage 
The a.g.c. diode Di, rectifies the 10.7 Mc/s signal at 
TR4 collector and the rectified direct current flows 
in opposition to the bias current for TR3. Thus, as 
the signal strength increases, the current supply to 
TR3 base is reduced. This reduces the gain of TR3 
by decreasing its emitter current, whereupon the 
emitter voltage goes positive and reduces the gain 
of TRi by way of its base resistor Ri. 

If, with R12 and Rig out of circuit, large signals 
were received, the collectors of TR3 and TR4 could 
bottom. The collector capacitance would then rise 
sharply, the high frequency cut-off of the trans- 
istor would fall, and there would be a risk of in- 
stability. The inclusion of R12 and Rig prevents this 
trouble. 

The d.c. conditions of TR4 are different from 
those for TR3. More emitter current, 3 mA, is 
provided by R13 and R14 to help the stage drive 
the a.g.c. diode. The secondary of IFT3 is not 
capacitively tapped because the second mixer 
presents a high impedance to the coil, unlike a 
transistor base which, in the case of TR3 and TR4 
offers some 400£1 only. 

The Second Oscillator and Mixer Diode 
TR5 oscillates at 10.5 Mc/s and a few turns on its 

coil (between terminals 1 and 3) couples this fre- 
quency, together with the 10.7 Mc/s signal from TR4, 
to the second mixer, D2. The second i.f. is produced 
at 200 kc/s across R20, while the 10.7 Mc/s signals 
are filtered out by .C29. The capacitors C27 and C2B 
form a tap across the oscillator tuned coil, with the 
lower impedance capacitor at the chassis end, so 
that a small amount of energy is fed back in phase to 
the emitter to maintain oscillation. The emitter 
current is set at 0.6 mA by biasing the base at 2.5V 
negative of the positive supply line. 

The Second i.f. Stage 
TRg and TR7 are d.c. coupled as a feedback pair 

to reduce variations in gain and to save components. 
As the v.h.f. signal has ±75 kc/s modulation this 
stage has to deal with 200 kc/s ±75 kc/s, but to 
allow for some mistuning a minimum bandwidth of 
200 kc/s is desirable. 

The aim of this stage is to produce enough gain to 
ensure that the smallest signal always fully drives 
the amplifier output from one voltage extreme to the 
other, so producing a square wave output of 7V 
peak-to-peak amplitude. 

The circuit in the collector of TR7 is helpful in 
this respect. The coil L4 presents a high impedance to 
any sharp increase of current in TR7, while the 
resistor R2g is included to prevent undue rise of 
current during the pulse when TR7 is on. The 
function of diode D3 is to clip the negative overswing 
which would otherwise occur when TR7 is turned off. 
The inductance of the coil is not very critical, and 
any value between 0.8mH and 2.5mH has been found 
satisfactory. Recommended is Type No. FCC4- 
1.5mH by Electroniques, which is available from 

C43 R37 

34 Auto transformer 

3n loudspeaker 
—9V 

Fig. 2. A 3 £2 loudspeaker may be accomodated by 
using an autotransformer, as shown here 

Home Radio (Mitcham) under Cat. No. CHF12. 
Alternatively, the constructor may wind his own 
coil, and details are given next month for this. 

The frequency of the square wave at TR7 collector 
varies, of course, with the amphtude of the a.f. 
modulation on the transmitted signal. The loudest 
sounds cause the maximum variation, from 125 kc/s 
to 275 kc/s. At the same time, the frequency of the 
a.f. controls the number of times per second that the 
frequency of the i.f. changes from one extreme to the 
other. 

Circuit design of the second i.f. stages TRg and 
TR7 starts by assuming a maximum voltage at TR7 
emitter of — 1.0V, this then gives an available 
output swing of very nearly 7 V when the supply is 8 V. 
As, from the switching speed point of view, a 
suitable collector load is l.Skfl, then to set the 
collector at about — 5V, roughly halfway between 
the emitter and supply rail, the value of collector 
current is 1.8 mA, causing some 3 volts to be dropped 
across R26. To give — 1.0V at the emitter, the total 
value of R23, R24 and R25 should be -L=555£2. l.O 
R23 is the feedback resistor and is set by the gain 
required to 10011. This leaves a value of 45011 for R24 
and R25 which is split equally to help set up the d.c. 
conditions for TRg and TR7. These d.c. conditions 
will be discussed next. 

TRg emitter is at chassis potential, therefore its base 
will be at about —0.2 V. Its collector must, of course, be 
more negative than the base. TRg collector connects 
directly to TR7 base, which has been fixed at —1.2V, 
whereupon, because there are no large voltage 
swings at TRg collector, its voltage requirements are 
met very nicely. TRg collector current should be 
about 300ij,A to give adequate gain and low noise. 
Too low a current will give low gain (about 75 is 
typical for an AF117 at 300g.A) whereas too high a 
current will increase the noise contributed by this 
stage. So, with —1.2V on the collector/base junction 
of TRg and TR7, R21 comes out at the preferred 
value of 18k£2 when the collector current of TRg is 
made 360jj.A and the base current of TR7 is 20g.A. 
This makes TRg base current about 5uA if the gain 
is taken to be 75, but to obtain this by connecting 
R22 direct to TR7 emitter, would give a very high 
value for R22, so high in fact that transistor leakage 
current would defeat the issue. So R22 is taken to a 
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lower voltage produced by the two resistors R24 and 
R25, this being nominally 0.6V due to TR7 collector 
current. A voltage of 0.4 across R22 at a current of 
5(rA result in a calculated value of 80kH. In practice 
the author used 68kH because, as can be seen from 
the preceding discussion, transistor parameters and 
resistor tolerances affect the final answer. But the 
above design calculations still have to be done to get 
one into the right street. The constructor is advised 
to check the collector voltage of TR7 and adjust R22 
if this is outside the limits —3.5 to —6.5 volts. 
The author's 68kresistor gave exactly —5.0V at 
TR7 collector. 

Diode/Transistor Pump Circuit 
Diode D4 and TRg turn the varying 200 kc/s 

square wave into a signal which varies at a rate 
proportional to the audio modulation. 

If no modulation is present, the steady second i.f. 
of 200 kc/s causes a pulse of current to be pumped 
into the emitter—base diode of TR8 each time the 
collector of TR7 goes positive. Each time TR7 
collector goes negative the diode D4 catches, and 
allows C32 to charge again. 

Thus, into the emitter of TR8 passes the charge 
that is stored in C32 each time TR7 collector goes 
through its swing of 7V. The charge stored in C32 is 
CV multiplied by the number of times per second 
that the charge is inserted. 

In this case: C = 270 x 10-12 Farads 
V = 7V 
F = 200 x lO3 c/s 

I = 270 x lO-i2 x 7 x 200 x 103 x lO3 mA 
I = 0.38 mA 

With the maximum audio modulation on the carrier, 
F becomes 125 and 275 kc/s making the emitter 
current 0.24 mA and 0.52 mA. 

The aim of feeding this current to the emitter 
rather than to a base is to avoid bringing the current 
gain of the transistor into the calculations. Since 
the collector current is almost equal to emitter 
current, and since the emitter current for any given 
i.f. is known, the collector current can be readily 
changed to a known voltage for use with a tuning 
meter or a.f.c. circuit. On the other hand, if the pulses 
were fed into a base, the corresponding collector 
current could easily vary by 3:1 for different transis- 
tors. 

The collector current for TR8 in the present design 
is developed across two resistors R27 and R28. 
De-emphasis and tone control are also carried out 
in this section of the circuit. 

At a second i.f. of 200 kc/s, the voltage drop across 
R27 and R28 will be TRg emitter current times 
current gain times (R27-I-R28) =0.38 x 0.98 x 11.5 
=4.3 volts. So the colletor voltage for a correctly 
tuned signal ought to be about —3'7 depending upon 
resistor tolerance and transistor leakage. Transistor 
leakage should be negligible because TRs is an RF 
type in grounded base configuration. 

The de-emphasis time constant for f.m. reception 
is given as 50 [rs. The B.B.C. boosts the higher audio 
frequencies when transmitting and so, to get a level 

response on reception, a top cut of 3dB at 3 kc/s, 
continuing to fall at 6dB per octave, must be intro- 
duced. This response is given by R27 and C35, and an 
additional top cut available as a tone control is put 
in by C33 and RV2. These last two components 
enable a more balanced reproduction to be achieved 
with the small 7 x 4in. loudspeaker used in the 
portable version. 

The Audio Amplifier 
From TR8 the a.f. signal passes to a simple volume 

control, which is isolated with two capacitors. This 
practice may seem wasteful, but the capacitors stop 
d.c. flowing through the volume control, which may 
otherwise cause noisy operation after use. 

The output stage can deliver the required power by 
either providing a high current at low voltage or 
a high voltage at less current. The latter alternative 
is used here, and it means that over 1 watt can be 
easily achieved with peak currents below 300 mA. 
TRn and TR12 can alternatively swing the positive 
plate of C43 almost to the limits of the full supply 
line, giving a peak-to-peak swing of nearly 18V. 

This results in an r.m.s. output of x 0.707 = 

6.3V. If the loudspeaker has an impedance of 35f2, 
V2 

then the r.m.s. wattage will be — = 1.2W. 
R 

TR9 and TR10 are both d.c. coupled to TRn and 
TR12, d.c. feedback being taken through R35. A.C. 
feedback also passes through R35 and is decoupled 
by C41 in series with R34, these components controlling 
the level of the a.c. feedback. Without R34 no a.c. 
feedback could appear on TR9 emitter, and full 
gain with evident distortion would occur. The feed- 
back raises the input impedance of TRp which is 
useful so far as the loading on TR8 at full volume is 
concerned. 

Circuit details are worked out in the following 
manner. If the output swing is to be symmetrical, 
then the junctions of R38 and R39 must be at 0V in 
the quiescent condition. All the emitter current of 
TR9 must flow through R35 and, for good gain, 
should be a minimum of 1mA; whereupon the 
requisite voltage across R35 becomes 1.5V, resulting 
in a voltage at TR9 base of about -I-1.7V. The TlCj 
base voltage is obtained simply by R29 and R30, RV3 
being included to allow for component tolerances. 
Note that RV3 and R29 are taken from the decoupled 
sides of R31 and R32; this is done to avoid supply line 
fluctuations which are often evident in Class B output 
stages due to the high peak currents in the output 
transistors. 

If, assuming a 3011 loudspeaker, the peak current 
9V in the output transistors is about^^—300 mA then 

since their gain may be 50 only, the base drive should 
be about 6 mA. This sets the value of R37 because 
6 mA must flow through TRjq when no input signal 
is applied, so that all the 6 mA can flow into the 
output transistor when TR10 is cut off on a large 
signal. Very nearly 9V appears across R37 in the 
quiescent condition, so that this resistor has a value 
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of 9V -I S ka. Ds and RV4 also have this 6mA 
6mA , . w 

flowing through them, and they develop a voltage 
to forward-bias the bases of TRn and TR12, thus 
setting up a steady current through them in the 
queiscent condition. The quiescent current can often 
be as low as 2 to 3 mA but this all depends on how well 
the output transistors are matched; increasing the 
quiescent current will allow the use of transistors 
with a 2:1 mismatch. 

The 6mA flowing in TR10 passes through R36 
developing a voltage of 0.35 across this resistor. It 
might be thought that R36 and C42 are not really 
needed, but without them the base of TR10 must be 
about 0.2V negative of the positive supply line. 
Assuming a typical gain of 60 in TR10, this gives 

a base current of —7^- ^ lOOi-ia; which means that the 

current through TR9, already set at 1mA, must be 
shunted away through R33, giving R33 a value ot 

— Tino This is less than half the value that is 
0.9mA , ^ 
obtained by inserting R36 and C42, so the gain ot 1K9 
is halved because its gain is roughly proportional to 
the value of its collector resistor. Working in the 
other direction, too large a value in R36 reduces the 
voltage swing available at TRio collector because, 
obviously, TR10 collector cannot rise more positive 

than its emitter; and as the output transistors are in 
emitter follower configuration, this results in a direct 
loss of output voltage. 

C40 provides a calculated amount of top cut, about 
3dB at 10 kc/s and finally removes any of the second 
i.f. which may still be present. 

If a 312 loudspeaker is to hand it is quite in order 
to use it with the aid of a small autotransformer as 
shown in Fig. 2. To step up the impedance of a 311 
speaker an autotransformer of ratio 1:3 gives an 
impedance of 3 x 32=270. A suitable transformer 
is the type TT39 3.1:1 by Repanco Ltd. 

Alternatively the constructor can wind his own 
transformer. Obtain any small speaker transformer 
with a core area of at least 0.4 sq. in., strip it down 
and wind on enough turns to fill the bobbin with a 
tap at one third. Some experimenting may be neces- 
sary, but start by using about 26 s.w.g. and aim at 
least 250 turns total. 

The circuit description is now complete, ana me 
next article will deal with constructional details. 

References ^ Transistor Portable Receiver", Mullard Technical 
Communications. Vol. 6 No. 58, June 1962. Authors: L. E. Jansson, 
R R Baker A. Sargood and H. A. Hems. 

2 J. C. Hopkins, "A Simple Transistor FM Tuner . Wireless 
WorM, ^"Pulse-Counting FM Tuner". Wireless World* 
December 1965. , i . 

(To be concluded) 

Transistorised Grid Dip 

Meter for the Experimenter 

by D. Burge 

A neat battery-operated design which offers continuous 
coverage from 325 kc/s to 29 M/cs 

Having decided that a grid 
dip meter would be a very 
useful piece of test equipment 

to have on hand, the relative merits 
of various published designs were 
investigated. While these would un- 
doubtedly serve the purpose in mind 
it was considered that a transistorised 
version would have advantages in 
some applications as well as eliminat- 
ing the bugbear of mains power 
supplies and trailing mains leads. It 
was also felt that the problems and 

experience involved in building the 
instrument from scratch would be ot 
interest to other constructors, par- 
ticularly as the finished instrument 
was finally made for very little cost, 
maximum use being made of com- 
ponents on hand. 

Various oscillator circuits were 
tried without a great deal of success, 
for one reason or another. A circuit 
that worked well at low frequencies 
was useless at high frequencies, or 
would only operate over a limited 

range. Finally a Colpitts circuit was 
used with the tank coil effectively 
connected between the collector and 
base of an OC170, and the tuning 
capacitor connected between collec- 
tor and emitter. A 500pF variable 
capacitor with an integral slow 
motion drive was employed in this 
position and although it was not 
of the modern miniature variety, it 
fitted very conveniently on the 
front panel. The output from the 
oscillator was taken direct from the 
collector of the OC170 via a small 
coupling capacitor to a GEX34 
diode, followed by a meter amplifier 
consisting of an OC72 with a 
0—1mA meter in the collector 
circuit, sensitivity being controlled 
by means of a variable resistor in 
series with the base. This control 
is VRi in the circuit diagram of 
Fig 1. Adjustment of the sensitivity 
control has a slight effect on frequency 
but this was not more than 10 kc/s 
within the range at which the pointer 
would be set and was not therefore 
considered detrimental for the kind of 
use to which the instrument would 
be put. In any case matters are 
improved if the instrument is calibra- 
ted with the sensitivity control set 
to about two-thirds full scale reading, 
where it would be set in the normal 
course of use. The coupling capacitor. 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the transistorised grid dip meter. C4a is fitted in the 
coil assembly 

C5, was found to be critical, inas- 
much that it had a definite effect on 
the degree of amplitude of oscillation 
as the tuning was varied from 
maximum to minimum. A value of 
25pF was finally found to give a 
reasonable compromise. 

The shield lead-out from the 
OC170 is not connected to the 
positive supply line as it was found 
that such a connection gave a 
reduction in oscillator amplitude. 
This reduction could be easily 
tolerated at the middle frequencies 
but not at the high frequency end 
of the overall range. 

The layout of the oscillator and 
meter amplifier components is shown 
in Fig. 2. The construction of the 
coil units is illustrated diagramatic- 
ally in Fig. 3. Components shown 
dotted will in some cases not be 
necessary. These were adjusted by 
trial and error methods, and were 
found to improve matters at the 
extreme high and low frequency 
ranges of the instrument. More 
details on the coils are given later 
in this article. 

Construction 
The finished instrument was fitted 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All fixed values J watt 10%) 

R, 15ka 
R2 3.3kn 
R3 3.9kO 
R4 2.2kn 
Rs 1.5ka 
VRi lOOkO potentiometer, linear 

track 

Capacitors 
Cj 0.01 |j.F ceramic 
C2 0.05 (xF ceramic 
C3 75pF silver-mica 
C4 330pF silver-mica 
C4(a) See text 
VCj 500pF variable, with drive 

and scale 

Semiconductors 
TR! OC170 
TR2 OC72 
Di GEX34 

Meter 
Mi moving-coil meter, 0-lmA 

Switch 
Si s.p.s.t. switch 

Miscellaneous 
9-volt battery and connectors 
Octal socket (see Fig. 2) and octal 
bases 
Coil formers and coil wire 
Material for case, etc. 

Positive line To meter 
To VC| 

I To D| and VR| 
To VC| 

Octal valveholde) 

VRl -a/ 

Dir 

To VR, e 
and C5 

tr2 TR, 

p4 
*3 

— 9V To S 

Fig. 2. The components in the oscillator circuit are fitted around the octal 
valveholder, which should be a ceramic type. The valveholder employed in the 
prototype had a metal fixing plate with earthing tags. The output from pin 7 
connects to Dj on the 6-woy tagstrip and to VR, (mounted on the opposite end 
plate). As shown in Fig. 1, the slider and other end ofVRl track then connect 
to TR2 base. The shield lead-out of TRj is not connected into the circuit 

into a case measuring approximately 
6i X 3 x 3in. Some reduction in 
size could have been achieved by 
using miniature components, but as 
the front panel could not be made 
much smaller and still have a 
reasonable sized dial, it was decided 
to employ what components were 
on hand rather than go to the 
added expense of purchasing new 
ones. 

Power requirements being very 
small, a miniature type 9 volt 
transistor radio type battery is 
used, this being conveniently fitted 
in a tool type clip mounted on the 
end panel. The top panel is made 
of Formica,* whilst the end panel 
carrying the coil holder and oscillator 
components is made of iin Perspex. 
The opposite end plate is made of 
aluminium and carries the sensitivity 
control and battery clip. In the 
instrument built by the writer the 
on/off switch is mounted on the 
front panel but could probably be 
more conveniently mounted on the 

* Avoid using the heat-resistant grade 
of Formica, which may have a thin metal 
lamina in its structure.—Editor. 
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end plate, together with the battery 
and sensitivity control. The 6-way 
tagstrip of Fig. 2 may also be 
fitted to this end plate. 

The cover plate was made of 
aluminium in the shape of a U 
with the top edges bent over by 
iin to enable self tapping screws to 
be used to fix it to the top panel. 
The general idea is shown in Fig. 4, 
with approximate dimensions. These 
may be altered, as desired according 
to the constructor's requirements. 
The variable capacitor with its 
associated dial and, also, the meter 
movement were mounted on the top 
panel. All the oscillator components 
are wired as shown in Fig. 2, round 
a ceramic octal valveholder mounted 
in the Perspex end plate. The series 
capacitors across the tank coil are 
made up of VCi in parallel with C3, 
which was found necessary to main- 
tain amplitude of oscillation at the 
high frequency end of each range, 
while the lower end of the feedback 
combination is made up of C4 and 
€4(3), these being effectively in 
parallel since C4(a) is wired between 
pins 1 and 3 on the coil assembly. 
This arrangement assisted in adjust- 
ing the degree of feedback and also 
to some extent the frequency range 
of each coil. 

It will be obvious to the reader 
that tags numbered 1, 3 and 5 on the 
valveholder should not be used as 
anchoring points for any other 
components than those shown in 
the diagram. 

Coils 
The coils were made up from 

materials on hand, the bases being 
cut off old octal valves which the 
writer had been wondering what to 
do with for some considerable time. 
All the coils recommended in this 
article are air cored, it being found 
that iron-cored coils, tried on the 
extreme low frequency range, gave 
erratic results. Initially, coils were 
made up by taking advantage of the 
properties of the instrument. With 
a low frequency coil plugged into 
the meter and the meter tuning 
capacitor set to the high frequency 
end of its range, an external tuned 
circuit was made up with another 
500pF tuning capacitor and the coil 
intended for the range immediately 
above. This last coil was adjusted 
until it gave a dip with its tuning 
capacitor set to a high capacitance, 
whereupon it was capable of provid- 
ing the next range for the instrument. 
This procedure is mentioned as it 
will prove helpful to the experimenter 
who wishes to design his own range 
of coils. 

Details of the coils finally develop- 

11" 

0 

^4a 

Fie. 3. Each coil is wired between pins 1 and 5 of its octal base, Qa hajjnS 
a value which enables optimum feedback conditions to be provided. With 
some coil assemblies, either the resistor or the capacitor shown in dotted 

line is also added 

ed by the writer are given in the 
Table, and it will be seen that seven 
coil assemblies give the complete 
coverage from 325 kc/s to 29 Mc/s. 
All coils were wound on formers of 
fin diameter, 2in long. With the 

exception of the coil for the lowest 
frequency range, each coil was 
assembled to its octal base by means 
of two lengths of 22 s.w.g. tinned 
copper wire. These were soldered to 
pins 1 and 5, the other ends con- 

Front panel (Formica) 

Edges of panel bent through 90° 

Aluminium 

1/4" Perspe* 

Cover plate (aluminium) 
Fig. 4. The construction of the 
case for the prototype instrument. 
Dimensions may be varied to 
suit the components it is intended 

to use 
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Fig. S. This simple circuit arrangement may be used for calibrating the 
meter at frequencies which are not covered by a receiver 

TABLE 

Details of Coils 

Calibration 
Various methods of calibration 

can be used, the simplest consisting 
of employing a receiver and signal 
generator and tuning to zero beat. 
A subsidiary coil or tuned circuit 
can be used for coupling the grid 
dip meter coil into the receiver, a 
capacitive or inductive coupling 
being obtained from the signal 
generator. If a receiver covering all 
the frequencies is not available, the 
subsidiary tuned circuit can couple 
to a germanium diode followed by a 
4.7kn diode load, the output being 
fed to an a.f. amplifier to give 
indication of zero beat. The arrange- 
ment is shown in Fig. 5. 

Formers: fin diameter, 2in long. All windings connected to pin 1 and started at end of former remote from base 
then wound back towards base and connected to pin 5. 

Range Turns Wire Gauge 
(s.w.g.) 

Winding C4(a) 
pin 1- 
pin 3 

R 
pin I- 
pin 3 

C 
pin 3- 
pin 5 

325 kc/s-580 kc/s 280 Litz 
(see text) 

4 piles, each 
70 turns 

l,0O0pF lOOpF 

570 kc/s-1,150 kc/s 160 38 s.c.c. 5 piles, each 
32 turns 

680pF 

1,150 kc/s-2.2 Mc/s 54 38 s.c.c. 3 piles, each 
18 turns 

680pF 

2.2 Mc/s-4.4 Mc/s 31 30 enam. close-wound 1,000pF 
4.2 Mc/s-7.5 Mc/s 22 26 enam. space-wound 

lin long 
SOOpF 

7.5 Mc/s-14.5 Mc/s 9i 22 enam. space-wound 
fin long 

500pF 2.2ka 

14.5 Mc/s-29 Mc/s 3i 18 enam. space-wound 
fin long 

SOOpF 2.2kn 

necting to two tags at each end of the 
former, between which the coils were 
wound. A small amount of glue 
between the bottom of the former 
and the valve base made a secure 
assembly. The coil former for the 
lowest frequency range had four 
tags at one end, these being soldered 
to pins 1, 3, 5 and 8. No coil con- 
nection was made to the tag soldered 
to pin 8. 

Other means of assembly can be 
employed. The methods just de- 
scribe were used by the writer to 
suit coil formers which were already 
on hand, and offer a guide to the 
intending constructor. 

The circuit is very tolerant and 
almost any type of coil will oscillate 
satisfactorily in the middle ranges. 

The lowest frequency coil had to be 
wound with 7-strand litz wire before 
satisfactory results could be obtained. 
The highest frequency coil required 
some adjustment of spacing to 
obtain the correct frequency range 
of 14.5 to 29 Mc/s. 

As an experiment, a loop of wire 
about 3in long was connected to 
pins 1 and 5, and a 2.2k il resistor 
between pins 1 and 3. The results 
were erratic over the tuning range, 
but oscillation was nevertheless 
obtained up to 45 Mc/s. This leads 
the writer to believe that, if miniature 
components had been used in the 
oscillator circuit, together with close 
attention to wiring, it could be 
possible to obtain useful operation 
up to 45 Mc/s. 

Results 
Results obtained with the meter 

on various tuned circuits are very 
good. In fact, to obtain an accurate 
reading when the tuned circuit 
being checked is not heavily damped, 
it is necessary to hold the meter 
from one to two inches away from 
the tuned circuit. Tuning must of 
course be carried out fairly slowly, 
otherwise the dip can be missed 
altogether, particularly on the low 
frequency ranges. This applies also 
when calibrating the instrument, 
since, if the output from the signal 
generator is set too high or the 
probe put too near the subsidiary 
tuned circuit, one is liable to get an 
increase in reading on the meter 
instead of a dip at zero beat! ini 
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Owing to heavy last-minute 
pressure on space, we had 
to attenuate the "In Your 
Workshop" feature in our 
last issue. However, the 
the irrepressible Dick 
and Smithy cannot be kept 
down for long, and they 
return to the fray this 
month to conclude their 
discussion on hints received 

from readers 

'"VTOW THIS," REMARKED DICK, 
I ^ as he settled himself com- 

fortably on his stool, "is a 
bit of all right, isn't it?" 

"How come?" 
"Well, we've got hints from 

readers going for two months 
running. Just the job!" 

Smithy grinned and sipped at his 
lunch-break tea. 

"I think we took up a bit too 
much space in the magazine last 
month," he chuckled, "and so we've 
had to conclude our readers' hint 
sesh in the present issue." 

A thought occurred to Dick, and 
he frowned. 

"I'm not entirely certain," he 
said darkly, "that there isn't a 
plot behind our being cut last 
month. How do we know that 
someone isn't trying to get at us?" 

"Don't be silly," retorted Smithy. 
"Who on earth would want to do a 
thing like that?" 

But Dick was not to be denied his 
suspicions. 

"I'll bet it's that G. A. French 
who's behind it all," he pronounced 
in a sepulchral tone. "He's trying 
to hog more space for those 'Sug- 
gested Circuits' of his 1" 

"I've never heard such nonsense," 
snorted Smithy, shocked. "And if 
you've quite finished attempting 
to blacken the reputation of your 
betters, we'll start off with the next 
hint from our readers." 

Printed Circuit Valve Connections 
"Okey-dokey then," said Dick, 

setting aside his suspicions. "I'm all 
ears!" 

"Well, this one," replied Smithy, 
picking up a letter from his bench, 
"describes a neat little test terminal 
gadget which enables you to make 
connections to valve pins in printed 
circuit receivers. 1 don't have to 
remind you that it can sometimes 
be a dickens of a job to make a 
temporary connection to a valve 
pin for a signal generator or a 
voltmeter." 

"True enough," agreed Dick. 
"I sometimes have to temporarily 
solder a short lead to the circuit on 
the copper side of the board, and 
then connect the signal genny or the 
testmeter to that." 

"The little device described here," 
said Smithy, showing Dick the 
drawings accompanying the letter 
he had selected (Fig. 1), "overcomes 
this problem quite neatly. The 
complete test terminal consists of a 
piece of tinned copper wire soldered 
to a curved metal plate which fits 
snugly against the side of the valve- 
holder. As you can see, the eye at 
the end of the wire makes contact 
with the pin of the valve, whilst the 
curved plate is notched to take 
the wire. The two are soldered 
together, care being taken to ensure 
that no solder blobs appear on the 
inside surface of the curved plate. 
The function of the curved plate is, 
of course, to prevent the wire 
connection from moving sideways 
and touching an adjacent valve pin. 
A short test lead can be soldered to 
the outside end of the connecting 
wire." 

"Well, that's settled my first job 
for now," remarked Dick. "Which 
will consist of making up two of 
those valve pin connectors!" 

"Two?" 
"Of course," replied Dick. "One 

for B7G valves and one for B9A 
valves." 

"Two?" 
Smithy sounded quite hurt. 
"Oh, all right," said Dick, "four, 

then. Two more for you!" 
"Ah," remarked Smithy, pleased. 

"It is nice to be offered these odd 
little servicing aids. I'm certain I'll 
be using them quite often, too. Now 
let's take a gander at the next hint." 

Smithy examined the next letter. 
"Now this," he remarked, "is a 

very neat idea, and it is very 
definitely aimed at the home- 
constructor. Quite a lot of home- 
constructors use super-regenerative 
receivers, including the one that was 
described in The Radio Constructor 
of May 1965. The gain of a super- 
regenerative receiver depends on the 
ratio between the signal frequency 
and the quench frequency, and for 
best results the quench frequency 
should not be higher than about 
10 kc/s. This is particularly the case 
when the signal to be received is 
lower than 2 Mc/s or so. 
Unfortunately, most people can 
hear a 10 kc/s whistle, and young 
listeners can find it actually un- 
pleasant if its intensity is high. 
The hint describes a parallel tuned 
circuit filter which has a high Q and 
which eliminates the whistle very 
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Tinned copper wire 

Curved metal plate 

Test lead soldered 
on here 

Wire soldered to plate 

o 

Cb) 
Printed circuit 
valveholder 

Valve 

j ii ii ii 

Printed circuit board 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 1 (o). The two parts of a connector which allows test coupling to a valve pin 
(b). The two parts soldered together 

(c) The connector in position on a valveholder before the valve is inserted 
(d). Side view with the valve inserted 

effectively. There are some drawings 
with this letter also." 

Smithy laid the drawings out on 
the bench in front of Dick. (Fig. 2). 

"The coil in the filter," Smithy 
carried on, "consists of 1,000 turns 
of 38 s.w.g. enamelled wire pile- 
wound to a length of about 1 inch 
on a paper tube 1J inches long. 
The internal diameter of the tube 
allows a piece of i inch fertile rod 
to slide in and out. This rod may 
be about 3 inches long. The position 
of the rod should be adjustable, 
preferably with a panel control 
since the filter tunes quite sharply 
and the frequency of the quench 
whistle in a super-regenerative receiv- 
er varies a little with the setting of the 
receiver controls. The filter must be 
fitted in a low frequency stage, but 
not too close, circuit-wise, to the 
quench oscillator or there may be 
interaction. Assuming a transistor 
receiver, a useful position is between 
the collector of the output stage 
and the speaker or, if a Class B 
output stage is used, in the collector 
circuit of the driver stage. If the 
filter is fitted to a receiver which 
employs a supersonic quench 
frequency, this frequency can be 
reduced to about 10 kc/s and the 
filter adjusted to cut out the whistle. 
The filter has been found very 
effective in the medium and long 
wave superhet I referred to just 
now." „ 

"It should be jolly useful also," 
remarked Dick, "for receivers which 
aren't super-regenerative. It could, 

Speaker 

sr Filter coil 
lit 

for instance, cut out some of the 
inter-station whistles you get on 
medium waves. Or the whistle you 
get on the long wave Light 
Programme due to interference from 
TV timebases." 

"Good point," confirmed Smithy. 
"I know that TV timebase inter- 
ference with the long wave Light 
Programme is supposed to have 
pretty well disappeared these days. 
But it still proves troublesome in 
areas where the Light Programme 
signal is fairly low. However, let's 
get on to the next hint." 

Smithy extracted a further 
letter. 

"This," he said, "is rather an off- 
beat one. The idea is for a trimming 
tool for those little 4 inch i.f. 
transformer dust cores you get in 
small transistor radios. These are 
the ones with a rectangular slot for 
adjustment, and it is quite possible 
to get into trouble if you don't have 
the correct trimming tool to hand. 
The idea behind the hint is to make 
up a trimming tool from an ordinary 
resistor. A 1 watt high stability type 
is preferable because it has a long 

    Supply - 

[OOlpF 

Output transistor 

(a) 

Coil 

rr o 

Rollers made up with washers 

, Paxolin panel 

~ Rubber grommet 

Base Ferrite rod 
(b) 

o Drive spindle v4 dia 

Fie 2 (a). The 10 kc/s filter inserted in the collector circuit of an output 
transistor. The filter consists of the coil and the parallel 0.01 pF capacitor 
(b) How a panel control of filter resonant frequency may be achieved. 
The amount of ferrite rod insertion in the coil is controlled by rotating the 

drive spindle 
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body and provides a better grip. 
You cut off one lead-out wire and 
gently hammer the end of the other 
lead-out wire until it's about i inch 
wide. This end then fits into the slot 
of the core. The best wire length is 
about 1 inch. (Fig. 3). If used 
correctly, this simple makeshift tool 
will last for quite a while." 

Packing In 
"That," - commented Dick, "is 

certainly a novel idea. It's jolly 
useful, too, for those occasions when 
you get stuck." 

"It is, indeed," replied Smithy, 
rising and returning the letters to a 
drawer in his bench. "And that 
will have to be the end of readers' 
hints for a little while. We'll be 
having another go at them fairly 
soon." 

"Good show," said Dick. "I'll 
certainly be looking forward to 
that." 

He fell silent for a moment, 
obviously deep in concentration. 
Suddenly his furrowed brow cleared. 
Recognising the signs, Smithy steeled 

Approx. I length 
'/16 wide 

High stability^-"' 
resistor (I watt) 

Dust core 
type 

Wire cut off 
at body (Z5 

Fig. 3. In cases of difficulty, a 
standard resistor can be pressed 
into service as a trimming tool 
for miniature slotted dust cores 

himself for his assistant's latest 
excursion into doggerel. 

"Just a minute, Smithy," said 

Dick excitedly. "How about this! 
"If you've got a little hint. 
Why not get it into print ? 
Anyone can have a bash. 
And we'll pay for it in cash!" 
And even Smithy had to privately 

admit that Dick had the ability, 
sometimes, to round off a little gen- 
session very nicely. 

Editor's Note 
As Dick states, further hints for 

"In Your Workshop" are welcomed, 
and payment is made for all that 
are accepted. The hints discussed 
this month were submitted by 
M. N. Hutchinson, Sir Douglas Hall 
and N. Garland. (The super-regenera- 
tive receiver referred to is "Super- 
regenerative Transistor Circuit For 
Medium And Long Waves" by Sir 
Douglas Hall, The Radio Constructor, 
May 1965.) 

Dick and Smithy will be back at 
full strength next month, when 
Smithy will introduce Dick to the 
binary number system used with 
digital computers. 

KIT KEVIEW 

The 'Mayfair' Portable Electronic Organ 

It is hardly necessary, in this review, to stress the keen 
interest in electronic organs that exists amongst home- 
constructors. The introduction of modern electronic 
techniques to the traditional field of organ building 
provides, in itself, a source of considerable fascination. 
There is then the added attraction that a well-designed 
electronic organ can give justifiable pride when it has 
been built at home. Perhaps most important of all is 
the aesthetic pleasure resulting from the wide range of 
music which it can produce. 

Main Features 
The "Mayfair" Portable Electronic Organ, available in 

kit form from Henry's Radio Ltd., is designed to provide 
a high level of performance with a large number of stops 
whilst, at the same time, employing assembly methods 
which can be carried out by any constructor. Indeed, the 
instructions which accompany the kit are aimed at the 
beginner who is just acquiring the ability to solder. 

The major electrical features of the organ are as follows: 
Supply. This may be 100 to 250 volt a.c. mains, or 15 

to 18 volt battery (current consumption 300mA). 
Output. Up to 0.5 volt is available for any external 

amplifier. Two output sockets are provided. 
Tone generation. This is provided by master oscillators 

and frequency dividers. Six octaves are generated. 
The main musical features are as follows: 
Keyboard This is a 49-note C-C manual, fully sprung 

and adjusted for depth of touch. 
Expression. A foot-control swell pedal is incorporated. 
Switchable vibrato. This is available with adjustable 

speed and depth. 
Tone colours. Ten tabs are provided, these giving 

✓ 
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Small Flute 16ft, Flute 16ft, Flute 8ft, Flute 4ft, Diapason 
8ft, Diapason 4ft, String 4ft, Oboe 4ft, Horn 8ft, and 
Clarion 4ft. 

The organ employs semiconductors throughout (170 
transistors and diodes), and uses printed circuit panels 
to simplify construction. It is housed in a portable cabinet 
finished in two-colour Vynair and having detachable 
legs and music stand. 

An important feature of the design is that the organ 
is fully polyphonic. Each key has its own signal input 
and full chords can be played over the entire keyboard. 

Circuit 
The tone generating section of the organ employs 

master oscillators and frequency dividers, there being a 
printed circuit tone generator strip (comprising oscillator 
and dividers) for each of the 12 notes in the chromatic 
scale. The master oscillator in each strip runs at 2 octaves 
above the highest key of the appropriate note on the 
manual, this being followed by six bistable multivibrators 
operating as divide-by-two frequency dividers. It is 
only necessary to set up the master oscillator on each 
strip; all the octaves below are then automatically tuned 
to correct frequency. The master oscillator coils are dust 
core tuned. Outputs are taken from all divider circuits 
following the master oscillators and are applied to the 
contacts of the corresponding keys of the manual. Thus, 
the keys control signals which are rich in harmonics, 
key outputs being taken along three separate busbars 
to the tone forming unit. The key contacts are gold 
plated and a rhodium earthing busbar is incorporated. 

An additional divider is required to cater for the 
bottom C on the keyboard, and this is made up on a 
separate printed circuit board. 

Outputs from the tone generator strips are taken 
from transistor bases instead of collectors, since this 
technique obviates key-clicks. The output of the switchable 
vibrato oscillator (a phase-shift oscillator running at 
6 to 9 c/s with controllable speed and output) is applied 
to all the master oscillators. 

The tone forming unit employs filters to provide the 
various tone colours selected, these taking their input 
from one or more of the three busbars from the keys. 
Comprehensive resistance-capacitance or choke-capaci- 
tance circuits are employed here, being switched in or 
out as desired by the stop tabs. The output from the 

filters passes to a single transistor amplifier, which then 
provides the final output for the organ. This output 
may be applied to any a.f. amplifier or may be used to 
operate headphones for practice work. 

The mains supply unit has a double-wound mains 
transformer with primary taps at 110 volts, 200 volts, 
220 volts and 240 volts. The secondary feeds into a bridge 
rectifier offering a rectified output of 15 volts. 

Construction 
A praiseworthy feature of the organ is the extremely 

neat manner in which the various sections are housed 
in the cabinet. There is no crowding, all parts fitting 
neatly into the cabinet with little wastage of space. 
The cabinet design, whilst being smart and presentable, 
is also completely functional in two ways. First, the 
keyboard and stop tabs are positioned to provide the 
performer with maximum comfort and accessibility. 
Second, the cabinet shape is such that all the component 
parts are accommodated without excessive cabinet volume. 
This last point is, of course, of particular importance 
in a portable design. 

The instruction book provided with the kit gives a 
brief introduction to organ musical terms, then proceeds 
to a description of the circuit followed by constructional 
details. A number of very clear and detailed photographs 
give views of the components parts and the final assembly 
of the instrument. It is suggested that beginners who do 
not feel too confident about their soldering ability 
should first commence by assembling one of the master 
oscillator and divider strips. This may then be sent 
to the service department of Henry's Radio Ltd., where 
it will be checked and any faulty soldering corrected. 
Also the constructor's attention will be drawn to any 
other errors, so that he may avoid these in future. No 
charge is made for this particular service, but return 
postage should be enclosed. The larger units in the organ 
are connected into circuit by means of plugs and sockets, 
thereby enabling such units to be conveniently sent in, 
if necessary, for service. 

The designer of the "Mayfair" organ kit is L. W. Roche, 
and the suppliers are Henry's Radio Ltd., 303 Edgware 
Road, London, W.2. Sections of the kit may be bought 
separately, or the complete kit with instructions can be 
purchased for 99 guineas (carriage 30s.). Optional extras 
include a built-in Percussion Unit and a 13-note Pedal 
Board. pii 
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'Is the set earthed?" 

Instant Deep-Freeze 
from EMI 

A refrigerator which cools things from room temper- 
ature to minus 186° Centigrade within two seconds. 
For military purposes EMI Electronics Ltd. have developed 
a rapid cooling cryostat which is now available as the 
EMICOOLER for commercial applications where rapid 
cooling is essential and space is restricted. It is only 
^in deep and 1 Jin in diameter, and works on the principle 
of a high-pressure gas expanding at an orifice; the ex- 
panded gas is made to cool the incoming gas, and this 
process continues until liquid is formed. Suitable gases 
are nitrogen, oxygen, air (with water and carbon dioxide 
removed) and argon. The fastest cooling time is achieved 
when argon is used. 
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RADAR SPEED 

MEASUREMENT 

by J. B. Dance M.Sc. 
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One recently introduced feature of the current motoring scene is that of radar 
speed measuring equipment. Such equipment is evidently here to stay, and 
our contributor gives a detailed description of its application and functioning 

Radar speed measuring instruments depend 
on the Doppler effect for their operation. 
When the speed of an object is to be measured, 

a beam of high frequency radio waves is directed 
towards the object and the difference in frequency be- 
tween the reflected and transmitted waves is found. 
This frequency difference is proportional to the 
velocity of the object. 

Radar speed meters employing this principle 
have been used in the United States for over fifteen 
years, but it is only during the last six years or so 
that they have been widely used in the United King- 
dom. The early models fised in the United States 
employed a beam which was transmitted directly 
at the oncoming traffic. More than one vehicle 
could therefore be present in the beam at any one 
time and this led to ambiguous readings on many 
occasions. 

The Marconi Equipment 
In the Marconi speed measuring equipment, a 

narrow beam of radiation about 4° in width is 
directed across the road from a slotted waveguide 
at an angle of 20° to the direction of travel of the 
vehicle. The equipment is known by the name 
"PETA" (Portable Electronic Traffic Analyser, 
type S530). Each vehicle passes through the beam 
for a short time (about one quarter of a second) 
and vehicles which are more than about eight feet 
apart produce separate indications on the meter. 

A typical arrangement for the use of the speed 
meter from a lay-by is shown in Fig. I. Alternatively 
it may be situated at a slight right hand bend or 
just off the main road in a convenient gateway. 

The aerial may be placed in the open boot of a car 
or on a small table at a height of eighteen to thirty 
inches above the road surface. The working range 
is fifty yards, but the indicating meter may be 
situated at any distance up to 150 yards from the 
aerial. 

Modes of Operation 
Two modes of operation are provided in the 

PETA equipment. In the "Hold-off" mode an 
indication of the vehicle speed is given for the 
time that the vehicle is actually in the radar beam. 
In the "Hold-on" mode the meter will give an 
indication of the speed for about 1 -j- seconds after 
the vehicle has passed through the beam; if another 
vehicle enters the beam during this time, it is not 
detected and does not affect the reading of the 
meter. Greater accuracy can be obtained by the 
use of the "Hold-on" mode of operation and this 
is therefore recommended for police work. How- 

Aerial unit 
The use of Marconi PETA equipment from a car 

parked in a lay-by 
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The PET A equipment in use by Essex police from a 
parked car. (Photographs in this article—Marconi's 

Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.) 

ever, the "Hold-off" mode is the more useful one 
for general traffic speed analysis or when vehicle 
counts or average speeds are required. 

If a permanent record of the vehicle speeds is 
required, a pen recorder may be employed. The 
chart, which is produced by an electro-chemical 
recording technique in the PETA equipment, 
shows the vehicle speeds as peaks. The unit may 
be left unattended by the roadside to record vehicle 
speeds over a long period. 

The power supply used is normally a 12 volt 
car battery which supplies the 42 watts required by 
the equipment. The instrument itself consists of a 
power supply unit, an aerial unit and the meter 
display unit; the total weight is a little over 301b. 
The meter itself is illuminated for night time use. 
Printed circuit boards are employed together with 
26 transistors and 3 valves. 

Principles of Operation 
The aerial is powered by a reflex klystron, type 

K357, operating in the X band in the range 10,675 
Mc/s to 10,699 Mc/s; the power fed to the aerial 
is about 8 milliwatts. The reflected signal is received 
by the common transmitting/receiving aerial and 
is mixed with some of the transmitter frequency 
energy by means of a semiconductor diode. The 
audio difference signal is amplified, filtered by a 
low pass circuit (to reduce the bandwidth and 
hence to increase the signal to noise ratio) and is 
then passed to the meter unit. The latter is a fre- 
quency sensitive circuit, or ratemeter, calibrated in 
vehicle speeds. 

A vehicle speed of 80 m.p.h. will produce a 
difference frequency of 2.4 kc/s and this will result 
in a full scale deflection. The scale is a linear one 
and the accuracy is better than ±2 m.p.h. 

Calibration 
For police use, it is obviously vital that the 

presence of any fault in the equipment should be 
easily detected. Two sources of calibrating signals 
are incorporated into the equipment and provide 

readings of 40 m.p.h. and 70 m.p.h. respectively. 
In addition a built-in wavemeter enables the trans- 
mitted frequency to be checked easily. As a further 
check a police car is usually driven at a known 
speed through the beam before and after a series 
of speed measurements takes place. 

Alignment 
The aerial unit is designed so that when the long 

axis is placed perpendicular to the road, the beam 
emerges in the required direction of 20° to the road. 
Small errors in the direction of the setting of the 
beam will not cause an appreciable error in the 
indicated speeds. The frequency, fr, of the waves 
reflected from a vehicle is related to the angle of 
the beam to the road,?8', by the following equation; 

fr=f V K Cos Ps' 
where f is the transmitted frequency, 
V is the vehicle speed, 
and K is a constant. 

Thus if the beam were set up so as to point directly 
along the road (an alignment error of 20°), the error 
in the indicated speed would be only 3 m.p.h. in 
the case of a vehicle travelling at 50 m.p.h. 

Motor Racing 
For speed measurement in motor races, the scale 

of 0-80 m.p.h. is inadequate. If a beam angle 
considerably larger than 20° is chosen, the equip- 
ment may be used to measure the speeds of vehicles 
up to at least 160 m.p.h. However, any small errors 
in the beam alignment will then cause a considerable 
error in the indicated speed. Alternatively, the 
equipment can be modified to indicate higher 
speeds at the 20° angle. 

izo6*» " 
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PETA equipment in use at Brands Hatch. The speeds 
were passed to a commentator high in the stand, who 

relayed them to the spectators 
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Other Uses 
The principle of measuring speeds by means of 

the Doppler frequency shift of a radar beam can 
be employed to determine the speeds of many 
objects other than vehicles. The objects need not 
be large; for example, equipment has been designed 
to measure the muzzle velocity of projectiles emerg- 
ing from the barrels of guns. An accuracy of the 
order of one tenth of 1 % can be obtained in this 
case. Speeds of aircraft on landing and take off 
can be measured. 

Conclusion 
The radar method of vehicle speed measurement 

is a very convenient one which does not require 
very large apparatus or entail any difficulties such 
as laying wires across a road. In spite of what 
motorists convicted of speeding offences may think, 
it is also quite accurate when correctly used and is 
being adopted by many police forces throughout 
the world. 

Acknowledgement 
The writer is indebted to Marconi's Wireless 

Telegraph Company Ltd. of Chelmsford for provid- 
ing the photographs used in this article, together 
with the information concerning their PETA 
equipment. m 

Elma Impulse Transmitters 

Radiatron now have available a range of Elma synchronous motor driven impulse transmitters type G. These are 
constructed on a plug-in module basis and have a front panel measuring 56 x 69mm. The principle of operation is that a 
mains operated synchronous motor drives a specially shaped cam which operates either a micro-switch or a sealed reed 
relay. Frequencies from 20 pulses per second up to one pulse per minute are available. 

The range of impulse frequencies makes these units ideal for use in digital clocks using the Elma single decade read-out 
counters. They can also be used with Elma counters to construct elapsed timers, control timers, etc. Further details 
can be obtained from: Radiatron, 7 Sheen Park, Richmond, Surrey. Tel: RIC 3285. 
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RADIO TOPICS . . . . 

Recorder 

Wiii computers ever exhibit 
character ? 

This question is not inten- 
ded to be an introduction to a dis- 
course along science-fantasy lines 
It is meant quite seriously. 

Computers at present work with 
binary digits, or bits, which represent 
the minimum possible amount of 
information which a system can 
store or carry. Our own brains also 
deal with information and it seems 
reasonable to assume that the 
ultimately smallest operation carried 
out during thought is similarly of a 
binary nature. 

In the binary notation, it may be 
remembered, there are only two 
digits, these being 0 and 1. In 
consequence, a single unit under 
binary conditions can only exist in 
one or the other two of two alterna- 
tive states. 

So far as our senses are concerned 
human perception does not, it would 
appear at first sight, follow simple 
binary rules. Our response to such 
stimuli as light or sound covers a 
wide range of intensities, and nature 
has seen to it that the response is 
logarithmic in order to obtain a high 
level of discernment within the 
range over which the perceptive 
system is capable of functioning. If, 
incidentally, our responses followed 
a linear law, all stimuli at low levels 
of intensity would be cramped to- 
gether at the minimum end of the 
range instead of being "opened out" 
as does, in actual fact, occur. 

Binary Reactions 
But lower levels of life, and we 

ourselves, also respond to simple 
binary situations. We become hungry, 
and so we search for food. This 
condition could correspond to binary 
0. We obtain food, eat it, and in 
consequence are not hungry any 
more. Binary 1. The idea of a 
crowd of binary 0's going into 
Joe Lyons' and coming out as binary 
1's may seem fanciful, but the 
binary situation still exists. In more 
simple life-forms we find other 
binary circumstances, such as the 
definite movement of an insect 
towards a light when the light is 
present, as opposed to random 
movement in the absence of light. 

Returning to the human level 
again, Hamlet's "To be or not to 
be?" represents what must surely 
be the ultimate binary question 
involving the choice of two states. 

All this is intended to demonstrate 
that the world we live in can, when 
reduced to the lowest measure, be 
shown as being subject to purely 
binary laws. A thing is, or it is not. 
It could well be that our thought 
processes are, in their finally basic 
form, also binary in character; and 
that, in choosing the binary system 
for computer calculations, engineers 
have unwittingly chosen the data- 
handling process which has greatest 
similarity with the processes which 
occur in the human brain. 

The computer, in its present form, 
is not a thinking machine; it is a 
machine for handling data under 
instructions. But it carries out many 
operations which (ignoring the rela- 
tively inefficient calculating machines 
which preceded it) were hitherto 
only undertaken by the human mind. 
A computer works in binary because 
this is the most convenient manner 
of making use of the semiconductors 
which process the data it handles, 
but it accepts numbers in decimal 
and prints out answers in decimal. 
The processes involved in making 
a computer add 9 and 7 are relatively 
fairly complicated because both 
numbers are first changed to binary, 
added, and the answer converted 
back to decimal. 

There is no reason to believe that 
the basic steps involved in adding 
9 and 7 in our own minds may not 
be equally complicated; nor is it 
unreasonable to assume that the 
individual basic steps may also be 
binary in character. Those who 
protest that the addition of the 
two numbers is really the result of 
our brains being programmed 
through continual experience of 
decimal addition do not entirely 
clinch an anti-binary argument. 
Does a single brain cell perceive 
the figure 9 or the figure 7? Isn't it 
more probable that a group of cells 
perceives patterns which correspond 
to 9 or to 7 ? The computer perceives 
the figure 9 as binary 1001, and 
the figure 7 as binary 11). It seems 
probable that patterns in the human 

brain which correspond to 9 and 7 
may also be made up from basic 
binary states. 

The digital computer can evaluate 
quantity in terms of binary digits. 
This process is, indeed, carried out 
in "hybrid" computers, in which 
the output of an analogue computer 
is coupled to a digital computer by 
way of an analogue-to-digital con- 
verter. The possible parallel here is 
the conversion of human stimuli 
levels to a basic binary form in the 
brain 

Microminiature Circuits 
To those of us who solder the 

odd transistor into a standard- 
sized circuit, the present state of 
development in the computer field 
is already little short of fantastic. 
I mentioned last month that one 
manufacturer of integrated circuits 
looks forward to something like 
2,000 components per microminia- 
ture chip by 1970. With component 
availability of this nature, it becomes 
practicable to pack very much more 
calculating power into an economic 
computer than is possible at present. 

And this is where the question 
of character comes in. As the circuits 
of computers become smaller and 
smaller, and the number of com- 
ponents becomes larger, it becomes 
completely impossible to examine 
or test any single component or 
part of the computer. We all know 
that mass-produced products of 
some complexity, such as motor- 
cars or television receivers, tend 
to show vague character patterns 
insofar that some models are more 
prone to a particular fault than 
are others which have come off 
the same production line. How 
much more possible, and how 
much more difficult to isolate and 
track down, will be the "character 
faults" which may appear in the 
computers of the future! These 
character faults, or trends, could 
be due to components fault, or to 
groups of components with values 
at extremes of tolerance, and their 
causes would be as difficult to 
pin-point as are those which produce 
character trends in human beings. 
A computer might show unwilling- 
ness to accept certain programme 
instructions in the same manner as 
a recalcitrant child refuses to be 
instructed. Or the computer might 
continually revert to a previous 
calculation process in the same way 
that human beings continually revert 
to the telling of a favourite story 
or the pursuance of a favourite 
pastime. 

Let's take the analogy between 
the future computer and the human 
brain a little further. With human 
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beings, the most prolific creative 
thinkers are often those who most 
differ, in terms of character, from 
their fellows. When we start making 
computers with many more com- 
ponents than is currently envisaged, 
the stage may be set for computers 
which exhibit exceptionally marked 
character trends. 

One of these computers might 
be the odd-ball machine which 
settles down, one quiet day, to a 
really serious bit of creative think- 
ing   

Zecons 
Turning to other matters, you 

may have encountered yet another 
new name in semiconductor elec- 
tronics over the last year or so. 
This is the "Zecon", the word 
being an abbreviation for a range 
of ZEner ECONomy diodes intro- 
duced by the International Rectifier 
Company. These diodes have a 
power rating of 1 watt and can 
be obtained with voltage ratings 
within the range 3.9 to 30 volts. 
They are priced at a figure which 
is well within the pocket of the 
average amateur enthusiast, and they 
have a tolerance on voltage rating 
of ± 20%. 

Wiring Experimental Circuits 
Following my remarks last Novem- 

ber about using tagstrips for quickly 
making up experimental circuits, 
I have received details of an alterna- 
tive approach from reader A. Dunn 
of Preston. 

"After reading your comments 
on experimental circuits," writes 
Mr. Dunn, "I thought you might 
like to hear of my own method of 
assembly. I have found it much more 

convenient for transistor circuits 
than tagstrips. 

"The materials used are perforated 
plastic board and Veroboard terminal 
pins. The pins are pushed through 
the board and components soldered 
to them. 

"The method has several advant- 
ages over tagstrips, and allows a 
circuit to be built up very rapidly. 
For simple 1-transistor circuits the 
layout can be planned as the pins 
are pushed in, and the circuit is 
ready to switch on within half an 
hour. As the board is perforated 
every A inch pins can be placed in 
any position, allowing critical wiring 
to be easily accomplished. There 
are four 6BA holes on the edge of 
the board and these can be used to 
hold tuning capacitors or small 
aluminium panels carrying potentio- 
meters, etc. When the circuit is 
finished with, the connections can 
be easily unsoldered and the pins 
removed by pulling them out with 
pliers. The board and pins are not 
spoilt by frequent use, and a packet 
of pins lasts a long time. 

"I obtain the board from Henry's 
Radio, Ltd. It is known as 'Punch 
Board' and a piece measuring 
4xljins costs 2s. 6d. plus 6d. 
post and packing. This works best 
with the Veroboard pins, which are 
also obtainable at Henry's Radio 
at 3s. 3d. for a packet of 36". 

This is certainly a neat approach, 
and I am indebted to Mr. Dunn for 
passing it on. The prices quoted 
are those in the current Henry's 
Radio catalogue at the time of 
writing. 

Amateur Radio Astronomy 
There is a considerable interest 

in the U.K. in amateur radio 
astronomy, and it is pleasant to 
note the existence of a Society whose 
specific function is to cater for this 
particular pursuit. 

One of the difficulties of amateur 
radio astronomy in practice is that 
it is not always a simple matter 
for a single person to set up and 
operate suitable equipment on his 
own. Also, it is unusual for a person 
having experience in optical astron- 
omy to be equally at home with the 
fairly advanced electronics required 
for radio astronomy. Again, suitable 
sites for setting up the equipment 
may not be available to a single 
enthusiast, and he may also lack 
the mechanical skill to construct 
the aerial arrays. Obviously, this 
is a field where best results are most 
likely to be obtained when a group 
of people gets together to work in 
unison, each person contributing his 
own specialised skill or facilities. 

The Society For Amateur Radio 
Astronomers has, as its policy, the 
encouragement and help of local 
groups of this nature. In addition, 
the Society can offer assistance to 
school groups who, due to lack of 
contact with professional electronics 
engineers, may not be too strong on 
electronic know-how. 

The Society has been in existence 
since January 1st, 1966, and pub- 
lishes a journal entitled Radio Sky 
which provides latest information 
on technical and Society matters. 
Readers who are interested in radio 
astronomy should write for further 
details to the Hon. Secretary, Society 
For Amateur Radio Astronomers, at 
9 Sutherland Road, London, W.13. 
A stamped addressed envelope for 
reply should be enclosed. __ 

BBC MEDIUM-WAVE SERVICES 

The number of European stations broadcasting in the medium waveband is continually increasing and has almost doubled during the last ten years 
but the number of channels available for them to operate on remains the same and is insufficient to meet the present-day demands. Because of this, 
rnany of the newer continental stations have been brought into operation on wavelengths which provide the coverage needed locally irrespective of 
the interference that may be caused in other parts of Europe; as can be seen from the list below, almost all the B.B.C.'s medium-wave services suffer 
interference. 

The interference is most serious during the hours of darkness when a medium-wave station can be heard at great distances, so the effect is worst 
during the winter months when darkness coincides with peak listening hours. Everything possible has been done both technically and by international 
representation to minimise the interference but with the present overcrowding of the medium waveband there is little or no more that can be done. 

This situation was foreseen many years ago by the B.B.C., and the VHP sound service was introduced to provide an alternative service which does 
not suffer from this type of interference. The VHP service is now available to nearly the whole population of the United Kingdom—to more people in 
fact, than could satisfactorily receive the medium-wave services in the absence of interference. More local VHP relay stations are planned or under 
construction to bring the service to the maximum possible number of people; the coverage at present is approximately 98.7% and will eventually be 
more than 99% of the population. 

HOME SERVICE 
London 
Northern 
Northern Ireland 
Scottish 
Welsh 

Wavelength 
(metres) 

330 
494 
261 
224 
371 
341 

Interfering Stations 
Burg (East Germany) 
Wachenbrunn (East Germany) 
Cluj (Roumania) 
Hungarian relay stations 
Skoplje (Yugoslavia) 
Seville (Spain) 
Berlin (East Germany) 

Titograd (U.S.S.R.) West of England 285 Suhl (East Germany) 
Tetuan (Spanish Morocco) LIGHT PROGRAMME 247 Skutari (Albania) 

THIRD PROGRAMME & NETWORK THREE 
464 Simferopol (U.S.S.R.) 
194 Seelow (East Germany) 

Vinnitsa (U.S.S.R.) 
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Queries. We regret that we are unable to answer queries other than those arising from articles 
appearing in this magazine nor can we advise on modifications to equipment described. Queries 
should be submitted in writing. 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, Advertising Manager, Subscription Manager 
or the Publishers as appropriate. 

Opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor or proprietors. 
Contributions on constructional matters are invited, especially when they describe the building 

of particular items of equipment. Articles should be written on one side of the sheet only and should 
preferably be typewritten, diagrams being on separate sheets. Typewritten articles should have 
maximum spacing between lines. In handwritten articles, lines should be double-spaced. Diagrams 
need not be large or perfectly drawn, as our draughtsmen will re-draw in most cases, but all relevant 
information should be included. Sharp and clear photographs are helpful, where applicable. If negatives 
are sent, we usually work from these rather than from prints. Colour transparencies normally re- 
produce badly—black and white photographs are very much better. Details of topical ideas and 
techniques are also welcomed and, if the contributor so wishes, will be re-written by our staff into 
article form. All contributions must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for return, 
if necessary, and should bear the sender's name and address. Payment is made for all material published. 

Production.—Letterpress/contact litho. 

 SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS  
Use this form for your small advertisement 

To: The Advertisement Manager, Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9 
Please insert the following advertisement in the issue of THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

16 words at 9d. 

= 12/- 

ALL WORDING 
IN 

BLOCK LETTERS 
PLEASE 

I enclose remittance of being payment at 9d. a word. MINIMUM 12/-. 
Box Number, if required, 2/- extra. 

NAME      
ADDRESS  •'  

Copy to be received four weeks prior to publication. Published on the 1st of §very month 
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THE MODERN BOOK CO 

Radio Valve Data. Compiled by "WW" 8th ed. 
9s. 6d. Postage Is. 
Transistor Pocket Book. By R. G. Hibberd. 
25s. Postage 1s. 
Questions and Answers Audio. By C. Brown 
8s. 6d. Postage 8d. 
Pick Ups the Key to Hi-Fi. By J. Walton 
10s. Postage 6d. 
Guide to Broadcasting Stations. Compiled by 
"WW". 6s. Postage 6d. 
Wireless for Beginners. By C. L. Boltz revd. by 
T. Roddam. 18s. Postage 1s. 
Rapid Servicing of Transistor Equipment. By 
G. J. King. 30s. Postage 1s. 6d. 
Tape Recorder Servicing Manual. By H. W. 
Hellyer. 63s. Postage 2s. 6d. 
Amateur Radio Call Book 1967 ed. By RSGB. 
6s. Postage 9d. 
Guide to Amateur Radio. RSGB. 5s. Postage 9d. 

Transistor Transmitters for the Amateur 
By D. L. Stoner. 21s. Postage 1s. 
Questions and Answers Electronics. By C. 
Brown. 8s. 6d. Postage 8d. 
Basic Digital Computer Concepts. By D. 
Whitworth. 25s. Postage 1s. 
Questions and Answers Transistors. By C. 
Brown. 8s. 6d. Postage 8d. 
Radio Servicing Vol. 4, By G. N. Patchett 8s. 6d. 
Postage 6d. 
Introduction to Lasers and Masers. By A. 
Lytel. 16s. Postage 1s. 
Wireless Servicing Manual. By W. T. Cocking. 
25s. Postage 1s. 6d. 
Basic Oscillator Handbook. By N. H. Crowhurst. 
21s. Postage 1s. 
Circuits for Audio and Tape Recording. By 
F. C. Judd. 7s. 6d. Postage 1s. 
Valve and Cathode Ray Tube Manual No, 10, 
By Brimar. 7s. 6d. Postage 1s. 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 

Telephone PADdington 4185 

THE DUCHESS OF KENT 

PERMANENT 

BUILDING SOCIETY 

Member of the Building Societies Association 

ESTABLISHED 1865 

Savings in this old established Building Society combine sound investment with an attractive return 

Shares are in units of £25 each (maximum investment £5,000) . . . BUT, for the smaller 
saver, Subscription Share accounts may be opened with any sum from 1/- upwards. 
Interest is payable half-yearly on Fully Paid Shares—credited annually on Subscription 

Shares—all interest accrues monthly 

Please send to me, without obligation, free brochure 
and a copy of the audited statement of accounts. (I 
understand that I shall not be troubled with calls by 
representatives) 

WITHDRAWALS AT SHORT NOTICE 

INTEREST IS AT 4i% PER ^UNUM 
(There is NO DEDUCTION FOR INCOME TAX, as 

this is paid by the Society) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO 

DUCHESS OF KENT 
PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY 

289/293 Regent Street London W.1 
Telephone MUSeum 4876-9 

Name 
(If lady, please state Mrs. or Missj 

Address 

(Please use Block Capitals for both name and address) 
R.C. 
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Happy Families 

These are the times when Simon and Clare know that it has all been 
worthwhile. But they know too that such moments of happiness are 
only complete when there is also a feeling of security for the future. 
And Simon's "Family Unit" Policy with the "Yorkshire" guaran- 
tees them all a future - if the worst should happen. 

Happiness in your family too—but for how long ? If you or your wife should 
die, how would the rest of the family fare? A Yorkshire "Family 
Unit" policy provides for both these eventualities in a comprehensive 
way at a sensible premium. Just ask for a leaflet at your local "Y orkshire" 
branch and then see the manager. He'll be glad to tell you why .. • 

ifsYORKSHIREfir 

INSURANCE 

THE YORKSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 

Tp/eose send me details of the Family Unit 
j Policy, without obligation. 

1 Name  

I Address... 

OMef Offices: Eougier Street, YOEK |      J-B- I 
and Becket House, 36-37 Old Jewry, LONDON, E.G.2. 

Branches and Agencies throughout the world 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 9d. per word. Minimum charge 12/- 

Box No. 2/- extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy must 
be received by the 4th of the month for insertion 
in the following month's issue. The Publishers 
cannot be held liable in any way for printing errors 
or omissions, nor can they accept responsibility for 
the bona fides of advertisers. (Replies to Box 
numbers should be addressed to: Box No.—, The 
Radio Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9.) 

SERVICE SHEETS, 1925-1965. From Is. Catalogue 
6,000 models, 2s. 6d. S.A.E. enquiries.—Hamilton 
Radio, 13 Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS electrical and radio 
equipment. Our new catalogue No. 16 ready now, 
2s. 6d. post free, cost refunded on purchase of goods 
over £2.—Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd., 93 
North Road, Brighton, Sussex. 

RECITALS OF RECORDED MUSIC. The second 
Saturday evening of each winter month. Next recital: 
11th February, 1967, 8 p.m. Woodford Green 
United Free Church, Woodford Green, Essex. Bus 
routes 20, 20A, 38A and 179—alight at "The Castle" 
stop. 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS, Artwork, etc. Electronic 
and Radio Circuits a speciality. Moderate charges. 
—B. P. Meaney, 43 Forest Road, Worthing, Sussex. 

ARE YOU A MOTORING ENTHUSIAST? The 
Seven Fifty Motor Club caters for all types of motor 
sport—racing, rallies, hill climbs, etc. Monthly 
Bulletin free to members. For full details write to: 
The General Secretary, Colin Peck, "Dancer's End", 
St. Winifred's Road, Biggin Hill, Kent. 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holbom Service. 
Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrappering, 
facsimile letters, automatic typing, copy service, 
campaign planning, design and artwork, printing and 
stationery. Please ask for price list.—The Holborn 
Direct Mail Company, 2 Mount Pleasant, London, 
W.C.I. Telephone: TERminus 0588. 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during DX 
season—Details from: B. J. C. Brown, 60 White 
Street, Derby. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
Services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau. 
Amateur and Broadcast Translation. Technical and 
Identification Dept.—both Broadcast and Fixed 
Stations, DX Certificates, contests and activities for 
the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly maga- 
zine, Monitor, containing articles of general interest 
to Broadcast and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter 
Section and League affairs, etc. League supplies 
such as badges, headed notepaper and envelopes. 
QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable cost. 
Send for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazine, etc., 35s. per annum.—Secretary, 
ISWL, 60 White Street, Derby. 

FOR SALE. Oscilloscopes—Galvanometers—Evershed 
& Vignolles Meggers—Relays—Uniselector Switches 
—Solenoids. Also other items and components. 
Free list. Stamp please.—R. & E. Mart, Box 9 
G.P.O., Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

WANTED. Collector of early radio valves seeks 
specimen Marconi F.E.I. Box No. F282. 

continued on page 447 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
38 Chalcot Road, Chalk Farm, 47 Norfolk Road, 
LONDON. N.W.I. LITTLEHAMPTON, Sussex. 
PRImrose 9090 Littlehampton 2043 

Please forward all mail orders to Littlehampton 
IR5 4/- 9D7 IS5 3/3 I0CI 1T4 2/6 I0C2 3Q4 5/3 I0FI 3S4 4/3 I0FI8 3V4 5/- I0LDI 1 5Y3GT 4/9 I0PI3 5Z4 7/6 I0P14 6AQ5 4/9 I2AT6 6AT6 4/- I2AU6 6AU6 5/9 I2AV6 6AV6 5/6 I2BA6 6BA6 4/6 I2BE6 6BE6 4/6 I2BH7 6BH6 5/3 I9AQ5 6BJ6 5/6 20DI 6BQ7A 7/6 20F2 6BR7 8/3 20 LI 6BW6 7/6 20P3 6CD6G 72/- 20P4 6CH6 6/- 20P5 6FI 9/6 30CI5 6F23 9/- 30CI7 6F24 10/- 30CI8 6F25 10/- 30F5 6F28 9/6 30FLI 6J5G 3/9 30FLI2 6J7G 4/6 30FLI4 6K7G 1/3 30LI5 6K8G 3/3 30LI7 6LI8 7/6 30PI2 6LD20 6/6 30PI9 6Q7G 5/- 30PLI 6SL7 4/9 30PLI3 6SN7 4/6 30PLI4 6V6G 3/6 30PLI5 6X4 3/9 35W4 6X5 5/3 85A2 6/30L2 8/9 807 7Y4 8/- 5763 

7/6 AZ3I 8/- ECL82 6/3 12/6 DAF96 6/6 ECL83 10/- 17/- DF96 6/6 ECL85 M/- 9/9 DK40 10/6 ECL86 8/- 7/9 DK92 7/6 EF36 3/6 9/6 DK96 7/6 EF37A 71- 17/- DL96 6/9 EF39 51- 13/- DM70 61- EF4I 91- 4/6 DY87 61- EF80 4/6 5/9 E88CC 17/- EF85 4/6 5/9 EABC80 5/9 EF86 6/3 5/3 EAF42 7/6 EF89 4/9 4/9 EB9I 7/3 EF9I 3/3 6/- EBC4I 7/3 EF92 2/6 7/3 EBC8I 6/3 EF97 10/- 10/- EBF80 5/9 EF98 9/9 11/6 EBF83 7/3 EFI83 6/3 14/- EBF89 5/9 EFI84 5/9 16/- EBL2I 10/3 EH90 12/- 16/- EC86 11/6 EL33 17/- 16/- EC88 10/6 EL4I 81- 10/6 EC92 6/6 EL42 7/6 1 116 ECC40 10/- EL84 4/6 7/6 ECC8I 3/6 EL85 7/6 10/- ECC82 4/6 EL86 7/3 10/- ECC83 4/6 EL95 51- 13/- ECC84 5/6 ELL80 14/- 10/9 ECC85 5/3 EM7I 14/- 12/6 ECG88 8/9 EM80 5/9 11/6 ECCI89 91- EM8I 6/9 91- ECF80 71- EM84 5/9 10/- ECF82 6/6 EM85 II/- 13/6 ECF86 8/6 EM87 6/6 13/6 ECH2I 10/- EY5I 5/6 13/6 ECH35 61- EY8I 7/3 13/6 ECH42 8/6 EY83 9/3 4/6 ECH8I 5/6 EY84 9/6 6/6 ECH83 7/6 EY86 5/9 11/9 ECH84 91- EY88 8/9 7/6 ECL80 61- EZ40 61- 

EZ4I 6/6 EZ80 3/9 EZ8I 4/3 GZ34 10/- GZ37 14/6 HABC80 9/3 PABC80 7/6 PC86 8/6 PC88 PC95 PC97 PC900 PCC84 PCC85 PCC88 10/6 PCC89 10/6 PCCI89 8/9 PCF80 6/6 PCF82 '' PCF84 PCF86 „ PCF80I 9/- PCF802 9/6 PCL82 6/6 PCL83 "" PCL84 PCL85 PCL86 PFL200 14/6 PL36 9/- PL8I PL82 PL83 PL84 PL500 13/6 PY33 8/9 PY80 PY8I PY82 PY83 

8/6 6/9 6/3 9/- 5/6 6/9 

6/ 8/6 6/ 

8/6 7/6 8/6 8/- 

PY88 PY800 PY80I U25 U26 U 191 U30I U329 U404 U801 

7/9 5/3 6/- 6/3 

5/- 5/- 5/- 5/6 

7/3 6/- 6/3 
II/- 8/6 10/6 12/6 9/- 6/- 18/- 

6/6 6/6 5/6 5/9 10/9 6/- 

UABC80 5'3 UAF42 7/9 UBC4i UBC8I UBF80 UBF89 UBL2I UC92 UCC84 8/- UCC85 6/6 UCF80 8/3 UCH2I 9/- UCH42 8/6 UCH8I 6/- UCL82 7/3 UCL83 9/- UF4I UF42 UF80 UF85 UF86 UF89 UL4I UL84 UM80 UY2I UY4I UY85 VP4B X4I 

7/9 4/9 6/9 7/3 9/- 5/6 8/9 5/6 8/3 9/- 5/9 4/9 17/- 10/- 
Terms of business: Cash with order only. No C.O.D. Post/packing 6d. per item. Orders over £5 post free. All orders despatched same day as received Complete catalogue including transistor section and components with terms of business 6d. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for 6d. extra. We are open for personal shoppers 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturdays 9a.m.-l p.m. 

Hundreds of transistors, diodes, UJT's, FET's, SCR's and other semi- conductor devices, are available from; 
M. R. CLIFFORD & COMPANY (CSC) 

209A, MONUMENT ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 16. 
Send 6d. stamps for competitive quotations, or send I/3d. P.O. for current price list of over 1,000 transistors, OR send 2/- P.O. and receive in addition semiconductor data summaries covering approx. 200 common transistor types. TYPICAL PRICES: 2N 697, 9/9; 2N 706, 5/9; 2G 302, 5/4; NKT 271, 3/4; BC 108. 7/6; 2N 2926 (orange), 4/3; 2N 2926 (Yellow) 4/6; etc. FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS. C 86 37/6; C 94 & C 95, 75/- ea. 2N 38I9/2N 3820,26/-, EX-STOCK. TANTALUM CAPACITORS. A range of 40 values including the following: 0.luF/35v: 0.5mP/35v; IuF/35v: 4uF/35v: 2uF/25v: 20uF/6v: 30uF/3v; 50uF/3v: IOuF/3v; ISuF/lOv; 5uF/20v; 5uF/25v; 5uF/3v; etc. Average size: 0.34in. x 0.24in. dia. All types at 6/- each CARBON FILM RESISTORS. ^ Watt. 5% Tolerance. Size: 10mm x 4mm dia. Values from 10 ohms to 10 Megohms, at 5d. each. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Comprehensive range available. Miniature size—Priced from 1/6 to 2/- each. TEST EQUIPMENT. Specific items quoted for on request. e.g. NOMBREX Model 27 Signal Generator £10. 16. 9. MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE TERMS C W.O. Please add I/-. P. & P. on all orders of £2 or less. 

Components for High Sensitivity V.H.F. Portable 
Receiver (See this issue). 

Condensers—S.M. 4d. to 1/-; Ceramic 6d.; Poly. 9d. to 2/-; 
Electr. 1/- to 4/-; German 2-gang tuner 15pF + 15pF with slow 
motion tuning 7/6; AF114, 115, 116, AC127 all 7/- ea.; AF117 S/-; 
OC44, 81, 81D 3/6 ea.; speaker 1" x 4,, 12/6; aerial 7±" to 40" 7/6; 
Cabinet and motif 15/-. All plus postage 6d. small packet to 3/6 
cabinet. S.A.E. for full price list of above and free catalogue of 
push-button stereogram chassis at £17.17.0. etc. 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
66 ELMS ROAD ALDERSHOT HAMPSHIRE 
Telephone 22240 1 minute station and buses 
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NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDER 

for "The Radio Constructor" 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your issues in mint condition. 
Copies can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Rich maroon finish, gold 
lettering on spine. 
Specially constructed Binding Cords are made from Super Linen 
of great strength, very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 

are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of 
the Cords. Any slack that may develop 
is immediately compensated for, and 
the Cords will always remain taut and 
strong. It is impossible to overstretch 
the springs, as a safety check-device is 
fitted to each. 

Sllliip 

m 

For your other magazines see opposite 

PRICE Post Free 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale Londoa W9 

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

YOUR FINISHED ASSEMBLY 

DESERVES A REALLY 

PROFESSIONAL FINISH 

-USE CONSTRUCTOR 

PANEL SIGNS 

PERMANENT PAINT 

TRANSFERS 

m 

4/6 per set (postage 3d) 

★ Set 3 Wording—WHITE 
■k Set 4 Wording—BLACK 

6 Sheets, over 1,000 words, etc. 
★ Set 5 DIALS—clear background 
★ Set 6 DIALS—black background 

Send to: 
DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.9. 

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 445 

BOOKS FOR SALE. Six Science Fiction Book Club 
issues, 10s. the lot. Nine Sunday Times World Library 
issues, £1 the lot. Four Life World Library issues, 10s. 
Yacht Racing by G. Sambrooke Sturgess, 5th Ed., £1. 
Practical Yacht Racing by Eyvin Schiottz, 10s. Teach 
Yourself Russian, 5s. Maintenance and Management of 
Small Locomotives by H. E. White, 7s. 6d. Miniature 
Locomotive Construction by John H. Ahern, 7s. 6d. 
Reeds Nautical Almanac 1965 and 1966 Editions, 10s. 
Atomic Energy and its Applications, 7s. 6d. Artificial 
Satellites (Penguin) 2s. 6d. All plus postage. Box No. 
F283. 

FOR SALE. Utility Geiger Counter by Radiatron 
Monitor's Ltd, with Instruction Manual and radio 
active sample, £5. Ultra-Violet light Test Cabinet 
and samples, £5. Box No. F284. 

METERS. 0-500 microamps, 10s. 0-200mA, 5s. 0-20V 
d.c., 10s. 0~40mA, 10s. Heathkit Balun Coil Unit, £4. 
0.5nF 3000V d.c. capacitors, 2s. each. Ink rollers for 
Creed Type 3 teleprinter, 2s. 6d. per bottle. Woden 
transformer 350-0-350V, 120mA; 6.3V, 4A CT; 5V, 
2A, 50s. All plus postage. Box No. F285. 

RECORDS. Unblemished. Cotton Club Days, Duke 
Ellington, Mono/AH23; The Golden Years, Ray 
Charles, TP365; This Wonderful World of Jazz, 
BBL7356; The Roaring 20's, Mono WM4035; Show 
Souvenirs, Harry Secombe, BBL7532; At the Drop of a 
Hat, Michael Flanders, PMC1033; Dixieland Goes 
West, Lawson-Haggart Band, T215; The Roaring 20's, 
Dinah Kaye, SOC913; Glenn Miller Soundtracks, 
TP223; Jazz Sebastian Bach, Swingle Singers, BL7572; 
all at 7s. 6d. each. One Dozen recent 45's, £1. All plus 
postage. Box No. F286. 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR. J. West, 44 Exeter 
Road, London, N.W.2. wishes to buy/borrow copy of 
May 1962 issue. Expenses reimbursed. 

MESSERSCHMITT Four wheel TG 500 sports car. 
Enthusiast seeks damaged or part vehicles, spares etc. 
Details to C. E. Jaques, 33 Middleton Road, Shenfield, 
Essex. 

PROPERTIES for sale and to let in London and suburbs. 
Apply to Maggs & Stephens, Estate Agents, 229 Maida 
Vale, London, W.9. MAIda Vale 8123. 

BOOKS FOR SALE. Fundamentals of Modem Semi- 
conductors, Kemp & McDonald, 13s., Understanding 
Electronic Circuits, Farl J. Waters, 12s. Wireless for 
Beginners, Boltz, 9s. Hi-Fi Projects for the Hobbyist 
L. Fieldman, 10s. Transistors Work Like This, Larsen, 
5s. Good condition prices 50% below cost. Box No. 
F288. 

TREMENDOUS VALUE—Bulk Component Offers 
•R ASSORTED RESISTORS—Hi-Stab. 300 off (5% 1/10 to 1/2 Watt) 15$. 
■9r ASSORTED CAPACITORS—New Miniature Electrolytic, Polyester, 

Paper etc. 100 off     9$. 6d. 
* TRANSISTORS—OC44, 45, 70, 72, 81 & 81D Equivalents 3s. 

(P & P Is. 6<f. per order, C.W.O.J 
Elmbridge Instruments Ltd. Island Farm Avenue West Molesey Surrey 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
for servicing inter-communications equipment. Some 
knowledge of relays desirable. 
Please reply in confidence to Box No. F.287. 

FEBRUARY 1967 

PLAIN-BACKED 

NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDERS 

for your other magazines 
(max. format 7|" x 9|") 

—rr- 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your copies in mint condition. 
Issues can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Rich maroon finish. 
Specially constructed Binding Cords are 
made from Super Linen of great strength, 
very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 
are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of the 
Cords. Any slack that may develop is im- 
mediately compensated for, and the Cords 
will always remain taut and strong. It is 
impossible to overstretch the springs, as a 
safety check-device is fitted to each. 

PRICE 1416 Post Free 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale London W9 
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CHASSIS 
and 

CASES by 

CASES 
ALUMINIUM, SILVER HAMMERED FINISH 

EPGWARE ROAD 

287/9 Edgware Road 
London W2 

TELEPHONE 
PADdington 5891/7595 

Type W 
Type Size 

U 4 x 4 x 4/,* 
U 5*x4*x4i" 
U 8x6x6" 
U 15x9x9" 
W 8 x 6 x 6" 
W 12x7x7" 
W 15x9x8" 

Price 
10/- 
15/6 
21/- 44/6 
21/- 
34/- 
44/- 

Type Size 
Y 8x6x6" 
Y 12x7x7" 
Y 13x7x9" 
Y 15x9x7" 
Z 17x10x9" 
Z 19x10x8*" 71/- 

* Height 
Type Z has removable back and front panels. 
Type Y all-screwed construction. 

Type Y 
TypeZ 

Type U 

BLANK CHASSIS—Same Day Service 
Of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE. 

(Maximum length 35", depth 4".) 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS or order 
straight away, working out total area of material re- 
quired (including waste) and referring to table below 
which is for four-sided chassis in 16 s.w.g. aluminium. 
48 sq. in. 4/6 176 sq. in. 9/10 304 sq. in. 15/2 

  208sq. in. 11/2    
240 sq. in. 12/6 
272 sq. in. 13/10 

P. & P. 3/6 

336 sq. in. 16/6 
368 sq. in. 17/10 
and pro rata 

P. & P. 4/6 

80 sq. in. 5/10 
112sq. in. 7/2 
144sq. in. 8/6 

P. & P. 3/- 
Discounts for quantities. More than 20 different 

sizes kept in stock for callers. 
FLANGES (*" or §"). 6d. per bend. 
STRENGTHENED CORNERS, 1/- each corner. 

PANELS Any size up to 3ft at 6/- sq. ft. 16 s.w.g. (18 s.w.g. 5/3). 
Plus postage and packing 

BRASS • COPPER • LIGHT ALLOYS • ALUMINIUM 
BRONZE • STAINLESS STEEL 

ROD, BAR, SHEET. TUBE, STRIP, WIRE. 3,000STANDARD STOCK SIZES 
No Quintity too small List on application 

H. ROLLET & CO LTD 
HOWIE ST. LONDON SW11 BATtersea 7872 
 Also at Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow   

the unique PAN L black crackle paint 
4/-d. per 1/8 pt. Can (We regret we can only supply on cash with order basis) 

BRUCE MILLER LTD., 
219 Coastal Chambers, 
Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.1. 

NEW ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE 
The convenient way to shop for all your 
electronic needs. Everything from single 
components to complete Hi-fi outfits, all at 
highly competitive prices. 

Send P.O. for 1/6 to: 
Dept. RC/4 

dca ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
28 OXBRIDGE ROAD, EALING W.5 

A GUIDE TO SURPLUS COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 
A detailed guide to thirty-one receivers, including the 
HRO, AR88, CR100, R107, R1155, PGR, 52 set, etc 
7/6, P. & P. 1/— Mai! order only to: 
AOKINS, Dept. RC, 72 Courtenay Ave., Harrow, Middlesex 

HAMMERITE 3/6 TIN • JUST BRUSH ON i 
HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT 
FOR PANELS, METALWORK, ETC. 

_ . • WITHSTANDS 150oC, OIL, WATER ETC. COLOURS; blue, silver, black, or bronze. 2*oz tins, 3/6. * pint, 7/6. I pint, 15/-. * gallon, SS/-* I gallon 58/-.♦ Carr. up to 5/-, 9d„ up to 10/-, 1/9, over 10/-, 3/-. 'Sent by road. 
From component shops or direct from the manufacturer: FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (RC) Mickley Square, Stocks- field, Northumberland. Telephone: Stocksfield 2280 

BUILD YOUR CIRCUITS 

on 

VER0B0ARD 
—the Universal Wiring Board- 
obtainable from your local retailer 
Retail enquiries to:— 

NORMAN ROSE (ELECTRICAL) LTD 
8 St. Chad's Place, Grays inn Road, London, W.C.I 

Technical enquiries to:— 
VERO ELECRIONICS LTD 
Chandler's Ford, Hampshire 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to this magazine 

may be obtained direct from the publishers 

ONLY 36/- per year, post free 
Please send remittance with name and address and commencing issue required to: 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD 57 MAIDA VALE LONDON W9 

Please mention THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR when writing to advertisers 
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DATA BOOKS SERIES 

NOW AVAILABLE - NEW REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION 
DBS TV Fault Finding 

124 pages. Price 8/6, postage 6d. 
Profusely illustrated with photographs taken from a television screen depicting the faults under discussion 
and containing a wealth of technical information, with circuits, enabling those faults to be eradicated. 
Now includes B.B.C.II as well as B.B.C.I and I.T.A. 

"... A book that should be in every television dealer's service workshop, and in every home-constructor's, for 
that matter."—Journal of the Television Society. 

DBG The Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook 
64 pages. Price 5/-, postage 5d. 
Contains Amateur Prefixes, Radio Zone Boundaries, Amateur Band Frequency Allocations, Call 
Areas, Charts and Maps, Areas, Codes, Mileage Tables, Prefixes/Directional Bearings, Post Office 
Regulations, and much other useful operating data. For the beginner there are notes on how to use 
the mass of information given to obtain the greatest satisfaction from the hobby. 

". . . For concise knowledge in this field a few shillings well worth spending."—Electronics (Australia). 

DB14 Short Wave Receivers for the Beginner 
72 pages. Price 6/-, postage 6d. 
Contains a selection of both battery and mains operated short wave receivers, circuits, point-to-point 
wiring diagrams and many illustrations. Introductory chapter gives much information on the Short 
Wave Spectrum, Clubs, QSL'ing, Aerials, Amateur and Broadcast Band Listening, Frequencies, etc. 

This book has been specially prepared for the beginner interested in short wave receiver construction and operation. 

DB15 Twenty Suggested Circuits 
48 pages. Price 3/6, postage 5d. 
By G. A. French. Covers subjects ranging from electronic laboratory equipment to the simplest 
of periodic switches. Includes: simple and inexpensive two-valve capacity bridge, short wave regenera- 
tion preselector, one-valve speech operated switching circuit, transformer ratio analyser, series noise 
Umiter, receiver remote mains on-off control, and many other circuits. 

DB16 Radio Control for Models 
192 pages. Price 15/-, postage 9d. 
By F. C. Judd. Contains both theory and practical designs of simple and advanced transmitters and 
receivers; basic concepts, aerials, uses of radio components, transistorised receivers, multi-channel 
operation, etc. Sections on servo-mechanisms by Raymond F. Stock. 

More than 200 illustrations. Circuits, photographs, tables and working diagrams. 

DB17 Understanding Television 
512 pages. Price 37/6, postage 3/-. 
By J. R. Davies. This book, which deals with the principles of 625 line reception as fully as 405 line 
reception, fully explains: the nature of the television signal; the cathode ray tube; receiver tuner units; 
receiver i.f. amphfiers; a.f. and video amphfiers; vertical and horizontal timebases; deflector coil 
assembhes; synchronising; automatic gain and contrast control; power supphes and receiver aerials. 
Also includes a comprehensive introduction to colour television. 

". . . one of the best books that aims to explain television in simple language. . . ." R.S.G.B. Bulletin. 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for in payment for. 

Name   

Address   

{Please use Block Capitals for both name and address) 
Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 

Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order 
All publications are obtainable from your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W.9 
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MAYFAIR PORTABLE ELECTRONIC ORGAN 
Build the World's first All-Transistor 
Portable Electronic Organ Kit 

• Plug-in printed circuit • 170 transistors and devices • 10 selected : 

tone colours • Fully sprung keyboard • Vibrato • 6 Octaves of 
generators • Simple locked-in tuning • 110/250 volt mains unit 
• Cabinet size 30J" x 1SJ"x 9" 0 Weight 35 lb. Cabinet with detach- 
able legs, music stand and foot swell pedal • Fully detailed building 
manual with photos, drawings and full circuits. All parts sold separately. 
COMPLETE RANGE OF ELECTRONIC ORGAN COMPONENTS IN STOCK 

CALL IN FOR 
DEMONSTRATION 

COMPLETE KIT with 
Cabinet and Handbook 99 

GNS. (Carriage 
and Packing 
30/- extra) 

i Detailed leaflet 
on request 

f m 

10 & 20 W Mono & Stereo Transistor Amplifiers 
(9) POWER AMPLIFIERS. 10 watts RMS output. IQOmV input. 30 c/s to 20 kc/s ± IdB. 6-Tran- sistor Push-pull. Panel size 4" x 24-" x I". H/S 4" x 4". 
TPAI0/3 3-5n spkr. £4.10.0. 

p.p. 2/6 
TPAIO/15 12-160 spkr., £5.5.0, p. p. 2/6 
(Mains unit for I or 2 amplifiers, 59/6, p.p. 2/6) 

The finest High Fidelity at Unbeatable Prices 
DETAILED BOOKLET FREE ON REQUEST 

(10) PREAMPLIFIERS. 8 input selector. Treble, bass, volume, filter controls. l-^mV to 300mV inputs. Battery operated or from Mains Unit. Output up to ISOmV RMS. 
MP2 9*" x 2i" x 2". £5.10.0, p.p. 2/6 (grey and gold front panel 8/6) 
SP4 Mono/Stereo, 9" x Si" x If", £10.19.6, p.p. 3/6 (front panel plate 12/6). 
ALL UNITS BUILT AND TESTED 

(I) REGENT-6 MW/LW 
Pocket Radio to Build 
6-Transistor superhet. Geared tuning. Push-pull speaker output. Moulded cabinet 5 x 3 x Ifin. Phone socket. AO IA 
TOTAL COST / 
TO BUILD P.P. 2/- 
Full tuning on both bands. 

TUNNEL DIODES 
ImA 22/6; 5mA 15/-; 15mA 12/6. Brand new at fraction of normal price. Free Specs, supplied. 

m 

FM STEREO DECODER 
7-Transistor Printed Circuit Design with Stereo Indicator. For use with any valve or transistor FM. Uses pot cores to Mullard design and ger. and silicon transistors. Complete /C 4 O A P.P. Kit Price W.IT.O - V- 
NEW 24 PAGE TRANSISTOR CATALOGUE I/- 

(2) MW/LW QUALITY TRANSISTOR RADIO TUNER 
Fully tunable superhet with excellent sensitivity and selectivity. Output up to f volt peak. Complete with front panel, etc. 9 volt operated. For use with any amplifier or tape recorder. TOTAL COST , P.P. TO BUILD tJ.iy.O 2/6 
(4) BUILD A QUALITY 2 OR 4 TRACK TAPE RECORDER 
3-speed version using new '363' decks. • TWO-TRACK. Deck £10.10.0 Martin Amplifier £14.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7 gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1200ft. tape, spare spool. P.P. Today's Value £45 Z/ gRS. 15/- 
• FOUR-TRACK. Deck £13.10.0. Martin Amplifier £15.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7 gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1200ft. tape, spare 
spool. -ja ___ P.P. Today's Value £50. JU gRS. 15/- 

25 watt transistor amplifier £7.19.6* p.p. 3/-. (mains unit, 79/6, p.p. 3/-). 
(3) 5 WATT AMPLIFIER 
6-Transistor Push-pull, 3 ohms. 6mV into IK. I2/I8V supply, 2f x 2 x Ifin. 
BUILT AND TESTED AQIAP'P- (optional mains units 54/-) 0*/*'2/- 
If watt version 59/6. Matching Preamplifier, 6 inputs, treble/bass/selector/volume controls. 6-IOmV o/put. 9-I8V supply. 79/6, P.P. 21-. For use with only Transistor Amplifier 
(5) VHF FM TUNER TO BUILD 
87/105 Mc/s Transistor Superhet. Geared tuning. Terrific quality and sensitivity. For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3f x 2fin. Complete with dial plate. (FM Decoder Kit £5.19 6. P.P. 2/-). 
TOTAL COST £6.19.6 p-p- TO BUILD " 2/6 (Cabinet Assembly 20/- extra) 

(6) 1000 mono 1000 stereo 2000 mono 2000 stereo 30001 m stereo SP25 less cart. SP25 mono 

GARRARD DECKS—BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED 
£5 19 6 £6 6 0 £6 9 6 £6 19 6 £7 10 0 £9 19 6 £10 10 0 

SP25 stereo SP25 Deram AT60 less cart AT60 mono AT60 stereo AT60 Deram 

£10 19 6 £13 19 6 £10 19 6 £11 10 0 £11 19 6 £14 19 6 LAB80 less cart. £25 0 0 

401 lesscart./arm£27 10 0 AT6 mono £8 19 6 AT6 stereo £9 10 0 AT6 Deram £11 19 0 Deccadec Mk.II £17 17 6 A70 less cart. £17 17 0 (P. & P. 5/- any type) All other makes of decks and cartridge in stock 
(7) GLOBEMASTER MW/LW/SW 
PORTABLE RADIO TO BUILD 
Full 3-waveband tuning. Pushbutton wavechange. 6-transistor. Superhet printed circuit. Blackchromed cabinet II x 7f x 3fin. (SW l7-50m). Ear/ Record sockets. 1 watt Push/Pull o/put. 
TOTAL COST r-y - A z P P- 
TO BUILD 17.17.0 3/6 

(8) TOURMASTER CAR RADIO 
7-Transistor MW/LW Car Radio. 12 volt operated. 3 watt output. Push- button wave-change. RF stage. Sup- plied built, boxed, ready to use with Speaker and Baffle. Car fixing kit and manufacturers' current guarantee. Special Bargain Offer. Buy Now! List Price 13 gns. a a PRICE LY.y.U P P. 3/6 

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 
Two outputs. 3.6 volts and 9.6 volt up to 250mA each. Transistorised and Tuner stabilised. 110 to 250 volt mains input. In case with leads. Price 67/6, p.p. 2/6. 

MARRIOT TAPE HEADS 
f Track R/RP/3 Med. z, 7/6. R/RP/I High z. 8/-. R/RP/I High z, + R/E/l erase on block, 19/6. f Track L/RPS/12 High z. 15/-. L/RPS/7 Med. z. 19/6. 5/ES/9 erase, 12/6. Also HR-RP single track Rec/Play Med. z, 6/6. 

SCR's (Thyristors) 
50 PIV 7/6. 100 PIV 7/6. 200 PIV 12/6. 300 PIV 15/-. 400 PIV (280V Rms) 17/6. 100 PIV, 3 Amp Stud Type 9/6. 400 PIV, 7 Amp (280V Rms) Stud Type 25/-. 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 303 Edgware Road, London, W.2 PADdington 1008/9 (STD 01-723-1008) 
Open Mon. to Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m. 

(11) GARRARD BATTERY 2-SPEED TAPE DECK Brand New with R/P head, erase/osc. head, tape cassette. Specifications and osc. circuits. 2 speed 2-track 9 volt operated. List Price 13 gns. 
PR,CE £8.19.6 

- 

P 

r 

& 
(6) 

1967 CATALOGUE 
Have you a copy? 
Fully detailed and illustrated. Over 200 pages of components, equipment, etc. OverS.OOOstock items. PRICE 8/6, post paid. Free discount vouchers, value 10/-, with every catalogue. 

IB 

a,   

We can supply from stock most of the components specified on circuits in this magazine. Send for quotation. 


